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INTRODUCTION 

The textile industry in Bombay and other parts of India formed, 10 

1926, a suoj6ct of invet~tigation by the lndian (Textile) Tariff Board which 
were asked, inter alia, to report whether the industry was ia ·need of 
protection, demanded by the Bombay and Ahmedabad l\Iillowners~ 
Associations. During the course of that invefitigation, t~e eonditions of 
the textile workers received some attention at the hands of the· Board ; 
but owing to the emphasis of their terms of reference being more on the 
financial sHe of the industry than on labour conditions, the Board's 
consideration of the latter could not but be limited. However, the 
recommendations made by them to improve eome of the labour conditions 
have their value and can not be lost sight of in any future enquiry. 
Again, the Bombay Strike Enquiry Committee presided over by . the 
Hon'ble Sir Charles Fawcett, went deeper into some of the important 
questions such as the Standardization of Wages, Standing Orders and 
"Seventeen Demands" of the workers and made recommendations some of 
which, if adopted and carried into effect, both in the letter and in the 
spirit, by the Bombay millowners, are likely to change for the better some 
of the existing conditions. The Fawcett Committee were also bound down 
by their terms of reference and could not deal with many other equally 
important problems. The list of subjects prepared by the Chairman of 
the Royal Commission, covers practic11lly the whole field of labour 
conditions ; and in dealing with it no apology from the Bombay Textile 
Lahour Union i~, it is hoped, necessary either for the somewhat 
exhaustive character of its Memorandum or for its drawing upon, with 
the object of making the Memorandum by itself as full as possible, the 
Tariff Board and Fawcett Committee RPports and other important 
publications. 

The Memorandum follows very closely the arrangement in the 
Schedule of Subjects sent out to the Union by the Joint Secretary to the 
Commission. An attempt is made to confine the 1\lemorandum, as far as 
possiblto, to the subjects relating to the textile workers and to refrain 
from giving statistical inforiT.ation which can be obtained by reference to 
Government and semi-Government publications. A few tables have been 

· given only for the purpose of emphasising some of the points the .Memo
randum tries to lay stres:~ on. The Union should have liked to deal in 
detail with some of the subject~ which will be found to have been dealt 
with rather briedy and touch such others as, though relating to the 

textile in.fustry, are not touched at all; but it could not do so, not 
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because il considered them of comparatively minor importance, but either 
because the time at ita disposal was too short to do adequate justice to 
them or because it ·had not the necessary material at ita disposal. The 
Union has not endeavoured to go into the financial aspects of the many 
remedia~ measUI'es which it has either supported or propose.! in its 
Memorandum. ]he task it has auigned to itself is to present the 
workers' grievances and suggest, as far as possible, suitable remedies. 



CHAPTER i-RECRUiTMENt 

ORIOIN OF LABOUR 
I 

1. Bombay was a comparatively small fishing villa·ge when the 
seeds of the textile industry were sown in her soil in 

E~tent of Mi- 1854. Labour, therefore, had to be recruited from out-
gratlon. • 

side. In the earlier penod of the growth ofthe industry, 
tbe workers· came to Bombay according to the requirements of the 
industry and, from that point o! view, the extent of migration during 
that period could be said to be almost hundred per cent. It was in this 
period that a large number of Mussalmans came to Bombay fro~ Upper 
India and took to t.he textile industry, mostly, as weavers. 'Their 
number gra,Jually increased and now stands at, it is calculated, roughly 
between 15,000 to 20,000. They are now settled down in Bombay and 
form her permanent population. In the case of the other workers, mostly 
Hindus, who came here from other parts of the Bombay Presidency, 
excluding Gujerat and Sind, in varying proportions, it can be said. that 
a large number of them now form permanent population of this city with 
periodical visits to their villages. · 

2. The obvious cause for the migration of the Mus.sa.lmans , from 
. Upper India seems to be that, in the textile. industry of 

gr~:i~~~s of Ml· Bombay, they got a new field to continue. their hereditary 
occupation. They were all born weavers working ia the 

hand loom industry. Either because of a setback which the hand ioom 
industry seemed to have received about the time :the textile indastry 
began to grow in Bombay and elsewhere, or because of its· ceasing to 
continue to be sufficiently remunerative, the workers must have felt that, 
instead of exploring other avenues of employment in which they had 
never worked before, it would be profitable to migrate to Bombay ·and 
prefer the textile industry. So far as the workers migrated from other 
parts of this Presidency were concerned, the changing character of 
the village life seems to be the primary cause of their migration. · In his 
book, "Land and Labour in a Deccan Village", Study No.2, Dr. Harold 
H. Mann, late Director of Agriculture, Bombay Presidency, emphasises 
this point thul! :-

"The precariousness of the agricultural returns as a result of 
the very variable character of the rainfall in this part of the Deccan 
is the primary feature that must be noticed. In a sense th.at 
hardly applies anywhere else in India, the life of the people here is 
' & gamble in rain.' If a good season does come, in spite of nary
thing the people do fairly well, from their own standard. Bat good 



ae6sonil oniy occur about two to four times in ten. years, or nine times 
out of the last twenty-four, and an average year seems (if our investi
gations and calculations give· anything Jike a true picture of the 
village life), to leave the village under-fed, more in debt than ever, 
and apparently less capable than ever of obtaining, with the present 
population and the present methods of cultivation, a real economic 
independence. .This state of things is emphasised by the recent 
increase in prices." 

-4& As a result of this economic stress, there bas here been a 
general exit to Bombay and other large centres for work, without 
those who go in any way severing their connection with the village." 
(pp. 158-59). 

,At another place in the same book, Dr. Mann observes:-

"The people uf this village have been in the habit of going to 
Bombay for work for the last twenty or twenty-five years, from the 
accounts given to ns by the villagers. At the time of our enquiry 

'nine families (out of the total number of 147) belonging to the village 
were away in Bombay, and about eleven others whose families were 
not away, had gone to Bombay or Poona ............... From the families 
recorded as belonging to the village, nearly 200 people (out of the 
total of 736)-men, women and children-were away in Bombay 
before 1916. Many of these used to go for part of the year--four 
to eight months-:while a few settled in Bombay more or less perma
nently, only paying an occasional visit to their old home." 
(pp. 110..111). 

It will thus .be seen that the changing economic character of the 
village was _largely Tesponsible for the migraticn of the villagers to the 
indnstrial towns like Bombay. It should not, however, be supposed tba.t 
this migration relieved the workers of their economic distress to a great 
extent. "The actual advantage", says Dr. Mann in the book quoted 
above, '.'to the village (by migration) in reducing the pressure on the land 
is great,.-but th~re appears to be considerable doubt as to whether it re· 
ceives ve~y much actual direct financial adnntage." (page 1511). Added to 
thiil economic aspect of the question, there were the allurements and in· 
ducements held out before the villagemen by the recruiters sent out to the 
villages by the pion~ers oUhe Bombay mill industry. The cities always 
present some glitteri~g features of life which the villages do not possess ; 
and when they are presented to the ignorant mas!les in a highly coloured 
fashion without their dark side, it is only natural that they should lure 
the economically. afFected people. 
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3. The only change in recent years is, as far as· can be· observed', 
towards the direction of settling down in Bombay. J The 

ce~:Yega~~:n re· economic conditi.on of the villages continues· to be' as 
before and the Bombay mill industry has considerably 

developed during the last two decades. It is, therefore, natural that the 
workers should show a tendency to 'stick on, as far as possible, to the • 
industry in which they are engaged. As far as could be ascertained from 
the individual complainti received by the Union, it can be said that' a 
very large majority of the complainants had been and have been engaged 
in the textile industry for a period extending from five to twenty-five 
years. 

CONTACT WITH VILLAGES._ 

4. It is admitted that the workmen go to their viliages. periodicall! 
either to see their relatives; or to look after their land or 

Extent and· to recoup their health. In this sense it may be saia that 
E~:~~~~cy of they bave maintained their contact with the villages just 

as the middle and higher classeg hue maintained their 
contact with their towns or villages by paying puiodical' Yisits to them 
or the members of the European community have done by going Home . 
tLt stated intervals. But a consistent and persistent endeavour has 
been made by the employers to spread an impression in t'he pnbfic 
that the- Bombay· labour is migratory and in support of' this statemen~ 
they point out to the frequency of the workers' visits to the villages; TJie 
Union has in the past challenged this statement and does so even today: 
It by occasional visits the Bombay labour becomes migratory, practically, 
the whole of the population in this city will have ta be brought· under 
that catagory. Such visits take place,. in the case of.some, once a· year, 
in the case of others,. once in two or three years and irr the case of some' 
Mussalman weavers from Upper India, once in five or·e·ven mor~ yearJto 
This is, of course, an inference drawn.from such contact 8.1i the Union has 
had with the workers since the beginning of 1926~ On· tde other hand,: 
" there is very little possibility of contact between workers and' MiJf ... 
owners" (Report of the Court of Enquiry, 1929,. Bombay, page- 38~' 
peragraph 86 ); and yet,. without any such contact, tlie' latter· havw. beeiJ'· 
in sea eon and out of season, repeating their parrot cry that Bombay' Ialion;, 
is migratory. What is still more unfortunate is that even Government 
join in this cry and mislead ths public. If the fr-equency of the workers'·· 
vi:iits to the villages had been so great as is alleged to be, tlie mills 
should have experienced some ehortage of labour. But a reference to the-' 
files of the Doruba.y " Labour Gazette" since·l921 shows that there is no 
such stortage ever e:xrerie~ced ~n t4e. l3q~qba7 ~qills even· ®.rio~ tl~Q' 1 
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monsoon time when the n:odna of the workers is supposed to be great. 
The Union, therefore, believes that a vast majority of the textile labour 
in Bombay ia more or less permanent and cannot be called migratory. 

METHODS OP RECRUifMENT. 

5. There is only one mot bod of recruitment oi Ia boar in the Bombay 
textile iadostry and that is through the bead-jobbers and 

th!Li•tinl M.. jobbers. There are no special qualifications which entitle 
these men to do the work of recruitment except perhaps 

the fact that they save the trouble of the millowners of doing their legiti· 
mate work. Their educational or technical qualifications are just as good 
or jnstas bad as those of the workers who work under them. Tb.e length of 
their employment in the mills may be consiJ.ered a factor in their favour; 
but there are many workera whose length of employment can be compared . 
very favourably with theirs. In the early stage of the growth of the 
industry when adequate labour force was not available, this agency of the 
bead-jobbers and jobbers might have been helpful to the millowners in 
getting their labour. In those days it might have been perhaps necessary 
to inyest these men with some authority so as to enable them to keep their 
men sufficiently long in Bombay. The people so recruited used to work, as 
far aa possible,. under those who recruited them and live together in the 
same o~ neighbouring locality and in this way the village ties used to be 
maintained in a large meaEnre. Almost every one of these facilities 
or advantage~ derived from the system of recruitment through bead
j~bbets and jobbers bas now practically disappeared; and yet the system 
continues merrily to the detriment not only of the operatives but of the 
industrf as a wholt. 

6 •. The chief duty of the headjc.bbers and jobbers under this system 
was. to go to the villages and recruit labour. This they 

u!:'.esent Posi· are not required to do now. Scarcity of labour there is 
· none ; if anything, there is soperB.nity of it. None 
bas heard in recent years of the bead-jobbers and jobbers having gone 
011t of ~om bay in normal Umes for the purpose of bringing labour. In 
times. of strikes these men are seen running about from locality to 
loc"lity in the city to find out labour to break the t.trikes ; and on 
some occiLfions some of them or their agents are reported to have gone, 
o' sent false telegrams, to the villages asking men to come back or 
trying to get new recruits. An,t yet, the strikes have taken place in the 
pJst, continued mach longer than expected even by the workers and many 
times.fooght successfully. It will thus be seen that {I) in normal times 
the bead-jobbers and jobbers are not required to recruit labour by going 
to tQe villa!$ea i (2) ia t\m~1 of strike!!! they pla7 the role of strike· 
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breakers by dividing the ranks of the workers; and (3) their influence has 
completely disappeared in so far it used occasionally to do some good 
to the workers. It may ·also be stated that the old dl\ys of the head
.iobbers and jobberJ employing their villagemen in the same mills aud 
living together in the s~me locality have, in a majority of ca~es, gone 
and with the knowledge they have acquired of the industry and the 
wages, tho workers go wherever they get suitable employment in the 
mill industry. 

7. This system of recruitment tb.rough the heal-jobbers ani jobbers 
has introduced, developed and perpetuated such evils 

Evils of t.he in the industry that they have proved to be a menace of System. 
a very .serious character. It has also contributed very 

materially to the growing discontent among the operatives. It is 
notorious that ·several head-jobbers, jobbers and the women over-seers 
called the "naikins," in the winding and reeling departments, receive 
brites or dasturi from the operatives at the time of their employment 
and even during the continuance of their service. The rate of the dasturi 
varies ge·nerally from Rs, 1 to Rs. 5 and sometimes the dasturi takes 
the form of providing wine or monetary assistance to the hea1l-jobbar and 
jobber. .Mr. S. 1\1. Rutnagur, in his book, " Bombt\y Industries: The 
Cotton Mills," published in 19'37, says as follows on pages 319-322 :-

" As a matter of fact some of the labour leaders have, recently 
been openly pointing not c.nly to their own difficulties with the work-' 
people but to the waning influence of the mill jobbers an l naikins 
over the male and female workers who have learnt to protest against, 
the blackmail and bribery levied. by the former not only for securing· 
a job but also for maintaining it. The earnings of the jobber and 
thll na.ihin (female supervisor) may be three or four times in excess 
of the pay of the indivhtual male or female workers and yet the latter 
have to submit more or less to the extortions of the former for fear 
of dismissal or fines. Thus the new arrival from up-country bas by 
no means an easy entry in the mill as a paid hand. He has of 
course to learn lllnd act as a badli or sub!ltitnte or a mere helper to a 
friend or relation in the department. In the first place he will have 
to pay the jobber on admission and then the Time Keeper or .l\Iuster 
Clerk who keeps him in suspense till he pays him for his "trouble" 
in entering his name ou the badli or substitute register. The pro
bationer will thus be in debt before he can be sure of reguler employ
ment and soon realises the difficulty and time required in getting the 
big wage in tho mill compared with hie meagre earnings in tho 
village, " 
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These admissions are of special significance in view of the fact that 
they come from a gentleman who, in his book at any rate, hai not shown 
himself to be a sympathiser of labour; if any thing, he has shown a Lia& 
in favour of the employers. 

8. The Commission may realise how difficult it is to detect and prove 
such cases of bribery and corruption. So long as t.he worker is in the 
employment of the mills, he dares not, for fear of losing the job, come 
forward and say openly that he has been paying bribes to a jobber. 
After dismissal, he finds himself unable to st:cure wi'nesses to prove his 
case as those witnesses still continue to work in the mills. In spite of 
these difficultie~:~, the Union got a few cases of bribery and brought them 
to the notice ofthe, management concernd; but the latter declineLl to do 
anything in the matter. The follov. ing extract from thn first annnal 
report of the Union for the year 1926, speaks for itself:-

. '' During the period onder report the Union receiveJ a few 
complaints ·about the receipt of dasturi from the Jam mills. After 
makin~ thorough enquiries into the matter, the Union was con-

. vinced that the complaints were genuine and placed all the in
formation received by it before the !llan!lger and the Agents of that 
mill. In the presence of the Manager and the Weaving Master, 
the 1tinders admitted that they were paying dasturi to their naihin. 
But the Management of the Jam Mills refusell ;to take notice 
of the evidence placed before them and to set the matter right." 
(page 16). 

On the other hand, the Agent told the Union quite bluntly that such 
practice of taking bribes provailed fn all the mills and that, if he were to 
take notice of it and adopt measures to stop it, be would soon zequire to 
close down his mill I In 1927, the Agents of another mill oseJ to receive 
·a number of anonym11us letters from their workers about the practice 
of the jobbers and head-jobber! taking bribes from the workers. Here is 
an extract from the Union's report for that year:-

"They (the Agents) took the help of the Union, asked it to make 
investigation and promised to deal with the corrupt people in a way 
which might lea,l to the discontinuance of th!s bad practice. The 
Union made very detailed and minute enquiries, engaged a special 
investigator fur this work and placed before the Agents the facts as 
found ()ut. The Agents were satisfied with the investigation and 
immediately discharged a naihin (head woman), one or two jobbeu 
and gave severe warnings to others against whQm the l;Jnioo ha! 
fQund sQmo evidence," (p11ge 20~. 



In 1928, the Union received three complaint!! of bribery and corruption; 
but it had to drop them as the complainants did not think it safe to 
proceed with them, as they had become very eager for work after six 
months' stoppag(' of the mills. 

9. This llystem of recruitment gives rise to favouritism and harrass· 
ment. Tbe head-jobberll and jobbers being in sole charge of their 
departments, the distribution of piece work is entirely in their hands. 
To supply good and enough yarn to those who give illegal gratifications and 
to give them better machines to work upon, are a common feature in the 
working of the mills. The temporary vacancies in higher posts such as 
Jine·or doffer jobbers are generally filled in by those who by illegal means 
swell the pocket!! of the head-jobbers and jobbers. Such grievances are 
always narrated in the mill and centre committees of the Union. As 
regards the harrassment, the following passage from 1\Ir. Rutnagur's 
book, referred to above, illustrates the point without any further 
comment :.....: · · 

"The Lanca~hire managers and their Parsee assistants found' 
the jobbers useful in extracting the work from the mill hands who 
would put up meekly with the threats and abuses of the jobb&r who 
was familiar with their vagaries and skulking habits. They would ' 
also submit to the corporal punishment which the jobbers had to 
resort to with the more troublesome of the work people who did not· 
mind being useful to him by massaging his body and limbs in a corner 
of the factory and giving him other relief when he was indisposed. 
Thus the jobber proved useful to·the mill-owner not only in keeping 
the machinery in working order but in extracting work from the 
operatives and in maintaining the 'production up to the required 
staudarJ. " { page 326 ). 

It may be noted here that the wages of the head-jobbers and jobbers 
are, in a rulljority of cases, calculated on the amount of production in their 
deputments; and they have to, therefore, in their own self-interest, as 
they generally do, squeeze out as much work out of the operatives as they 
can, without any consideration to the quality of the material supplied 
to them. The Union has received innumerable complaints of bad raw 
material and harrassment of the head-jobbers· and jobbers for obtaining 
the required production. 

10. Coupled with this system of recruitment, a~e the powers of the 
head jobbers and jobbers which still further reduce the 

Powers of the 
Jobber. operatives almost to the condition of the slaves. The 

powers of dismissals, finee, grant of leave, engagement 
of 6adli& or :mbstitutes, though ·now supposed to be (l~ercis~ble by 



departmental beads, are in practice exercised by the head-jobbers and 
jobbers and are, in many cases, abased by them witn the result that 
inefficiency in the in·Justry bas increased, stability of employment, 
so essential even for the smooth working ot' the factories, is absent 
and the accumulation of discontent is a normal feature. An 
rfficient :worker is conscious or his ability antt does not always 
countenance the frowns of the bead-jobbers and jobbers and is more often 
than not reluctant to give illegal gratification ; while an inefficient 
worker cannot hope to get, and continue in, employment without keeping 
the bud-jobbers and jobbers contented, which be can do only by means 
of satisfying their wants by illegal means. The formt~r class of men . are 
thus under a perpetual risk of receiving all sorts or punishments from 
the supply of inferior or inadequate raw m11terial down to the dismissal 
while tbe latter class: goes on merrily with the unhealthy support o( its 
superiors, always adding to the general inefficiency or the industry. The 
experience of the Union is that among the workers there are often two 
camps-one pro-jobber and t.he other anti-jobber-fighting against each 
other and OC('at~ionally going to law courts and adding to the litigation. 

11. It is pointed out above that in normal times the labour is plenti
ful and that the head-jobbers and jobbers are not required to do the work 
of recruitment which is supposed to be their main job. Doring abnormal 
times when a strike is threatened or has actually taken place, they are a 
source of mischief to the employers as well as to the workers. To the 
formel' they hold out false hopes that there weald not be a strike and, if 
one had taken place, they mislead the owners by saying that it would 
end very scon. Among the la.tter they Jo the work of creating divisions 
and breaking up their solidarity. ·The following two cases ara typical of 
the extent to which these people an: capable of going in playing tbejr 
mischievous ~ame. In one of the mills where.tbe Union had good 
membership, it declared a strike receotly over the wrongful 
dismissal of a worker after going through all the stages of negotiations 
which lasted for full three months. This period ofthree months was 
utilised hy a head-jobber and an assistant time-keeper in that n.ill with 
the help of a few of their men, not necessarily connected with the mill, 
in sowing the seeds of disunity among the ranks of the workers to such 
an extent that towards the end of that period the workers practically 
ceased to attend tt:e Union's propaganda meetings. Between the forty 
hours' period that ·passed between the time when the strike notice was 
given to the mill and the time when the strike was actually declared, 
their propaganda with adequate financial backing:became so oppressive 
to the workers that even those of the Union'11 committee members who 
had voted in favour of the strike, had to go to the mills in spite of the 
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picketing by the Union officials. In another mill, the workers declared 
a strike on the summary dismissal ofabont haifa dozen· workers ·and 
discharging about 100 men ou the groun·I that there was no work for 
them. The mill immediately declared a lock-out. During the few weeks 
that followed, the head-Jobber of the mill worked his. mitJchievot&S plans 
so well that he created a division in the ranks of the workers who were 
all on strike and most of whom were Union men and made them go back 
to the mills on reduced wages-the reduction being on an average al:ove 
10 per cent. ·After the mill restarted, the head-jobber took care not to 
re-engage those whom he considered to be prominent Union men i~ spite 
of the definite instructions of the Agents that men should not be refused 
employment on the ground that they were' Union men. He thns 
succeeded in shutting out most of the important Union men and filling 
the mill with Lis own '' safe" men without any consideration to their 
efficiency or otherwise. One can c&sily realise the serious effects of such· 
sinister propaganda of the head-jobbers and jobbers not only on· the 
organisation of the workers but on the industry as a whole. · 

12. In paragraph 63, pages 138-39, of their report,' the Indian 
(Textile) Tariff Board have drawn the attention of the 

Tariff Board G t th "II d h bl" t · th and Millowners. overnmen , e m1 owners an t e pu IC . o e 
existing system of recruitment and its abuses and recom

mended that all labour should he engaged directly by the officer of the 
mill in charge of the department which required it or by a res110nsible 
officer. The Union also desires to draw the attention 'of the Commission 
to the oral evidence on this subject of recruitment of the representatives 
of the Bombay Millowners' Association which appears on pages 34'7-352 
of Volume II of the Board's report and the Commission will come to 
know the warmth and vigour with which the· representatives of the 
Association supported the existing system of recruitment. As _against 
that oral evidence the Commission should, the Union further suggests, 
place paragraph 'l of the Millowners' Association's reply, dated- lOth 
of January 1928, to the letter of the Collector of Bombay, dated 4:tb. 
October 1927, in which the latter had asked for a report of the action 
taken by the millowners in respect of the recommendations contained in 
paras 59-71 of the report of the Indian Tariff Board, and then co111pare 
the statements contained in the two. This reply appears as Appendix Y 
to the statement submitted to the Strike Enquiry (Fawcett) Committee 
by the Bombay Millowner's Association, pages 65-74. Its. paragraph .1 
runs as follows :-

'' 1. Para 63 :-A special enquiry has been made by the 
Association since the publication of the· Tariff.· Board report with a 
~ 



Yiew ~o ascertaining the exacL practice in regarJ to recruitment or 
labour and the results definitely prove that the practice of direct 
recruitment is making rapiJ stri<Jes throughout the Bombay Mill 
industry and this movement is receiving every encouragement from 
the Association and from the management of individual mills ....... .. 
The enquiry ju~t completed has shown that so far as the daily 
replacement of absentees is concerned, operatives as a rule are not 
finally engaged by the jobber. They may, it is true, be brought 
to the mills by the jobbers, but even this practice is becoming more 
rare and it is now the more general rule for the jobber to obtain 
replacemenh for his absentees from the applicants for work who 
daily attend at the mills. Whatever the method adopted by the 
jobber to obtain the work people necessary for replacing a.bsentees, 
the final selection and appointments are made by the heads of the 
departments concerned, and in many cases even the preliminary 
assembling of applicants for replacement11 for casual vacancies is 
conducted by the heads of departments and not. by jobbers. 

'' There may in the future still be occasions when, owing to 
extraordinary shortage, jobbers will be still required to recruit labour, 
but these revivals of the powers of the jobbers are likely to be tempo
rary and infrequent. 

"The millowners have always strongly discounte,nanced the 
practice of extorting commission from work-people by jobbers, and 
where charges of this nature are substantiated, the most severe dis
ciplinary action is taken against the jobbers concerned." 

In the opinion of the Union the above statement is inaccurate. In 
the first place, it is stated that the practice of direct recruitment is 
making rapid progress. When was this practice instituted 1 Were any 
written instructions issued by the Millowners' Association to the mills 
to stop the recruitment through the head-jobbers and jobbers and start 
direct recruitment P Were these instructions given before the Association 
ho\d their special enquiry or after it P The wording in the statement 
gives one an impression that, if any instructions had been given at all, 
they had been given before the special enquiry. If this impression is 
correct, where was the necessity to hold a special enquiry for the purpose 
of "ascrtaining the exact practice in regard to racruitment of labour" 
as those instructions implied that the Association knew what the practice 
was and felt that it should change. If the instructions had been given 
after the special enquiry, the Association couhl not know its results as 
they said they did. In the second place, it is equally important to know 
whether the mills, in which "direct recruitment is making rapid strides,'' 
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have any records to show that they have changed the system olrecruit- · 
ment and whether they have any register wherein the names of the 
operatives, seeking employment, with their past record are registered. 
Thirdly, it is iateresting to know how many cases of extortion of commis· 
sion by the jobbers had been dealt with by the mills and the Association 
and in how many cases " the most severe disciplinary action" had been 
taken against them. Fourthly, it is worth noticing that the Millowners' 
Association'11 statement does not at all. refer to the powers of the head
jobbers and jobbers to which paragraph 63 of the TariE Board report has 
drawn pointed attention. With the knowledge that the Union possesses 
about the existing practice of recruitment, it can assert that the practice 
is the same as it existed before the TarifF Board made their report. No 
change worthy of consideration has been effected and the workers' woes 
on this score have not been reduced by a jot or tittle. The Union. has. 
no hesitation in characterising the Millowners' Association's stateme:nt 
as an eye-wash calculated to mislead the Government and the public. 

13. The only way in which the system of recruitment can be 
mended is by ending it. There does not seem to be 

Possible Im· any half-way house between the present system and 
provemen*· 

the public employment agencies. The Tarift' Board had 
recommended recruitment through a departmental head of each mill. 
The Union in its representation to the Board had suggested that the 
mill agents should recruit their "labour directly, that the head-jobbers 
and jobbers shoulJ no longer be invested with such powers as those of 
dismisEals or fines and that they should be appointed on fixe~\ wages 
irrespective of the production in their departments. While the Union 
shnds by its other recommendations the!l made, it cannot but withdraw 
their former suggestion of recruitment in favour of the public employmed 
agencies. The millowners were given full two years to carry out the 
recommendation of the Tarin BoarJ and they wasted that precious tim& 
without doing anything. It is risky both from the point of view of the 
inJ.ustry and the workers to allow them to make any further experiments. 
The preJent syst.em must, therefore, .be ended immediately. 

14:. The Union is strongly in favonr of starting pnblic employme.n~ 
agencies. The State is responsible for the well-being of 

m~~1t~:Cf~~- every section of the population onder its control and 
it is its duty to protect adequately the interests o( the 

working class Fection which has been suft'ering from the harrassment and 
tyranny of the employers an·i undergoing serious financial loss •. U is. 
therefore, its duty to see that the grievances of this section of. the 
vopula.tiou ar~ re.lreeseJ an~ its r!)cruit~ent flace~ Qn ~ eoqnd ~si~, 
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· The Union realises the difficulty of starting public employment agencies in 
towns and small cities where industrial population is comparatively small 
and where, therefore, the cod of starting and maintaining these agencies 
is lik,ly to be heavy. The Union, therefore, suggests that the public 
employment agencies should be first started in large industrial cities such 
as Bombay, Calcutta, Madras, Cawnpore, Nagpnr, Kharagpur, and, with 
the experience that may be gained, similar agencies may be started at 

~· smaller industrial cities and towns. 

15. After securing the evidence from all the industrial centres in 
lndia, it is for the Commission to think out 1\ practical scheme and 
consider its possibility. The Union desires to emphasise that the Com
mission should not be deterred by the cost of the employment agencies 
because it considers that this cost is essential for the social and economic 
well-being of a very large section of the working class population. The 
Union takes its Etand on the fact that the present system of recruitment 
is a thoroughly discredited and ruinous system and must be ended and 
that the industrially advanced country like England has by experience 
found that the public employment agencies are the only effective remedy 
to stop the abuses arising out of the bad systems of recruitment and have 
been successful. The disease being common in both the countries, there 
is no. reason to suppose that the remedy which has proved to be efficacious 
in one country should not prove to be so even in India. The Union 
considers that the scheme of public· employment agencies is perfectly 
possible and should be given eft'ect to a, soon as possible. 

EXTENT AND EFFECTS OF DISTURBANCE OF FAMILY UFB. 

16. In the . opinion of the Union, the family life of the operatives iB 
disturbed a great deal owing to many causes. In the first place, not being 
sure of his employment, a worker does not generally bring with him 
his family to Bombay. In the second place, after he gets an employ
ment, he does not get his wages for six weeks after commencing 
work. By this time he generally falls into some debts without repaying 
which he cannQt possibly bring his family to Bombay. Thirdly, his 
wages are generally such as cannot aft'ord him to maintain himself and 
his family and lead in Bombay even such a standard of life as a textile 
worker generally leads. Fourthly, there being no security or perma
nency of employment, he cannot be sure whether he can stay sufficiently 
long in Bombay if he brings his family. Fifthly, his periodical illness 
adds to his indebtedness and further reduces the chances of staying with 
his family. It should be understooll that the above remarks are of a 
general character which apply generally to the operatives in the prepara
tort devartments whose wa~es are less ~han ~s. 30 ver month and to th~ 
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low p~i4 wcuer.s ·ani other workers on the manofactnring t~i·fe. ·::sG 
.it&li~ti~ oo tbi~ as Oil many other pointi are anilable ant the Union ean 
express an opinicll only on the knowle:lge an.I ioformation sec11red by ita 
cont~t with thp workers through the committees an.J the meetiogs. 

17. Snch being the disturbance of the family life, it is eonceinble 
that iti eff"ecta can be unhealthy aod, in some eaaes, even ruinons. The 
workers are expose.! to the temptations of a city life an1 so111e may be 
falling Yictima to them. The Union hu no info?mttion in ita possession 
to express a definite opinion on this poinL 

U!'\"EMPI.DY.MENT. 

18. There are no statistics available in Bombay, ana fo~ that matter 
ill the whole of In-Jia, to ascert&in the extent of unemployment in the 
inl11strhl popnlation. Nor is there aoy agency, Go'remmelit or other
wite, which is in a position to proJnce any statistics based on definite 
d&h. fh~ Bombay IM~ Gautu, which is the onlr agency which 
attempt! to collect some statistics and pnbli.shes it periodically, has
always to aay, whenner the industry is in ita norm&! state, that •• in the 
textile indnstry, as a whole the &npply of labunr wu equal to the 
demanJ." Bot it hu not, so far as the Union ia aware, ma.Je aoy 
enqniry into the dnctnations ofthe demand ao.t the extent of "l!acli 
dnctnstiona. The Union'a remarks, therefore, on this tlnbject are -based 
mainly npon the experience and botrlelga it has gained throuvh ita 
working and its contact with the workers.. . 

0 

13. From ita obeervatiou aod experience, the ·union is &&tisfied 
that there ia considerable unemployment in the textile 
workers of Bombay. It ia highly probable that a fraeticn 

of the unemploy&.l may be eonstantlJ' lea ring for the Yillages after wait.
ing for some time for jobs. So, the f11ll extent of the unemployeJ people 
caunot be accnratel; ascertained even if some attempts are made to de ao. 
Howner, the anrage unmber of workers employed in the E9mbaJ 
indll8lrJ dnring the last snen years may gite some idea abont the extent 
oC unemployment. The following figures are taken from th& reporta of 
the llillowneri' Auoeiation :-

Year. 

I 
Kill a. Spioclles.. I.Goma. .A•enpNo. 

of wocker& • 

. 
I 

19::!2 ... --, b2 3,117,!!S! 65,5:!1 I 1t9,22t 
19:?3 Sl 3,349,0~2 68,946 

l - ... U8,771 
19~-1 ... -· 8:! 3,427,621 71,133 U8,H-& 
19;!5 ... - ~2 3,456,231 72.266 153,009 
1926 ... . .. ~3 3,472,6-l~ ';3, 701 1!9,069 
1927 ... - S.i 3,4M,S:!6 74,515 154,398 
19~S ... . .. 82 3,431,176 7'4,8".!5 l29,2i5 

- -
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Ia commenting upon the average number of workers employed in 1928, 
the Chief' Factory Inspector or Bombay has pointe-! out on page a of his 
Annual Factory Report of the Presidency or Bombay for that year that the 
Bombay mills hai not uniformly made allowances for the effects of the 
strike. He, therefore, obtained fresh information for the month of Decem
ber which month was comparatively free from strikes and calculated that 
the number of operative a employed in the cotton mills in the Presio.leocy 
was2,39,~S8 as compared with 2,45,509 for the previous year. December 
figures for the cotton textile industry in Bombay were 1,38,671 aa com
pared with an average of 1,45,005 in 1927. Another set of figures may 
als!l be given. In the two abstract statementP, submitted to the FawcetL 
Committee, for (1) the spinning and preparatory ar.d (2) the weaving and 
manufacturing departments for the month of July 1927' containing the 
~ctual number of men, wage bill and the average pay for that month and 
the number of men, wage bill and the average pay under their standardi· 
zation scheme, iC it had been in operation in that month, the Millowners' 
Association gave the actual total number of workers working in July, 
1927, at 1,14,005. It is thus clear from the above data, ina•leqoate 
though it may be, that there is not only serious unemployment in the 
Bombay textile industry but that it tluctua.tea violently. 

20. The Co~mission may be aware that the Millowners' .A.ss'Jciation 
has 11repared a Standardization Scheme whose main 

Retrenchmen\. 
object is to tegularise the number of operatives per uniL 

of work anJ also to regulllriae the wages, bot whose main features tor ned 
011t to be to retrench the operatives in the spinning and preparator1 depart
ments and to make a cut in the wages of the weavers. This Scheme and 
its attendant unemployment were folly discussed before the Fawcett Com· 
mittee. Mr. S. D. Saklatwala,· speaking on behelf of the Millownera• 
Association, said before the Fawcett Committee:-

"I might just point out that, as regards the extent of retrench
ment (in the spinning section), in the sh.tement that we have sub
mitted we have shown that about 8,00() men will be reduceo.l; 58,000 
will be brought down to 50,000. But I might point out that that 
statement of course refers to J oly 1927, since when retrenchment 
bas alreadr taken place." (page 1617 or the printed proceedings, 
Vol. IV). • 

Ihe statement in the last sentence or .Mr. Saklatwala does not seem to 
han been berne out by the December (1928} figures quoteJ above, gio;en 
by the Chief Factory Inspector in his report. Jn December the number of 

• The dar-~o-daJ' verbatim l'l'oceedings of ~he FawceU Committee were printed b7 
~bo J4Ulowoera• Association. Governmen~ have no~ published ~h~m. 
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operatives had increased and the Standardizl\tion Scheme has not yet.cotne 
into operation. It cannot also be said that in Jnly192'l, there was ~ny 
shortage of labour as the Lahour Gazette for August 1927 had declared 
that in July th.e supply of labour was adequate to the demand. The 
Union is, therefore, inclined to take the view that while a small amount of 
retrenchment may have taken place in the past, it will come into full 
force as soon as the Standardization Scheme comes into operation. It was 
admitted in the Fawcett Committee that under the Scheme there would be 
a retrenchment in the spinning section to the extent of 13·8 per cent. and 
in the weaving section 3·5 per cent. These figures have got to be taken 
into consideration in dealing with the unemployment problem. 

21. The Fawcett Committee considered two more schemes-now 
known as the " Efficiency Schemes ;'-of Messrs. E. D. 

Ratioualisatiou. 
Bassoon and Co. and of Messrs. James Finlay & Co •. 

Under the latter's scheme, "roughly, about 30 per cent. (of the workers) 
in the spinning department" have been reduced, (Vide page 925 of the 
printed proceedings of the Fawcett Committee, Vol. II), while under the 
former, the following estimate of reduction was given by Mr; F. Stones, 
Superintendent of the E. D. Bassoon & Co., before the Fawcett Com:. 
mittee :-

"We claim to have carried out this policy, but in the process of 
doing so it is to be admitted that fully 2,000 men will be displaced 
over the Millowners' standard (scheme) in our group alone, and this 
standard reduced a further 2000 from t~e old Jist •. In the w~aving 
slightly less than 1000 are displaced-in all a total of 5,100 men 
out of a former. muster of roughly 2'7,000 men have become 
unemployed during the last three years." (Page 1612 of the printed 
proceedings of the Fawcett Committee, Vol. IV.) 

While in no way questioning the 6ona fides of· .Mr. Stones .who, it i~ 
admitted, is one of the powerful brains behind the Millowners' Association 
and who is a master of the technique of the mill indnstry,.the Union i~ 
inclined to feel that the figure of the displaced workers should ·be· higher 
than 2000. It draws the attention of the Commission to the discussion 
that took place in the Fawcett Committee on the 4th of December 1928 
(pages 891 to 898 of the printed proceedings, Vol. II) in which Mr. R. R. 
Bakhale, spokesman of the Joid Strike Committee, discussed with 
Mr. Cottam, Deputy Superintendent, Spinning Section, E. D. Sassoons 
group of mills, a statement prepared by the former ·on the basis of the 
information supplied, by Mr. Stones as to the efFect that might. be entailed 
upon the workers on account of the introduction of the new efficiency 
system. That statement is reproduced on pages 929-934 of the ·printed 
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proceediags, Vol. U aDd appended to this memorao·Jnm (Appendix A). 
It relates to only e~ne mill of the Sassons and ahows that 223 out of 
566 men woold be retrenched in that one mill. Mr. Cottam admitted in 
hil nidence (page 8~8 orthe printed prcceeding~, Vol. 11) that it was 
clear that between 41J per cent. to 45 per cent., of the. workers in that 
particular mill would. be retrenched. IC similar statements are prepared 
Cor the other mills where this l'ystem is introduced, the Union takes 
the view that the retrenchment woul.l Le more than that calculated by 
Mr. Stones. 

22. In addition to this krnd of unemployment which is now more or 
less of a general character, there is some temporary 

m~~~er-employ. unemployment caused by what is known as the " playing 
~ff' 11 system of the millewners which adds to the floating 

population. of the city. Occasions freq~eotly arise in the case of almost 
each and every mill when there is no demand for a particular kind of 
goods, either cloth or yarn, and ~he mills generally stop a portion of their 
loome and l!pindles for .some time. This causes temporary unemployment 
which is. repeated periodically. In the two silk mills of Bombay, the 
Union understands that a large nuJDber of looms. have been idle Cor two 
or three years in one and for a lew months in the other. This . u.der
employment )a particularly common in many mills in the reeling and 
winding departments • 

. 23.. Such is the position as it stands today. Bot with_ the intro
duction of the . efficiency schemes in the two important groups or the 
Bombay n.ills,-echemes which are onlJ a part of what is now generally 
known as" Rationalisation", and with Sir Victor Sassoon having himself 
admitted (page 56l oC the printed proceedings, Vol. II) that be was going 
part or the way towards the so called rationalisation, there is every possi
bility of such schemes soon entering other mills in some Corm or other. 
This is inevitable. In fact this has been admitted aL least partially before 
the Fawcett committee as will be seen {rom the following quotations:-

."Mr. Bakhale-you are going to increase th~ efficiency. increase 
the output and lower t\le cost of production by some methoi ol 
organisa~oion in the industry. Soppo:e you succeed in increasing the 
efficiency, and in increasicg the output and in reducing the coat o( 

production. Having se~n your results, don't you think that the other 
millowners will begin to think in the same direction and adopt the 
same methods 1 

"Sir Victor Sassoon :-I think unless they do that, under the 
str~ss of competition a large number of them will not be able to 
continue to exist." (page 863 olthe printed proceeding, Vol. II.) 
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At an earlier stage, Mr. Stones said in reply to a question of the Hon'bie 
Sir Charles Fawcett:-

"The millowners have considered this (rational) scheme ........ , 
They have 'g'Jne into the scheme but they ( the Associatiqn ) do not 
recommend this for adoption by all the mills until all the factors 
contributing to its success are there." (page 851) of the printed pro
ceedings, Vol. II.) · 

The moment these factors are there-and they must be there if the 
mills have to live under the stress of competition-the :Millowners' 
Association will recommend the rational scheme to the other mills. It 
should further be remembered that such Fecommendation on the part of 
the Association is not. necessary. From the Union's experience of the 
working of the mills in Bombay, it can be said that the other mills may. 
soon direct their attention to retrench the men on the lines of the efficienc7 
schemes of the Sassoons or the Finlays and they can do it without thP 
permission of the Association. The point the Union desires to emphas\se 
is that with the introduction of the efficiency schemes by two of the 
important groups of mills and with the rapidly increasing Indian and 
foreign competition with Bombay, her mills have no alternative, ~nde.r 
the existing capitalist system, but to adopt some remedy under which the 
workers are bound to be retrenched and unemployment considerably 
increal!ed. This potential. danger cannot be lost sight of in dealing 
with the problem of unemployment. · 

24. In considering the possible methods of alleviating and remedying 

Possible Meth
od• of Alleviat• 
ing and Remed;r· 
ing Distress. 

the distress caused by unemployment, the Union thinks 
that this question should ba iooked at from two points 
of view : one, to bring. the unemployment level as down 
as possible and two, to provide for those who may yet 

remain unemployed. The Union is aware that employment may not 
wholly disappear unless that problem and many other problems 
are tackled from all sides; but it feels that unemployment can be reduced 
under certaill conditions. With competition as the basis and profits the 
object of the industry which is entirely in private hands, it cannot be 
expected that the workers will get a fair and square deal from the 
employers. In times of prosperity, the bumper profits go to swell the 
pockets of the employers and the workers get very little, if any at all, 
without a Mt.rQggle. In times of depression, the workers are the first to 
suffer on the llpacious plea that the industry cannot afford to pay. 
The object of the industry should, therefore, be, not profits, but, public 
service and it cannot be achieved unless the industry is removed from 

3 
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t~rivate hands and put onder public control. As has been alre&dy stateJ, 
such a change cannot remove unemployment all of a sudden or altogether; 
bot sorely it can be reduced by keeping a vigilant eye on all the factors 
that go to create unemployment. Even onder tho existing ~ystem of the 
industry, it is not difficult to reduce unemployment if the industry is 
properly organised onder a strong central organisation and internal 
competition between mills and mills eliminated, or at least, reduced to 
the minimum. Specialisation is one of the methods new adopted in 
Germany and even Lancashire and may alEo help to reduce the ranks of 
the unemployed. 

25. In spite of aU the measures suggested above, it is conceivable 
that unemployment on a limited scale may remain ; 

In~:':!~:yment and it is the duty of the State to provide for the main-
tenance of those who remain unemployed for no fault of 

theirs. ''Work or maintenance " shcnld be the guiding principle. 
It is the considered opinion of the Union that every industrial worker 
who is willing to work but who does not get employment, should 
be provided with maintenance by the State by some mitable method. 
To the worker, the loss of employment is a serious thing. The remarks 
of the Fawcett Committee on this point bear repetition here. They 
say:-

"202. • ........ and one has only to pot oneself in the place of 
a worker who is threatened with loss of employ

~~::'e~e~ie':.m· ment to realise that it is a natural feeling. H~s 
means of livelihood may be taken away; and it Is 

cold comfort to him to be told that the cheapening of produc
tion consequent on his and others' dismissals will bring increased 
demand, .and increased demand for th~ goods will bring better em
ployment and higher wagef. An entire disregard of the suffering 
entailed by loss of employment is out of place, and has caused much 
bitterness on the side oflabonr. This has been the subject of cau~tic 
comment by writers on Unemployment; and a more humanitarian 
principle is now being recognised. The International Labour Con
ference at Washington in 1919 adopte.J. a recommendation in favour 
of the establishment of an effective system of unemployment insur
ance, either through a Government system or through a system of 
Government subventions to associations, whose rules provide for the 
payment of becefits to their unemployed members ••••••••• Ordinarily, 
no doubt, the alleviation cf general unemployment doe to trade 
depresf.lion and other worlJ wide causes is a matter mainly for the 
Government and the general tax-payer to shoulder; but now-a-days 
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there is surely a good basis for the view that, if an industry seeks to 
reduce the costs of. production by " rationalisation " or scientific 
management, it is under an obligation at any rate to help towards 
the mitigation of hardship due to consequent loss of employment by 
some or its workers. Thus the recent World Economic Conference at 
Geneva which adopted a resolution (given in appendix) in favou~ of 
"rationalisation as a means of increasing output, improving condi· 
ticns of labour and reducing costs of production, contains the 
following reservations :-

"It must be applied with care which is necessary in order, 
while at the same time continuing the process of rationalisation, 
not to injure the legitimate interests of the workers; and suitable 
measures should be provided for cases where during the first 
state of its realisation it may result in loss of employment or· 
more arduous work." 

"203. We think that this principle should be given weight 
in the present enquiry, and that the mere fact that Government have 
not yet taken up the question or unemployment and provided 
measures of alleviation such as have been adopted in the United 
Kingdom and some other countries, affords no sufficient ground for 
millowners to wash their hands of the whole business. On the 
contrary, we consider that it is in their own interests to take some 
steps to mitigate hardships entailed in the introduction of the 
(Standardization) Scheme, which is in some respects a form of 
rationalisation and thus lessen the _opposition to it or. at any rate 
any reasonable cause for bitterness. This opinion applies a fortiori 
to the introduction of the "Efficiency Schemes.'' (pages 97-98). 

The Union has thus a very weighty support of the Fawcett Committee in 
its opinion that even for general unemployment caused by trade depression 
or by other causes over which the worker has no control, some suitable pro· 
vision should be made for the maintenance of the unemployed. If, siJ.e 
by side with such provision, public employment agencies are started, they 
will endeavour to find employment to some of the un-employed and thereby 
the register of the unemployed and the maintenance charges will tend to 
remain on a low level. 

26. As has been pointed out by the Fawcett Committee itself, the 
provision against unemployment is necessary, perhaps more so, when the 
efficiency or rationalisation schemes are introJuced in the industry. The . 
textile industry being one of tLe most competitive industries in the 
world, snch schemes are bound to come sooner or later, rather sooner 
than l'lter, and with them a ~1uge scale re~renclHqen~. ~eferenc~ h~~ 
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Leen made above to the resolution on rationalisation passed by the 
WorU Economic Conference held at Genen in May192'7 and produced 
In this memorandum as Appendix B. This resolution lays down certain 
principles and precautions for the introduction of rational schemes and 
for them to become successful. From its knowledge of the m~thoda 
of the Bombay millowners in working their millit and with their loose 
central organisation at the top, the Union is doubtful whether those princi-

. pies and precautions would be carried out before introducing the rational 
schemes; but onder stress of competition, they will have n.o alternative 
but to introduce those schemes, thereby reducing a large number of 
operatives. Whatever that may be, it is, in the opinion of the Union, 
highly essential that some steps shoulJ be taken to institute a scheme 
11n·ier which the workers will begin to get some maintenance allowance. 
In fact the Fawcett Committee have themselves sa.id (page 159. para 
291) that " there is some obligation on the Millowners to try and take 
some steps towards mitigating hardship due to loss of employment 
caused by the introduction of the ''Efficiency" Scheme.'' The Commit-

··tee then proceeJ in paragraph 292 (pages 159-161) to describe their 
·Scheme of'' Out-of-work Donation Fund " on a voluntary basis, which, 
they say, they r~commend as a tentative measure" for the consicleration 
of the millowneu and the Trade Union leaders" and "with a view to 
avoid delay in the settlement orthis question (of introluclion of efficiency 
schemes) pending the report of the forthcoming Royal Commission 
on Le.bonr and any action thereon by the State." It is thus clear that 
the Fawcett Committee have:definitely accepted the principle of provi
ding the workers with some maintenance during their unemployment 
caused either by trade depression or similar circumstances or by the 
intro:inction of the efficiency or rational sc?emes. 

27. While appreciating the acceptance by the Fawcatt Committee 
of the principle or unemployment benefits and their Scheme of Out-of
work Donation Fund, the Union is strongly of the opinion that the 
scheme to be adopted ior unemployment benefits should be based on a more 
sound and permanent basis and administered by the State. A statutory 
unemployment insurance scheme is what is desiuble and necsssary. It 
should be applied to all the important industries and the imp~rtant indus
trial towns so as to avoid competition and inequality or unfairness in the 
financial burden. Owing to the present low leval of wages or the 
majority of the textile operative!, it is doubtful whether the workers will 
be in a position to pay their share of the contribution if the scheme is 
based on a contributory basis. The Union is of the opinion that financial 
burden of the scheme shoulJ be borne by the State and the employers 
until tho wa~e level is sufficientlr increased. 



28. The only Convention and. recomtn~ndation which is of a 
general character and applicable to all kinds of workers 

International d • h" h b t t"l k • t t" J Unemploym 1 n t , an 1n w 1c t e ex 1 e wor ers are 1n eres cu, are 
Conventions. those passed at the Washington Internati{)nal Labour 
Conference in 1919. In 1921 the Government of India ratified the 4t&fC 
Convention and decided to examine the recommendation in order to 
determine to what extent it was desirable to give efl'ect thereto~ 
Speaking on this resolution the Hon. Sir Thomas Holland, the spokesmall 
of the Government of India, referred to the despatch of the Secretaty of 
State for India on unemployment with which the Governmenf of lndid 
seemed to agree. It. is state~ that '' we are strongly of opinion, 
and all local Governments who have stated their views are iii agteement: 
with us, that no system of unemployment insurance i·s ptacticable itt 
India at present'', (Legislative Assembly Debates, 19th February 1921,· 
page 263)-a statement which shows th6 mind of Governlilent on thi£1 
vital question. The Uilion is not aware of the steps, it 'ny, the· GoV'ern.: 
ment of India have so fat taken in giving. effect to Articles' 1, 2 and G ot 
the Convention and whether they have supplied any nnemploytriene 

figures to the International Labour Office. A statement, however, bi 
the green book of the I. t. 0., Studi.es and Reports, Series C, No. 1 3', ou 
Unemployment, submitted to the last session of the Internatlonai Labour 
Conference, that "no Etatistics are available to show the extent ot un
employment among Indian cotton workers" (page 96), shows tblif the 
Convention has more or less become a dead letter. Jn the case of the 
recommendation, tb" Union does not know whether the promised examlnll
tion of the recommendation bas taken place and, if so; what its results are. 
Nearly nine years have passed since the recommendation cam& before thet 
Indian legislature and it can be said safely that so far u the textile 
workers are concerned, they have not received any advantage from it. Tbe' 
wheels of Government machinary in matters which vitally affect the 
interests of the poor, move so slowly that the workers along with other&~ 
have begun to lose their faith in the IJona fides of Government and are 
being drawn to the more glittering and attractive, though nnrealisable 
ideals an 1 methods. ' 

29. The general opinion ofthe Union is that the Conventions aiid 
recommendations of the International Labour Conference, being the; 
greatest com mao measure of agreement between the governments, th& 
employers and the workers, should be promptly given eff'act to if the 
a_uthori.ties lto not want. th~ work:rs' discontent to ~row· a~d th:ir agit~-
tiOq shtfte~ to no!1-const1tutloual hoes. · 
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LABOU~ •• TU~NOVE~. " 

so: There are DO statistics or reliable information collecte1 by any 
Anrage Dura- agency which may give an idea as to the average duration 

tion of Employ• of employment in the textile industry. The Union onder
ment. stands that the Bombay Labour office endeavoured to 
collect some information on this subject; but unless the Onion knows the 
method on which their enquiry was coudocted, it is not in a position to 
express an opinion on the results of that enquiry. The Union's views are 
base4 upon the complaints received during the last fonr years and upon the 
knowledge it has gained by its coming in contact with the operatives; and 
it is in a position to say that there is not much " turnover" in the textile 
industry. Workers generally like to stick to the mills in which they are 
first employed. Wrongful dismissals which are common and other unjust 
punishments inft.icted upon the workers by the head-jobbers and jobbers 
compel workers to leave one mill and join another; bot on the whole their 
emplo1~ent in the industry generally continues with !!hort occasional 
breaks. In th.e case of the .Mussalman workers, the average period of 
employment may be taken at between 20 an'l 30 years and in the case 
of others 15 to 25 years. The employment may not be in the same mill 
but in more than one mill; but that hardly affects the estimate or reduces 
the utility or value of work in the same industry. . . 

· 31. t.'ansal employment is.cansed generally by the permanent men 
· · .· going to their villages once a year or once in two or more 

lE~~to~m~~~- years, owing to sickness of the workers and their families 
and by the fatigue caused by continually working ten hours 

a day, twenty-six days a month and twelve months a year. The Bombay 
climate adJ.a to the fatigue an·l sickness of the workers. The Union is 
inclined to feel that casual employment in Bombay may be on a larger 
scale than at some up-country textile centres where climatic conditions are 
better i bot it is unable to say definitely the extent of casual employment. 
Casual work is genenlly given to the workers who are textile operatives 
but who are unemployed. 

32. The employers have in the past w.u:ed consHerable eloquence 
over the abEenteeism in their industry and rainted a very 

Absenteeism. h · h b•t 1 th · dark picture of the operatives, t e1r a 1 s anu. e1r 
irregularity. One of Lh~ pet arguments advanced against an increas? in 
waaes was and is even today that with the rise in wages, th'l abzenteeJt~m 
is increased an•l that the higher paid worker abseuh himself more 
thao the low paid worker. The bottom oftbis argument was co~plet<Jiy 
~n,ocked out bl the res~lts of the en~uiry of the ~,boqr Office 1n~o tb" 



Waues and Absenteeism of Cotten Mill Operatives in the nineteen so-, 
called :epr.:sentative mills in Bombay rity in 1926. These rest1lts are 
published in taUes 2 (for males), 3 (Cor females), and 4 (for males 
and females),' vages l~-21, of Part I of the provisional confidential 
report supplied to the Fawcett Committee and the representatives of the 
Millowners' Association and the Joint Strike Committee. It is seen ~here
from that average percentage of absenteeism for men is '7·13, for women 
11·86 and for men and women together 8·26. Barring a few unimportant 
departments where the number of operatives is comparatively small, 
the highest average percentage of absenteeism ill the caee of male opera
tives is to be found in the ring spinning department and is 10·48 and the 
lowest is 4·35 among the weavers. In the case ·of female operatives, the 
highest percentage of absenteeism is 18·18 in the reeling and the lowest, 
barring unimportant departments, is 6·41 in the ring spinning. The. 
winding department which i.s exclusively of Cemale labour, has 15•4'7 
per cent. absentet.ism. The average percentages of absenteeism for both 
male ani female labour, in some ol the important departments are 
6·16 in the carding, 9·4:& in the ring spinning, 1t·29 in the w·inding, 
17·80 in the reeling, '7·25 in the sizing and 4·3;) among the weavers. 
These figures conclusively prove that the weavers who are probably the · 
highest paid workers, have practically the lowest proportion of absen
teeism and the women, possibly the lowest paid operatives, have the 
highest proportion ,of absenteeism. In the spinning which is a lower 
paid section, absenteeism is rather high than in the weaving section. 
Considering the totality of circumstances in respect of· conditions 
of work both in the factories and at home, the climate and the 
ho.using, the Union does not think that average absenteeism 
is such as can cause alarm to the employers or be considered as adding 
to the inefficiency of the industry. The Union is no doubt anxious 
that the existing percentage should go down; but it does not seem 
possible unless the conditions of work are changed and a system of leave 
with pay instituted. The clerical section of the population, working in 
Government and private concerns, has its casual, sick and privilage leave 
while in tJ:.e cue of the workers there is no such thing. Every kind of 
their absence is CJnsidered as absenteeism and the result is that its 
percentage looks high. If similar percentage figures are calculated for 
the clerical and other higher class of workers, the result may be some
what similar to what is found in the case of the textile workers. 

33. The causes for absenteeism seem to be the environments in which 
the workers work. and live. Their s.icknees or that in their families causes 
a good deal of absenteeism. During illness they cannot gq to work, and 
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.,ner jll~e!Js, if it was serious, they feel the necessity of going oat or 
Bomb•y for some time to recoup the heRlth. Secondly, the fatigue 
caused by c,l.a7 to day work in the Bombay climate necessary compels an 
operative, at )east in the earlier &~ages of his employment, to take a reat 
fo(a cJay or tw:o even thoogh be may not be actually ill and that he 
gener•l~y 4-oe~ so ~mme,tiately after be gets hi:~ wages so as ~o enable him 
to break the monotony or ~is routine work by some sight-3eeing or 
goi~g tp a theatre. There i~ ~ome seasonal absenteeism as ·.vell but ~t 
sho~l~ be comparatively. small; at any rate it is not such as to cause any 
dialo~~tiqnin the in~ostry or a shortage of labour. Some men gn to their 
v.iHage, i41 t\J.~ autumn to. do some agricultural wor;k. They return as 
soop .P.s thei.r "!ork is 9ver. 



CHAPTER II-STAFF ORGANISATION 

34. In order to understand fally the staff organisation and. other 
' 11nbjects connected therewith, which are mentioned in 

• M • D8a g I n g the questionnaire, it is, in the opinion of the Union, 4genoy ystem. 
necessary to understand the organisation or the Bombay 

cotton industry. As is now well known, the industry is organised on 
the basis or what is known as the Managing Agency system. The 
Union does not propose to go into the details of that system ali it was 
fully discussed before the Textile TarifF Board in 1926. The Un~on had 
then given a description of the Managing Agency system which 
appears on pages 479-480, Vol. Ill, of the Board's report. The Board 
had to say something on that system in paragraph 41 { pages 85.-90) 
of their report to which the Union desires to dtaw the attention 
of the Commission. It.·must be remembered, however, that the Board 
looked at the system from the point of view of ascertaining the degree 
or the extent of the depression in the industry for which that system was 
responsible; they did not consider it in any other light. The Union also 
desires to draw the attention of the Commission to pages 49-52 of 
Mr. Rutnagur's" Bombay Industries: The Cotton Mills," containing the 
description of the Managing Agency system and its evil effects on the 
industry. Mr. Rutnagur holds the following view on the system:-

" It cannot, however, be said that the industry is yet free 
from the evils of the Agency system. Instances of malpractices 
which have been cited above would still be found hi: certain of 
the Bombay mills whose Agents think more of their own gain than 
the rights ofthe share-holders)nd the welfare of the work-people. 
The powers of the Agents have been misused even in recent times 
and costly and up-to-date machinary has brought earJy ruin to 
investors on account of the collapse that was bound to follow in the 
wake of greod and corruption. " (page 52). 

It is the considered opinion of the Union that the Managing Agency 
system is now obsolete, has outlived its existence and ought to be 
changed if the Bombay industry ia to hold its ·own in the outside compe
tition with which it is threatened • 

.SELECTION OF MANAOINQ .STAFF. 

35. The selection of the managing stafF is entirely in the hands fJf 
the Managing Agents. Favouritism plays its part in these selections and 
the tendency is to bring in men who are the relatives or friends of the 
Agents without much regarJ. to their ability or knowledge. The Union 

4 . 



ia no~ aware of any high posts such as tho3e of the managers, superin
tendents or even departmental heads being filleJ in by inviting 
applications through advertisements, In ao far as the Lancashire men in 
the industry are concerned, it can be sai·i that they are technical men 
and know their job. The Union wishes it were true in the case of all other 
mill officials as well. 

RECRUITMENT AND TRAININO OP SUPERVISL~O STAFF. 

31S.· The recruitment of supervising statr, such as departmental hea·ls, 
is done by the mill management and that of the subordi
nate statr, such as head-jobbers and jobbers, is made by 

the ·managera or the departmental beds. There may be only a few 
instances, in the history of the Bombay mill industry, of the head-jobbers 
being raised to the position of the departmental heads. It may be d ae to 
the inadequate and imperfect technical knowledge of the head-jobbers. 
Jobbers are some times made head-jobbers ; bnt even here instances are 
not lacking of the hea·J-jobbers being brought in from outside over the 
heads of the jobbers who, on account of their length of service, might have 
been as competent or efficient as the new recruits. There may be 
instances of the workmen being raised to the position of head-jobbers and 
jobbers. Bat on the whole the Union feels that there is no method as 
such in· the matter of recruitment; mach depends upon the management 
and the managers. 

3'7. As regards the training facilities in the mills for the superior 

Training. 
or subordinate statr, the Union is afraid there are 
practically none. The same could be said to be true in 

the case of the ordinary workmen. There is the V. J. Technical 
School which has regular and weekly courses for the training of the 
supervising staff' and the Union onderstan.Js that some of the apprentices 
in the mills ta.ke advantage of such classes. The Bombay Social Service 
League has been conducting a technical school which has been taken 
advantage of by about thirty worker(on an average. The League is in a 
better position than the Union is, to speak on the success or otherwise of 
this school and on the caose11, if any, that may be impeding its progress. 
It seems to the Union that with a ten boors working ilay in the mills and. 
the existing working. conditions there is little physical or mental energy 
leR for farther and continuous training. It is also a matter of enquiry 
u to the number of workers who, arter finishing the coarse of this school, 
have been promoted. to higher positiona. The Union feels that there is 
little. encouragement to the League's laudable etrorls in the direction 
of increasing the efficiency of the operatives. The Union is also not 
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aware of any llystematic efforts on a large scale being made by· th~ 
employers to promote workers from lower grades to higher grades or 
(rom the positions of low wages to those of higher wages. If there is· 
any such policy: a would be interesting tu know, as a. resul~ of tUt.' 
policy, how many B.y gatherers and lap carriers, for example, are made 
grinders and strippers in the carding departments, or the doffer boys ·or· 
tarwalu are made eiders in the ring frame department, or a plain 
loom weaver is made a fancy or jacquard weaver. It may he that these 
higher positions may have been secured by the workers ; but that may 
have been due to the good offices of the jobbers or to their long experience 
in the mills. But that is not the point ; the point is that, so far as the. 
Union is aware, there is no systematic, deliberate and sustained effort 
made by the millowners in this direction. 

!{ELATIONS BETWEEN STAFF AND I{ANK AND FJLB. ·' 

38. The relations between the staff or the management' 
and the rank and file are anything but cordial or 

Relations Ge· pleasant·, one might almost say, they are bitter. In 
nerally. 

spite of any professions to the contrary, the work~ 
ing class is still looked upon and treated as a commodity, and not 
as human beings having the same human feelings as those of the 
employers. The touch of human sympathy with the .workers and their 
legitimate aspirations is sadly lacking. There is generally a tendency, 
to browbeat the workers, assault them and. treat them as people . below: 
contempt. In carrying on negotiations with the smaller officers cf the 
mills, including some managers, regarding the workers' grievances, the 
U oion has found that it is their tendency to disbelieve . the 
workers' versions and to accept as truth what their head-jobbera and_ 
jobbers would say. The officers' refusal to remove even the minor com
plaints of the operatives creats discontent among the operatives which, 
when allowed to accumulate, develops into bitterness. The treatment 
m'!ted out to them from day to day is of a character which leaves no room 
for establishing healthy relations. Foul and insulting language is . nsed, 
which only adds fnel to t.he fire. It may be said, however, in the case of 
a few of the Agent,, who pay periodical visi~s to the mills, and some 
managers, that they have in recent years changed their attitude for the 
better towards the workers and talk to them in a conciliatory ·tone; 
But their number is, in the first place, too small and secondly, as they. 
too generally rely on the versions of their subordinate officials, the. 
workers' grievances many times remain unredressed and the bitterness' 
continues, in spite of the change in the attitude of their mastns. More-: 
over, there is no standirg machinery under which the mill officials and' 
tbe wQrkers ~an come to~ether ~o cons~d!'r th~ JatteJ's ~riev~Pccs ·or 
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common questions or at least for the purpose of a friendl.i chat. The U oioa 
desires to draw the attention of the Commission to the discussion that 
took place in the. FawceU Committee over Mr. Bakhale's pr~>posal to set 
up joint committees in the mills in order to enable both sides to come 
together periooically and deal with and redress genuine complaints, the 
accamnlation of which generally leads to friction, irritation anli b:tterness. 
l'he discussion appears on pages 1561-156f. Vol. IV, of the printed 
proceedings of the Fawcett Committee and it will be seen therefrom that 
tb.e representatives of the Millowners' Association opposed Mr. Bakhale's 
suggestion in a manner which proved conclusively that they failed to take 
a long view and succumbed to the abnormal conditions then existing. 
l'he l!'awectt Committee referre.t in paragraph :283 of their report to this 
suggestion . but refraineJ from expressing an opinion. Even the Court 
of Enquiry of this year, presided over by the Hon. Mr. Justice H. G. 
Pearson, were compelled to admit in the report (paragraph 89, page S8) 
that " some of the other difficulties in tLe way of a settlement ( of the 
general strike ) are the absence of contact between the millownen and 
the workers and the absence of any machinery such as an arbitration board 
to settle disputes as they arise. " 

39. The only value, if it can be so called, of employing jobbers lies 
in their being used by the management as intermediaries 

, Value ancl De- between the mills and the workers for the purposes of 
.acts of employ• • • U · h b · 
ing Jobbers. communxcat10n. The nton as foun~ y experxence · 

that this work too is done by them in a very objectionable 
way which frequently only helrJs the worker's bitterness to increase. 
The language of persuasion which might have been used by the manage· 
ment in inducing the workers to accept any new conditions of servcie 
or any change in production, is very often converted into cold language 
and a threat without an element of human sympl\thy or touch and it is 
found that the management's difficulties, instead of decreasing, actually 
increase.· What part the jobber plays in other respects in the mills is 
dealt with in the first chapter and need not be repeated here. 

40. There are at present no works committees in the Bombay 
textile industry. The Union understands that in some 

.!!A0
8
rka Com· of the mills of the Tata and Ciurimbhoy groups, attempt:t 

1111 .... 8 • 
were made in the past to organise joint committees when 

lhe Bombay Social Service League was doing welfare work in those groupa; 
bat those committees had short existence. Several causes might hve 
been responsible for the failure of those committees; but the most im· 
portant seems to be the lack of organisation of the textile worker!!. 
~r~ 1\. M, Daruwala~ Manager of the Tata Mills, who was co11nectod witq 
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the working of th·e works committee in his mills, stated, in his paper o:q 
"Works Committee and Settlement of Disputes", .read before the 
Industrial Welfare Conference held in 1922 under the auspices of· th~t 
Bombay Social Snvice League, that'' all this (failure of the committee).i~ 
due to their (workers) having no organisation, no common platform.:wh.eze 
they can congregate, deliberate and discus!!; having no one who ;call 
inspire confidence in himself and explain, in their own tongue, both s1de~ 
of the question and teach them to reason between right and wrong,-" and 
thl\t " the common motive of mutnal advantage is lost sight of"-- per hap~ 
by both sides. He also opined that " the disabilities noticeable ii1 th' 
conduct of business (of t.he committee) generally are likely to remain fol.' 
over unless efforts are made to reorganise the committees from .their 
present constitution, so as to make them more popular and invest the deci· 
sion of the committee with an authority and status worthy of the respect. 
of the workmen." Since the failure of those committees, no attempt to· 
revive them seems to have been made except the one of Mr. Bakhale 
during the discussions before the Fawcett Committee, to which reference 
has already been made. , This Union has its· mill committees for ·evert 
mill where . there is union membership, on which the workers' repre· 
sentatives are elected by the workers in proportion of one representative· 
for every fifty members. Their functions are of an advisory character ancf 
they discuss matters such as union collections and individual grievances. 
The millowners have not got similar committefs on their side and the. 
two sides have never met, except on one occasion, in a joint meetinF• . 

41. There is no doubt that, in the interest. of harmonious .relation• 
between the employers and employees, it is desirable~ 

Works Co u n· to have a joint machinery representative of the two 
oils and i n d u S• 
trial Councils. sides and that a beginning should be made in . the 

direction af evolving a plan to secure such machinery 
suitable to the existing conditions in Bombay. There has never been a 
time in the history of the local mill industry when the relations between 
the millowners and the workers had been so strained and so bitter as they 
are today and when the workers' suspicion and distrust of their emplo
yers had been so deep rooted as now. If the situation is allowed to 
drift any more, a deadlock is not an impossibility and the fat~ of the 
industry can be said to be doomed for ever. What the basis, the structure 
and the functions of such a machinery shoulJ. .be, is a question which 
requires serious thought and mature consideration. One thing, however, 
is clear to the Union and that is that whatever the machinery may be • 

'· it must have the statutory sanction behind it; i.e., it most be based en a 
st1tute and not on voluntary consent of the trarties. The millowners' · 
cre4it with the wor~ers is so low todar that th~ir everr action is, for 
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some time to come, likely to be looked upon with snsptc1oo. 
Moreover, past es:perience showe that they do not want to have 
such • machinery and talk to the workere on equal terms. The 
mach1nery established by statute may remon to some extent the snspi· 
cion end a start can be given onder conginial atmosphere. There au 
at present two plane in the field or industrial relations between the 
employer& and the employees, viz., the Whitley plan in Englao,f and 
the Works Conncil& plan in Germany. Both of them deFene careful 
consideration and it may be found that, under the existing conditions of 
Dombay, the combination of the two, containing goo·l and suitable point. 
from· both, may prove to be of advantage. 

42. The Whitley Scheme of Jtint Councils i1 based npoo voluntary 
baeis, starts with a National Joint Industrial Council and 

The WhitleJ d •th W k C •tt • • d. . 1 1 fi t . ( Scheme. en s WI a or s omm1 ee 1n 1n lVluua ac ortes o the 
same trade or industry, and postulates, for the fnrceasCul 

working of these councils, the exietence of strong organisations of both 
the employers and workers. In their first of the five reports, the Whitley 
Committee recommended, inter alia, the establishment in in.Justries where 
organisation a representatir;e of !Jot! sides are {n existence, "of an orgainfa• 
tion representative of employers and workpeople to have as its object 
the regular consideration of matters affecting the progress and well-being 
of the trade from the point of view of all those engaged in it, so far as 
this iP consistent with the general interest of the community." The 
Commit.tee suggested, as a means to this end, the formation of Joint In
dustrial Councile in the several iu dustries bot hastened to point out 
that-

•u It is not enough to secure co-operation at the centre between 
the national organisations: it is equally necessary to enlist the acti
vity and support of employers and employed in the districts an•J in 
indiviJnal establishments. Tile .National Industrial Council dould 
not !Je regarded aa complete in itself: what i& needed i& a triple orgui
lation in tll.e workdops, tlte districts and nationally. ( Italics ours. ) 

and that-
" Wo think the aim should be the complete and coherent or

ganisation of tL.e trade on both sides and Works Committees will be 
of value in so far as they contribute to soch a result. We are of 
opinion that the complete success of the Works Committees neces-

. sarily depends largely upon the degree and efficiency of organisation 

•Thall aad other extracts io this para are taken from the "Survey of Industrial 
Relatiooa"--a report of a Committee oo Ioduatr1 and Trade with Sir Arthur llalfour 
•• Chairman, appointed b1 the first Labour Goyernment, io En~laod iq 1 ~2t. Tbll 
rej>on W&l fUbli~hed i~ 1~%6~ 



in the trade and npon the extent to which the Oom~ittees. can be 
linked up, through organisations that we h~ve in .mtnd,-Wlt~ t~e 
remainder of the scheme which we are proposxng, "'z., the Dtshtct 
and Natio'nal Councils." 

and further that-

.. It ia strongly felt that the setting up of Works Committees 
without tli.e co-operation of the Trade Unions and, the Employers' 
Associations in the trade or branch of trade concerned would stand 
in the way of the improved industrial relations which in these reports 
we are endeavcnring to further." (Italics ours). 

These extracts make it abundantly clear that the Whitley Scheme to be 
successful must be adopted in its enterity, that it not only postulates 
the existence of strong trade onions but it requires the co-operation of 
the unions and the employers' organisations as an essential condition. 
The adoption of any one or more isolated items to the exclusion of the 
others is not only to court failure but to discredit the whole Scheme 
which, in the opinion of the Union, is otherwise sound. It also seems to 
the Union that the Whitley Scheme cannot be started from the . bottom, 
i.e., by the organisation of the Works Committees and then grad.1ally by 
organising the District and National Councils, because of some of the mo::t 
important functions under the Scheme, such as questions o( wsges and 
hours, being assigned to the National Councils.- The Works Committee by 
itself may not achieve any thing and interest therein may not be maintained 
unless it has a clearly defined field of ·work and unless action follows 
decisions which may be reached. It is- also recognised that the Whitley 
Scheme has widened the basis of collective bargaining and has instituted 
permanent and systematic means for the review of wages and working 
conditions; bot it cannot be forgotten. that this resuft is possible only if 
there are National Councils whose functions, inter alia, are :-

"(a) The better utilization of the practical :knowledge·· an'd 
experience of the workpeople. 

(6) Means for securing to the workpeople a greater ·share in and 
responsibility for the determination and observance of the conditions 
under which their work is carried on. · 

(c) The settlement of the general principles governing the 
condittons of employment, including the methods of fixing; paying 
and readjusting wages, having regard to the need for securing to 
the work people a share in the increased prosperity of the industry. 

(d) The establishment of regular methods of negotiation for 
issues arising between employers and workpeople, with a view both 



to Ute preveat.ioa of dift'ereacee aad to their better adjaatmeat whea 
they appear. 

(e) Meaoe or eoeoriD~ to the worlrpeople the greatest pceei
ble eecority of earniogs aod employment, without ondoe restriction 
upon chaage of occupation or employer. 

(/) .Method• of fis:iog and adjaetiog earniogB, piece worlr pric81, 
etc., aod of dealiag with the maoy diffi.cultie1 which ariae with regard 
to the method and amooot of paymeot apart from the il.l:ing of 
geaeralatandard ratea which are already covered by paragraph (c). 

(g) Tecbaical education and training. 
(4) Iadostrial research and the full utilization of ita reaolta. 
(i) Pro•ieioa of facilitiea for the full consideration aod uti· 

lisatioo of inventions and improvemeote designed by workpeople, 
and for the adequate eafegttarding of the righta of the dt~igoere of 
l'llCh improvemeots. 

(;) Improvemeate of proeessea, machinery and organisation aad 
appropriate qoeetions relating to management and the examination 
of iadaatrial experiments, with epecial reference to eooperarion in 
carrying new Ueas ioto efFect aod fall consideratioo of the worlr. 
people's point of •iew in relation to them. 

(.t) Proposed legislation aft'ectiog the industry." (Survey of 
Iodnatrial Re latioaa, page 29(-295 ), 
In spite of the a•Joptioo of the Whitley Scheme in its entirity and with 
moat of the conditions being fulfilled, '6 per .leot. of tbe National 
Coon oil~ cea1ed to (unction io Great Britain in 1 926. A memorandum 
from the .Minielry .af Labour on the Whitley Scheme, 1rhicb wae submit· 
tecl ~ the Balfoll'l' Committee and is iocl~tJed io the "Boney of 
Ind01trial Relation a", c:ootaina the following remarks on thie point on 
page 299:-

" Varioaa causes have operated to produce this ~result ( viJ., the 
National Councils ceasing to function), the most important of which 
ban been iaelfective orgaoieation, the difficnltiea of wages adjuat
meot& and the divergence of sectional and district iotereeta. With 
regard to the latter, the adoption or a scheme ba11ed on a 
.triple orpaiatioo of aN atiooal Coon cil, District Cooocila and W orka 
Committee• aeoeanrily involved problem• aa to the relationehip 
between the national, diatriot and local orgaaisatiooa. 1o eome 
.iaclostri81, ia which the orgabieation wu oomparatively aew ancl 
nnatable, the adj01tment of the varioaa iotereata proved to be 

. impracticable. Ia :aach cue• the centralauthorit7 prob&bly at.t.empted 
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to ezercise too groat a control over loct.l conditione. In the ease · ~j 
certain Council• which "re still functioning. G Bimilar 6rtddtJum Au 
6t11n Afoitled IJy tAt reltgtation tJf rDtagt gu11ti0111 to ltJctal negotiatiora• 
or otla8r rlltaAcintrg. 

" lo other cases tAe 6rtdtlor.on rDAI diU to t/u utululy untU tJf'ltJ 

of indu8try wllicl. Council8 attempted to co,;er, tAe result 6eing tlult tlur1 
tDd8 4 ltacA of comr~~on intereBt a.m011g tit~ CO'IIItiluent 6odu1. " (Italics 
ours. 
t3. When aoch are the difficoltiea the Whitley Scheme baa bad to meet 

with in Great Britain, one can easily imagine the magoi
&l!:."'~!~r:~· tu•le or the tnsk in introducing the Scheme in ludia. la 

the first place, whether the National Joint Council for the 
textile indof'try can be organised in India or not, is highly problematical. 
The industry is not centl'l\l:se•t in any particular province aa it ia in 
L'ln('a!Jhire ; it is both at large industrial towns such ae Bombay, Nagpor, 
Cawopore, Ahmedabad and Madraa and at small cotton growing centres 
such as Sholapor, Jalgoao and Polgaoo; and the recent tendency ie 
tow11r•fs either shifting or boilding op the industry in the cot,on growin• 
districts which are not close to ooe another. The Union is oot sure 
whether even the textile employera have a strong central organisatioD 
wbicb will be in a poaition to elect its repreaeotativea oa t.be National 
Council. In the CBS8 or the workers, the organiaatioos, however inade
quate they may be, exiat only at eome large ceotrea and the real are 
witbont aoy orgaoi1ation ; aod, therefore, the difficoltiea ill electing 
repreaeotativu oo the National Council are great. Io the second 
place, owing to the vaatoeaa of area over which the industry ie spread, it 
will be founJ verJ difficult to eoetain the interest of the membera of Uae 
National Cooocil io its work. Thirdly, the wagaa and the coat of living 
at difFdreot tntile centres vary ao much that the task of the National 
Cooncil in arriving at deciaione on tho•• questions cannot be eaiJ. 
Fourthly,. tho problem of the Indian States where the textile iodaatry ia 
makiug rapid progreas and where the factory legislation is not ao advanced 
a. it is io Britiab India, cannot be ignored in considering the orgaoisatioa 
of the National Council. These remarks are otrered, not by way of oriti
ci•m of the Whitley Scheme with which the Uoioa baa considerable 
aympathy, bot with the object of drawing the attentioo of the Commiuioo 
to the ditticoltiu that e.xiat. 

44. The formation of the District Conooila may be comparativelJ: 
euy and of the Works Committees easier still provided, of course, there are 
worken' orgaoiaatiooa io the diaricte or factoriea where they are to be 
formed. Bot these Committees woaht not be able to do mach antil tbej 

6 



have at the top the National Council. In fact the ministry of Labour in 
England, in their memorandum to the Balfour Committee stated that ''no 
action was taken by the .Ministry to set up Works Committees at indi7idua1 
works without the concurrence of the Joint Industrial Council concerned 
:which carried with it the concurrence of the constituent Employers' Associ
ations and Trade Unions." Even supposing, however, that the Works Com
mittees could be organised in Bombay, they would not be a success without 
the backing of the Trade Unions and without giving them powe~, in the 
absence_ of the National Council, to deal with wages, hours of work and 
other similar questions affecting the Bombay industry. What may seem 
possib~e is to consider Bombay as a unit by itselC and organise the Works 
Committees and a District Committee at the top J\nd invest them with 
powers posst>ssed by the triple organisations under the Whitley Scheme. 
-This must also, in the opinion ofthe Union, be done under a statute and 
not on a vcluntary basis. The only danger un lerlying this proposal is that, 
in the absence of strong trade union organisation, the employers may take 
upon themselves the responsibility, which is not theirs, of securing 
workers' representatives on tl:ie Works Committees and thereby weaken 
even the existing strength of the trade unions. In Germany, for example, 
after the passing ofthe Works Councils Act, there was a long drawn out 
fight bstween the Unions aud the Councils which ultimately resulted in 
the s~ccess of the Unions. It is necessary to avoid such a fight in. India. 

45.. Th.e question of Trade Boards is treated in· a subsequent para-
. T d B' · d graph. It is touched here only in so far as the Whitley 

ra ~ oar s. Scheme is concerned. The Whitley Committee found out 
even in· England that all the trades and industries were not mature for 
the adoption of their Scheme owing to the imperfect or inadequate 
organisation of the employers and employed. For such industries and 
trades, the Whitley Committee recommended thl\t the Trade Boards " in 
v.ddition to their original purpose or securing the establishment or a 
minimum standard of wages in certain organised industries ••••••••• should 
be regarded as a means of supplying a regular machinery in those indus
tries for negotiation and decision on certain groups of questions dealt with · 
in other circnmstances by collective bargaining between employers' 
organisations anJ trade unions." The Committee also advised that the 
functions of the Trade Boards should be enlarged so as " to deal not only 

• with minimum rates of wages but with hours of labour and questions 
cognate to wages and hours," and "to initiate and conduct enquiries on 
all matters affecting the industry." The Union recommends this sug-

gestion of the Whitley Committee for the consideration of the Commis

aion. 
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46. Another plan, diametrically opposed to that of the Whitley 
Committee, is wh.at is known as the organisation of the 

Co~:~:.n Works Works Councils in individual factories in Germany. Owing 
'ta their past history extending over several yeare and their 

complex machinery, it is difficult to describe even their maiJ;l features in 
this memorandum. The Union, however, takes the liberty 'of drawing 
the attention of the Commission to a recent publication-The Works 
Council, a German Experiment in Industrial Democracy, by C. W. 
Guillebaud ( Cabmridge University Press, 1928 )-which llescribes the 
origin and the present machinery of the Works Councils Act, the relation 
between Works. Councils and the Trade Union Movement, the effects of the 
Works Councils on industrial relations and the Works Councils and Indus
trial Self-Government. For the purposes of this memorandum, it is 
enough to jot down the following few points from that book :-

(1) The German Works Councils are not joint bodies holding their 
meetings in association with the. employer. They are composed of 
employees only and the employer has no right to attend those meet
ings unless he is invited or has called a meeting in order· to discuss 
a particular matter with the Council, 

(2) The Work Councils are constituted under a legislative ·Act. 
The membership ranges from 3 to 30 according to the number of the 
employed. 

(3) The election of the Works Council is managed by an Election 
Committee of three appointed by the retiring Council. The election 
is by the direct votes of the workers and by secret ballot. 

(4) The office of the Works Councillor is honorary, all necessary 
expenses incurred being paid by the employer. For any working 
time lost during the exercise of his official duties, the Councillor is 
paid the full remuneration (including the allowance for over-time 

. , 
it'any). · . 

(5) Meetings of the Council are private but may be attended by 
one representative of each of the trade unions to which its members 

. belong. 
' 

(G) The Works Council as a whole is required (i) to co-operate (in 
an advisory capacity) with the employer in promoting- efficiency of 
Jlroduction; (ii) to cooperate in the introduction of new labour 
metho.ls; {iii) to promote peace within the establishment, and, in 
case of a dispute with thQ employer. to appeal to the CopciJi~tiog 

• 
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Board if a settlement cannot be reached by negotiation; (if) to 
aapervise the execution d awards affecting the employees as a. 
whole; (•) to come to an agreement with an employer in regard to 

·works rules applicable to all employees and, in case of disagreement, 
to appeal to the Conciliation Board whose de,.ision is final in respect 
of all rules other than those relating to working houu; (vi) to 
defend the workers' right ohssociation; (vii) to reconcile grievances 
received from the Sectional Councils of wage-earning and salaried 
employees; (viii) to take steps to prevent accidents and injury to 
health and to cooperate with the Factory Inspectors; (ix) to partici
pate in ~he administration of Works Weirue Schemes. 

{'7) In order to facilitate the execution by the Works Council of 
its officialdaties, the Council as a unit is given new and far reachin~ 
p'lwers. The Council ill entitled (a) to elect one or two of its 
members to sit on the Control Boards of all joint stock companies or 
private undertakings which have a Control Board, with full voting 
rights; (b) to demand access to information on all proceedings or 

. the business affecting the contract of service or the activities of the 
employees, including the wages books and any other information 
required for checking the execution of existing Collective Agree· 
ments; (c) to require an employer to make a quarterly report 
regarding the position and progress of the enterprise and the 
industry generally and, in particular, with the output of the under
taking and the anticipated demand for labour; (d) to be informed 
by the employer, as long as possible in advance, of his intention to 
engage or dismiss a large number of employeea; in the event of pro
jected dismissals on a large scale, the employer must discuss with 
th~ Council any means that can be taken to avoid hardship; (e) to 
require the presentation of an establishment balance sheet and pro
-fit and loss account. 

(8) Finally, special protection is ·given to Works Councillors 
against victimization. With certain specified exceptions a Works 
Councillor may not be dismissed without the concurrence of the 
Council of which he is a member, but where the Council refuses its 
consent, the employer is entitled to appeal to the Labour Court 
whose decision is final and binding on both sides. IC the Court 
decides in favour of the employee, the employer is required uncondi
tionally to cancel the notice of dismissal. The employer must 
continue to keep the employee concerned in his employment until 

·tho ~boor Court has ~iven its deci&,ion, 
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47 ~ The question of dismissals has been plsying such a ·havoc_ among 
·the mill workere and so vitally affects their interests that 

Provision • l'b ~ f against Dismis· the Un10n takes the 1 erty to quote a 18W passages rom 
sals. ' Mr. Guillebaud 's book which refer to the 1 p_rovisions 
aga!st dismjssals in the German Works Councils Act.- · Mr. Gnillebaud 
says:-

"It has long been recognised that the uucertainty and lack of con
tinuity of the labour contract constitutes one of the chief disadvantages 
of the present industrialsystem from the standpoint of the wage-earner. 
To some extent this uncertainty is unavoidable, having regard. both 
to the continual and largely unforeseen changes in economic. condi
tions and also to the necessity for a reasonable degree of liberty on the 
part of either side to terminate a contract entered into. That loss 
of employment, which results from economic change!!, can be met; 
partly by the organisation of the labour market and of the indri.strial 
system generally and, partly by the maintenance of the worker 
during the period of unemployment. With this aspect of t~e pro
blem we are not here concerned. There is, however, another aspect, 
which arises from the liability of t-he individual employee to be 
dismissed arbitrarily at any time, for reasons which may h,-ve nothing 
to do with his conduct while working or with the efficieney of his 
work. Even if be is dismissed on grounds of unsatisfactory behviour 
or incompetence, it may well be that he has been the victim of 
prejudice or merely of faulty evidence. That gross injustices: are 
often perpetrated, as a result of the unfettered exercise· of the power 
of dismissal, is ·undoubted, and the knowledge that every .worker 
is exposed to this danger and that there is no redress has alway8 
been one of the most potent causes of industrial un1est and 
discontent. 

"It is here that the Works Councils Act has inier-tened in an 
effective and practical manner, by introducing restrictions on the 
right of dismissal. 

" Prior to the Works Councils Act, there was no check. whatever 
ou dismissals which were given with the proper notice, but in the 
case of dismissals without notice, the employee had the. right to 
appeal to Labour Court ( Gewerbegericht or Kaufmannsgericht) and 
to have an investigation made into the causes of his dismissal. 

"The Works Councils Act has not moJified or abateJ. any ofthe 
legal provisions, in the Civil and Industrial Codes. relating to 
dismissals. But it has snJ>erimJ>Ol!ed t, new and important. seri\l3 
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of provisions, designed to protect the worker against arbitrary and 
: unjust di11missal even when due notice has been given. 

"Under the Act, an employee· who is dismissed with the 
~rdinary Jeglll DO~ice may, within five days after the date of dismi\saJ, 
enter· a· protest· by appealing to his Sectional Council. There are 
four grounds recognise:! on which such an appeal may be based :-

·, ·• '(I) ' If there is ground for suspecting that notice of dismissal 
was·. given on account of the sex of the person concerned, or on 

.. account of his political, military, religions or trade union activities, 
. br'of his membership or non-membership of any political, religions, 
.or trade union society or military organisation. 

'. · · · -(2) lC the notice was given without any reasons being stated. 

·: · ·(3) If tlie ·notice was consequent on t.he employee's refusal to 
· undertake regularly some work other than that agreed upon at the 

·. time of his ·engagement. 
• ~ • " • . I 

! . : ( t) If the dismissal appears t~ be 'unjust and involves hardship 
, ·which neithe~ the conduct of t~e employee n~r the circumstances of 
. ~he_ ~nd.ertakJng can justify. " <.Page 161-16:.'.). 

: :: ; '' Whe.n an employee enters a protest with the Sectional Council 
: against dismissal, he must state his reasons and bring forward 
· evidence in support of his case. If the Council considers that the 
protest is justified, it must first .endeavour to bring about an agree
ment by-negotiation w'ith the employer. Failing agreement. within 
a .week, the Council or the eruployee ~oncerned may appeal to the 

.: Labour Court . within the: next five days. Neither protest against 
, dismissal, nor an appeal to the Labour Court, has any effect in post
.. :poning the operation of the dismissal. The decision . of the Court is 

final and subj~ct to no appeal. 

" If the· tribunal_ decides that an appeal is justified and, there
.fQre, that it is a case of wrongful dismi11sal, the employer is left with 
t.wo alternatives. Either he can elect to re-employ the peroon concer
ned or, if he declines to do thi~, he will be required to pay compensa· 

· tion to the dismissed employee. The extent of the compensation depends 
upon;the number of years during which the worker has been employed 
in the undertaking, and is calculated at the rate of not more than 
one-twelfth oftLe last year's earnings for each year of employment, 
but may in no case exceed six-twelfths of the total annual earnings. 
_I~ assessing com1•ensation the tribunal is instrncted to give doe 
regard to the economic position cf the worker and to the financial 

:. c~pa.citJ o_fthe ~rnployer~" (P~ge 1~2-163). 



. "Subject to these limitations, the employee is afforded a· pro~ 
tection against unjustified dismissal, which· is regarded ·by the 
German workers themselves as being in many ways the mo11t practical. 
and valuable of all the rights givon to the1n by the Workil Councils · 
Act. While the security of tenure of the .worker id thus im11roved; 
the interests of the employer are safeguarded by the provision that an 
employer, who is unwilling to reeog_age ari employee in whose· favour 
the Court has decided, can dispense with him on paying compensation 
based on the number of years during which the employee ~~s heed 
working for him. - ' : : 

"There can be ~o quest-ion that this part, at least, ofthe W()rk~ 
Councils Act has not remained on paper, but has been very effec~iv~ 
in nractice; in fact itis probable that the number of Works pouncils · 
in ~xistence would be far fewer than. is a()tnally. the case, were. ,it 
not for the direct and practical ail vantages to· the employee~,. in the · 
matter of protection against dismissals, which, result fr9m . th~ 
establishment of statutory Works Councils." (Page 165). · .. · ·~ 

• • •.II 

"On the whole; this, the most important practical provision ot 
the Works Councils Act, is also the one to which least objection' is 
hken in principle by the employers. " (Page 16i). · . ; · · ·;-, 

Similar elaborate provisions have been made in the Wo.rks .Cou~ciie~ Act 
against the dismissals of the Works Councillors and are dealt \vith .. bll 
pages 169-176 of 1\lr. Guilleband's book.· The Union insi'sts that. in· .any 
machinery that may be devised for joint meetings,. similar p~ovisions 
against dismissals should be made. · . . · . . . . 

, 1 ·' f I. ~, j 

48. After the passage of th~ Works Councils Act,. the radical 
element in the German Labour Movement made serious 

. German Coun· endeavours to capture the machtnery . of tlie Works 
Oils and Trade • . 
Unions. . CounCils and there by cripple the powers of the trade unions. 

The Socialist trade unions, however, held in 1920 a 
National Congress. of the Works Councils and arrived at the. following 
conclusion :- ~ 

"The Works Councils must base themselves on the Trade Unions 
because they can only accomplish their tasks if they. &re certain of 
the support of the Trade Unions •••••••••• The Works Councils are to 
be organil!ed within the Trade Unions. A separate org&nisati,(m of 
the Works Councils, whether local or central, is undesirable; apart 

·from its effect in hindering the activity of the Trade Unions; it woulJ 
nullify the effective representation ?f ·the interests of the wo~liets by 
the Works Councils.'' {Page 44.) · · · · 
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Th&: SociGlist Unions ultimately carried into effect the above dechions 
and now the Works Councils form part oltheir organisation. It has been 
founiont that the successful functioning of the Works Councils is depen
dent primarily on the backing they receive from the Unions. "Except 
in the very large concerns, the employer is rarely inclined to pay much 
attention to the representation of the Works Council unless he knows that . 
it has a. powerful Union at its back. On countless occasions it has been the 
pr!lsence of Trade Union officials at meetings of the Council, or their 
adviteand asRistance in the back ground, which has prevented the employer 
from taking advantage of the ignorance and lack of experience of the 
.~tlmbers of the Council. It is not too much to say that, despite all its 
~~atntory powers, the Works Council as an institution is imiJotent unless 
it.~is. based upon the organised strength and financial resources ot the 
-p-njons." (Page 51). This explains why the Works Councils Act itself has 
mad~ clear in se~tions 8, 20, 31, 37, 4 7, 66 (3), and 78 (I, 2, 3) that "the 

·intention of the framers of the Act was that the Works Councils should 
act 81J subsidiary and Blll:Ordinate organs of the Trade Unions, with dis· 
tinct if complimentary furictio!!.s." (Page 41). It is equally important to 
bear i:O mind that "the Works Councils are expressly excluded by the Act 
ftom any ·right to cooperate in the determination of wage rates, wherever 
such rates are the subject of negotiation between Trade Unions and the 
~mployer or association of employers-i.e., wherever there is a Collective 
Agreement. " (Page 149). Bombay today is in a position similar to that 
o~ ... G~rmaJty nine years ago. The legitimate trade onion movement is 
being attacked on all sides and being weakened ; and unless provisions 
similar to those in the German Act ar~ made in any joint machinery that 
may be set up, the remedy might prove_ to be worse than the disease •. 
• • • •. - ,. • ... . • • . ' 1 • 

. . ' 49. To sum' up, the Union's position in respect of the joint 
' machinery,is this: 

' . (a)· The Union is inclined to favour the setting up of a joint 
. machinery between the representatives or the employers and 
: employed with the object of creating and maintaining harmonious 

relations between the two. 

(6) Such a joint machinery should b'e based on a statnte. 

(c) Without the backing and active support of the Trade Unions 
the joint machinery will not' work; in ftJ.ct, the Unions must form 

·a component part of that ·machinery. 
' ~ 

(d) Provisions against any attemFt that may he made to 
. deprive the Trade Unions of their legitimate part in the machinery 
and to make it independent of them, should be incorporated. 
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(e) The powers of the joint machinery should be adequate and 
such as will maintain the workers' interest in the· work. Action 
should follow decisions that may be taken. 

(/) ~rovisions against dismissals. should be incorporated· in 
the joint .machinery. . 

. To make the machinery wo_rk smoothly, the attitude of the 
employers, particularly the subordinate officers, must be changed 
almost out of recognition. There must be a complete change of heart.· 



CHAPTER Ill-HOUSING 

EXTENT TO WHICH HOU.SINO I.S PROVIDED 

50. (A) The Millowners' Association submittell to the Textile Tarilt 
., E · 

1 
Board a statement on the housing prov:decl by ~he mill-

. "'' mp o:rers. • . · owners and 1t appears on page 151, Vol. · Il, of the 
Boara's report. It will be seen therefrom that only 17 out of 80 
mW• ~n Bombay have provided housing for only a few of their workmen. 
These I7 mills engage over 52,000 workers and there are only about 4,500 
one room and llO two room tenements. The percentage of housing 
provided to the total number of workers is thus not more than 8.61. The 
Union is not sure that even this small accommodation is occupied exclu
sively by the textile workers for whom it is primarily meant. There is no 
reason to believe that, after the .Millowners' Association's statement, 
was prepared in 1926, any change for ~he better has taken place in 
respect of the hqusing accommodation Ly the millowners. 

(B) Towards the end of 1919 or the beginning of 1920, the Govern· 
ment of Bombay announced an ambitious programme of 

B:r Government building 50,000 tenements for the working class in orJer 
or other Publio t d th th · t' t' Th' · · h h Agency. o re uce e en ex1s mg conges 10n. Js IS ne1. er t e 

place nor the occasion to go into the ruinous working 
of the Development Department to which the housing scheme along 
with other schemes were assigned for execution. Suffice it to say, 
like the other schemes committed to its care, the programme of 
the honsing echeme was never fully carried out and, instead of 
building 50,000 tenements, the City got only 16,244: tenements, mostly 
one roomed, at enormous costs. And out of these 16,241. t~nements 
only between 6,000 to 7,000 have been recently occupied and the rest 
are still vacant. There is no basis to suppose. that these 7,000 
tenements have been occupied by the textile workers only-a good many 
may have been occupied by other class of workers engaged in other 
'industries. The only other public agency which provides housing on a 
large scale is the Bombay Improvement Trust. ·The Union understands 
that it has so far built aboat 9,000 tenements some of which may have 
been occupied by the textile workers.· 

(C) From the above figures it ·can be calculated that, between the 
millowners, the Government and the Improvement 

L B:rdlPdsr i" • te Trust, the housing provision is made only for about 12 
an or • . 

per cent. ofthe textile workers. The Union considers 1t 
as a fairly liberal calculation. The rest of the accommodation the private 
landlord provides. 
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(D) The Union is not aware of any case of a textile work.et h~ving ' 
B1 Workers. a hut of his own in Bombay. 

NATU~B OF ACCOMMODATION. I 

'. 
51. From the knowledge of the housing conditions in Bombay, the 

Union can safely say that in providing accommodation to the workers, 
neither their needs nor clemands nor the health point of view has 
been taken into consideration by any of the agencies which provide 
accommodation. With the private landlord, the dominant idea in providing 
accommodation is, of course, profit and he utilises every inch of the 
available space in order to get rent and, therefore, a permanent source. 
of income. In the case of only a very few ep:~ployers ~;orne consideration 
seems to have been given to the habits of the people by providing pegs . 
and some other requirements in Indian style. It is diffico~t to say, any 
thing about the Development chawls because to say it implies 
some consilleration on the part of the writer which the chawls hardly 
deserve. The Government announced a programme of 50,000 tenernents; 
and 16,000 and odd· rooms came to be built by putting sorne tuilding 
materil\ls together. This is all that can be said without transgressing 
the limits of decency and propriety. To· express an opinion on the 
housing conditions in Bombay, the Union cannot do better than quote 
what it wrote in 1926 in its statement to the Textile Tariff Board. The 
Union also desises to draw the attention of the Commission to Prof. A. R. 
Burnett-Hurst's book on "Labour and Housing in Bombay " which gives 
graphic descriptions oi the housing condition in this premier city of India. 
The Union's statement of 1926 says:-

" The housing conditions of the industrial workers in Bombay are 
Prof. Burnett- such that, in the words of Prof. Burnett-Hurst;. "No 

Hurst on Hous- matter how graphic a pen-picture ii! drawn, how vivid a. 
ing. description is given of existing conditions, it ia impos ... 
sible to convey to the reader any true conception of the actual state of 
alfa.irs." (Page 23 ). "He has characterised the workers' houses as 
"Pestilential plngue-spots "-a description with which the Union entirly 
agrees. The Board may be aware that the Development Department of 
the Bombay Government had originally intended to build for the working 
classes 625 chawls with 60,000 one room tenements; but they have so far 
built only 20'1 chawls with 16,214 tenements. Out of these only 2,80" 
( now between 6 to 7 thousand ) tenements are at present occupied and 
the rest 13,7~0 (now between 9,00() and 10,000) are vacant. Most of the 
workers, therefore, live even now in the old chawJs, the description of 
which is given by Ptof. Burnett-Hurs~ in his book. A few vassages aro 
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quote<! below which will give the Boar<! soma idea or the most horrible 
conditions in which the working classes are made to live in Bombay. In 
.describing the sheds occupied by the workers, he says:-

"Entering the shed and passing down a dark narrow passage-
' so narrow that two persons could scarcely pass one another-one had 

to grope one's way to the doorways of the rooms. Upon pel"ring into 
these, it was impossible to ascertain whether they were occupied or 
not. Not a ray of light penetrated them, and this at noon on a bright 
sunny day. It was only on striking a match that the rooms were found 
to be inhabited." ( pages 19-20 ). 

"In another place he describes the chawls as follows:-

,,The houses have t~ll narrow frontages and excessive depths; 
many of the rooms, especially those in the centre and on the ground 
fioor, lack sunshine and air. What makes the condition of these 
buildings worse is that large numbers of them are fitted with basket 
privies. The contents of the basket receptacles in the privy frequently 
overllow into the open drains and foul the gullies. The stench which 
fills the air as the overllow travels along the drain can be better 
imagined than described. At times the cesspits also overllow or the 
drains become.choked. The sweepers who are supposed to remove 
and convey the excreta twice daily to the night-soil depots frequently 
shirk their duties and empty the contents of the baskets into the 
open drains. Add to this the practice of throwing all kinds of house
hold refuse and filth into the gullies by the people in the rooms over
looking them, and one can form some slight conception of the strength 
of the smell. Much of the refuse accumulates and becomes Jtagnan t 
and the liquid filth percolates into the soil when the drains on the 
passage are in a bad state of repair, as is frequently the case. Is it 
surprising, then, the windows of rooms which overlook the gullies 
have to be kept closed to shut out the stench? The conditions under 
which the occupants of these rooms have to cook, eat and sleep can 
well be imagined when it is remembered that the only sources of 
light and ventilation are from the window opening on to the gully and 
from the door by which they enter the room. The conclusion drawn 
from personal inspection of a large number of these tenements is that 
ground-fioor rooms are invariably dark, dismal and unhealthy, and 
often permeated with obnoxious effluvia. Where the privies are not 
detached from the main building, the stench penetrates the whole 
structure. Frequently, on rounds of inspection, premises have been 
entered but the filth and smell have been so repulilive as to compel 
a ho,rried exit". ( page 21-22 ). 
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'' In a third place Prof. Burnett-Hurst writes thas :-
"Frequently the chawls are situated parallel to one another, 

and when they are in close proximity, as is generally the, esse, ·the 
rooms on the ground floor receive insufficient light and air. Many 
chawls are in a dilapidated condition and the floors in such· a bad 
state of repair that they are a source of danger to the occu'pants~ 
Some chawls have little or no plinth, the ground floor being ·almost 
on a level with the street and in such cases, the rooms are often 
flooded during the monsoon and are generally damp. " 

"The approaches to the chawls abound with dirt. and filth. 
" Kutchra ", or household refuse, and even excreta, are thrown 
from the windows of the upper floors on to the streets and into the 
compounds. The refuse cast on the streets is generally cleared . 
away, but that thrown into the compound aecumulsltes as it seems 
to be nobody's business to remove it. The compound and the 
approaches to the cbawls are usually '' Katcha" (which here 
means unpaved), and in the monsoon they soon become quagmires 
with pools of water. IJong after tbe cessation of rain the pools of 
water remain, become stagnant and form excellent breeding-grounds 
for the malaria-carrying moequito. " ( Pages 23-24) ' 

u My Union dares not add anything more to these passages I 
":My Union is aware that a few millowners have built some 

cbawls for their own employees. It must be admitted that, on the 
whole, many of them are better than the. chawls described in the 
preceeding paragraph, although some of these chawls also could be shown 
to be as bat\ as those built. by private landlords. Besides, the millowners' 
chawls are too inadequate to meet the requirements of all the workers. 
Moreover, the workers do not like to occupy the cbawls built by their 
employers because they feel that by their so doing, they come more 
under the grip of their masters. In times of strikes there is always a 
d11nger of the workeu being ejected. lhey, therefora, Jlrefer to stay in 
private chawls, howsoever bad they may be. 

"1 have already referred to the chawls built by the Development • 
Department of the Bombl\y Government. Afl the state of the old chawls is 
such as is describe.f in a preceeding paragraph, the workers should have 
wel.:omed the new chawls and occupied t.hem as sooo as they were readi 
for occupation. But that did not happen. More than 13,000 out of over 
16,000 tenements built by the Ddvelopment De1lartment are vacant and 
the workers are not willing to occupy them for various reasons. In the 
first place, the rents charged for these one room tenements are quite 
out of proportion to the workers' ability to pay them. rhe rents· origi-
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nally fixed for these cbaw1s were too exhorbitant i they h&d, therefc.re, 
to be thrice reduced. The last re·:lnctiou came into operation only from 
first Aagast 192d. Before that the average rents for ground, first, second 
and third floors at Delisle Road (Lhe most thickly populated labour part 
ofthe city), Naigam, Sewri and Worli were Rs. 10, 9, 8-8 and 7 respec
tively. Assuming for the moment Rs. 30-10-1 as the real "average" 
monthly wages of a workman, he is asked to pay rent, at Deli3le Road, 
Naigam, Sewri and Worli, 33, 30, 28·3, 23·3 per cent. respectively of his 
earnings. This is indeed prohibitive. .My Union understands that the 
high Government officials who are provided with Government quarters 
have to pay as rent only 10 per cen~. of their pay which is generally in 
three or four digits. But in the case of poor workers whose wages do 
not exceed Rs. 30 per month, they are asked to pay for rent from 25 to 
33 per cent. of their wages. Secondly, the development chaw Is are 
quite unsuited to the requirements of the operatives. They are built of 
cement and the greatest defect from which they suffer is that, in cold 
weather they become too cold and, in hot weather, they become too hot. 
The workers feel most uncomfortable in these chawls and are very reluc
tant to occupy them. It is no wonder, therefore, that most of them 
should remain unoccupied. The last reduction has brought down the 
rents by eight annas and, in a few cases, by one rupee. It is still to be 
seen what effect this redaction will have on the workers. 

"The scheme of the Development Department having thus failed to 
meet the requirements of the working classes, over-crowding in the old 
chaw Is is a consequent evil. It is a notorious fact that 9'7 per cent. ofthe 
working class population in Bombay lives in single room tenements; 
''over 60 per cen&. of the household" says Prof. Burnett-llurt, " were 
overcrowded according to· the English Official standard. Measured by 
the stricter test employed by Dr. Bowley in Livelihood and Poverty, the 
percentage rises to 94 per cent. The average number of persons per room 
in Parel was 3.5. It shoulJ be noted that a single room is often occupied 
by several families. According to the census of 1921, there were in 
Bombay no less than 135 instances in which a single room was occnpied 
by six families or morel" {Page 28). The report of the Lady Doctor 

. appointed by the Government of Bombay to investigate the conditions 
of women industrial workers in Bombay in 1922, contains the- following 
illuminating passage:- · 

"In outside chawls I have several times verifie•l the overcrowd
ing of rooms. In one room, on the second floor of a 

Lady Doctor's chaw!. measuring some 15ft. by 12 .ft., I found six 
Experience I 

families living. Six seperate ove!ls 011 the floor 
rroved tpi@ statement, 0!1 en<lniry' 1 . ascertained that actual 
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nt.:mber of adults and children living in this room was 30. Bamboos 
hung from the ceiling, over whir.h, at night, clothes and sacking 
were hong, helped to partition each fa~mily . allotment. Three out of 
six women' who lived in this room were shortly expecting to be 
delivered. All three eaid they would have the deliveries in Bombay. 
When I questioned the District nurse, who accompanied me, as to 
how she wonH arrange for privacy in this room, I was shown a small 
space some 3 ft. by 4 ft. which was usually screened ofF for 
the purpose. The atmosphere at night of that room filled with. 
smoke from the six ovens, an•l other impurities would certainly 
physically handicap any woman and infant. both before ·and arte:rj 
delivery. This was one of the many such rooms I saw." (Pages 14-16.)',', 
52. If the above remarks are considered a3 eomewhat stale owing 

l 

Mr. Tom 
Shaw's View. 

to the period that has elapsed since they were made, the 
following passage from the report of the Delegation of 
the International Fedaration of Textile Workers which 

in vestigateJ. the condition of the textile workers in India in 1926-27 
an•l of which the Rt. Ron. T. Shaw, M.P., the present Secretary for war 
in the British Grovernment, may be quoted as being fresh :- .r 

•• HOWELS-BUT NO HOMES. '' 

'' The most shocking of all the ditrerences is that· ·which exists 
in housing. The English textile worker, generally, when he marries, 
has a house of at least four rooms. We have seen Indian textile 
an·l other workers with even two families in one small, covered 
sp1ce·, which only by the widest stretch of imagination could be · 
calleJ. a room, and whi~h it would be a mockery to call a home. 
We have seen people actually sleeping in the streets in preference 
to sleeping in the disgraceful and infamous chawls which exist in 
Bomb~y ................ The Development Department of the Bombay 
Government also had created huge blocks or houses, .very similar in 
outward appearance to the externally extremely solidly built and 
many storied houses in cit.ies like Berlin, ·but the interior of these 
buildings is on strongly orthodox traditional Indian lines. . One room 
for a family, no private sanitary arrangements, a common tap for 
washing-these things exist even in the municipal buildings. My 
poor girl and I were horror~struck, driving back from the first 
meeting of workers we;attended, when we almost ran over & child 
who wa3 asleep on a rug in the street and was .evidently intended to 
aleep there all the night. · ' 

'' That will give some idea of the terrible honsing of the people. 
There were scores of people sleeping on the gronnd with, appa~~ntly, 
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a very thin mattrllss for bed an!l a-thin rug for covering. Words tail 
me to picture the squator, the darkness anJ the misery of some of the 
chaw Is we saw ••••••••••• ;1 hal constantly to remind myself that it is 
not always possible to measure Eastern conditions with Western 
measures, but even when every allowance is mde for differences of 
climate, habits, tradition and religion, the housing of Indian workers 
is a disgrace and a blot on the recorJ of any Government, whether 
British or Indian. (pages 6-'7.) 

53. Fresher still are the views of the British Trades Uni' n 
Congress Delegation consisting of .Messrs. A. A. 

Bri,ish T. U.C. p 11 '~~' p d J H 11 th h" h • "t d Deliga,ion"s Opi- orce , an ex-JJ.L ., an • a swor , w 1c VlSl e 
nioa. India in 1927-28 and published their report last year. 

On honsing and sanitation the Delegation eay :-
"The housing of the people in our country is a serious problem, 

. but in India it is far more serious, for disgustingly bad housing 
conditions prevail generaUy so far as the working classes are con
cerned. Wherever one goes in the different parts of the country, 

. whether it be in th£1 villages, in the moderate-sized towns, or in the 
big cities; and whatever may be the design or lay-out of the houses, 
whether they be the single-roomed or doable-roomed d welliogs built 

·in "Unes" or tenement1.1, or the single-roomed dwellings dotted a bout 
:separately in some places, they are all unutterably bad, and cannot iu 
any decent sense be regarded as "Homes"· 
' "We visited the workers' quarters wherever we stayed, and had 
we not seen them we could not have believed that such evil places 
existed. At the end of the Report will be found a number of photo-

. graphs depicting 60me of tbe houses we have personally inspected. 
The picture will assist the reader in gaining some idea of the 
character of the dwellings and their immediate surroundings, but 
they do not, and cannot, tell the whole story. We propose to filJ in 
some ofthe details here by quoting a few cases which, in greater or 
lese degl'ee, are practically typical of all. 

''Here is a group of houses in "Lines," the owner of which charges 
the tenant of each dwelling 4s. 6d. a month as rent. Each bouse 
cobsisting of one dark room nsed for all purposes, living, cooking 
and sleeping, is 9 feet by 9 feet, with mod walls and loose-tiled roof, 
and has small open compound in front, a corner of which is nsed as 
a latrine. There is no ventilation in the living room except by a 
broken roof or that obtained through the entrance door when open. 
Ontside the dwellings is a long, narrow channel which receives waste 
matter of all descriptions and where flies and other insects abound. 
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!~or to eight persons, including children crowd together, into such 
a room. _ 
. - " Two other gronpP, perhaps a little worse, were seen, rents in theee 
cases nryiLg, because of the rooms· differing in size, !ro~ 2s. 3d. to 
6s. a month. Wages of residents in these dwellings are about· 5d. to 
9J. a day, or lOs. lOd. to 19s. 6d. for a fall working month of26 days. 

" A fourth lot of houses, provided by employers, is a little better 
than the others. The rent charged is about 3s. & month, and monthly 
wages of the occupants are stated as being ISs. for men and l~s. for 
women. The walls of these houses are of brick instead of mad, and 
there is a paved courtyard, in the centre of which is a common water 
supply and sloping brick place for washing. But there are the same. 
internal arrangements, except that the latrines are situated a little 
distance from the houses. Three or four anmarrie(} persons share th~ 
one room, or it is occupied by husband, wife and family. 

" Outside all the houses on the edge of each side of the strip of 
land between the ''lines" are the exposed gniieys, at some· places 
stopped up with garbage, refuse and other waste matter, giving forth 
horrible smells repellent in the extreme. It is obvious that these 
gullies are often useJ as conveniences, especially by children, and 
right in the open earth "street" can be seen women up to the elbows 
in cow-dung preparing it for making-up into cakes which, after being 
plastered on the walls of the houses and dried in the son ·{a custom 
common in all parts of lnJia), is used as a cheap form of fuel. 

" In another place the floors ~f the houses a're beneath. the ~round 
level, and it is only by crouching low down that ingress to the room 
can be gained. In the flood season these houses are water~logged 
and some times altogether destroyed, only to be substituted by other 
equally ba_d. These dwellings are very overcrowded and the people 
very poverty-striken indeed. · · 

"The following figures form damning evidence of overcro~ding in 
the residential building of one of India's great cities :- · · 

TOTAL NUHBEB 01!' I'ERSONS LIVING 
IN BOOKS EACH OCCUl'IED BY. 

'roTAL 

5 persons &to 9 10 to 19 20 persons 
PO PULA. 'nOB' I 

and Under. persons. persons. and Over. . 
687,211 236,'783 

- " - - . 
115,'731 31~578 1,071,309 

1 



'·ttii we~e nec~asary, many other instances might easily he given 
from t~e mass of accumulated material available. We will add only 
few note~ abont the hazara, i.i., the shopping quarters of the 
workers, whi~h .are no better than their houses. Here along both 
sUes of the streets, which may be anything from ten to fifteen feet 
in width, is a jumble of open-fronted retail. shops in which many 
kinds of grain and other foods, clothing and miscellaneous articles 
a_re .Prepared and sold, and wliere domestic production of various 
kinds ~~ carried on. Food is exposed to dust, is contaminated by 
hordes of dies 11.nd dirt1 handling. Meat is seen hanging low over 
t~e open g!ltter or channel into which there flows the liquid trade 
ana other waste exuding from the shopa, some of which are used 
as dyehonses, and where the vegetable and animal refuse is thrust. 
Here and _there heaps Cif garbage are allowed to _lie for a long time 
before being cleared away by the scavengers. Into these heaps, 
cattle and. goats wandering unattended along the street, as well aa 
pariah dogs, may often be seen nosing for possible food, while the 
fowls wallow in the adjacent gutters •. Evil smells predominate and 
there is a general unwholesomeness throughout. 

' - . 
. . "The overcrow~ing and insanitary conditions almost everywhere 
prevailing demonstrate_ the callonsness and wanton neglect of tbeir 
obvious .dnties,by the authorities concerned. As we see the situation, 
i~ is the job of the appropriate authorities at all costs to pat an end 
to defective housing, to institute uptodate methods or sewage 
disposal, to provide for adequate and suitable sanitary arrangements 
and wat~r supplies, as well as to see that the people are educated in 
the Jight use of all thsse serviceiJ intended to make for the public 

· heaitb: Until there have been radical changes in these matters, 
·the population of India. will continue to be ravished by millions 
of deaths from cholera, dysentry; diarrhcea, plague, fevers, mala
ria, small-pox, influenza an~ respiratory diseases as well as by an 
appalling mortality among mothe1s and inf&nti, in respect to which 

. some remarkable figures . were quoted recently by the Director of 
Pu.blic Health, Bengal. Iq.I926, he stated 13l,OCO infaDts died in 
Bengal less than a month ~fter they were born. This was in addition 
to 60,()00 children who were still-born. Another 68,000 died bet
ween the ages of one and six months and 51,000 between six and 
~w~l~e __ months. _ In the same year 1.58,000 children between the ages 
of O,!le fear and five years died, making a total of 4,08,000 children 

' between birth a'nd. five years of age who died in a . single year. 
In addition, 81,000 children died between five and ten years old, and . 
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50,000 between ten and, fifteen year.s. Altggether, 545,000 children 
died in '1926 at ages which the Director considered far below what 
might be termed any economic value. Ihis me_an~ a~. en~!~ona 
economic Iosr to· Bengal, because the children die b~Core they can make 
any economic return to the State. · The· Director estimate~ al.so,. tha~ 
!rom 60,0CO to 'lO,OOO mothers died either in childbirth or conditions 
directly related to childbirth. Tbia heavy mortality. constitute! 
a dead loss to the country, because it means so much potentiallr 
valuable life is wasted every year." (pages 8-9). 

54. The Union does not think that any or the agenciet which have 
provided industrial housing has made any provision (oi 

Provision for · 1 t · 1· h · Th B b El t • · S I Lighting etc. . e ec nc or gas 1g tlng. e om ay ec rxc . app y 
: ' and Tramway Company has, it is learnt, fit~ed theil: 

cht.wls with electricity and a similar provision should be made in other 
r.hawls as well. The workers generally use· kerosine lamps of the. erucie 
type •. Qons~rvancy arrangements and water_ ~upply ~common to all the 

•· · • . . . . . - r t 
resUenta on one floor and, in t1mes of scarcity of water; thlf upper floors 
do not· get sufficient water. There is now a tendency tO:rep~~e ~he ~~S~flt 
privies by flushing system; l>ut the lattei i8 not kept-clean and. insanit~rt. 
conditions generallr prevail. There mar stlll be ·some j:h~.wla'' :Whfir& 
basket pri-y-ies still. contina~ to e::rls~ and the i~s~nitaey atmosphere-prO: 
vailiog in and around those chawls can be better jmagined than deecribed •. 

- . • • . - . ' • I. • ' - ~ • .._ . • . ..._ .. . ~.: :;. :. .1 • ·~.to 

55. From snch- information as the Union possesses, it can be 'said 
- . · . . that the rent generally charged for private and 'mplovers~ 
Ren' Rates. · · · · · " 
.• . ·. . chawlq varies between Rs. 5 and 10 •. Th~re m.a1 ~~ ~ _lelf 

old chawls ~here the rent may be less than Rs. e>. Referenc~ has alr.eady 
been made in an· e-arlier -~iuagraph to'" th·e rents· of the. De.velopme~t 

. . - . ~ • .. . • . ! ' . f • : . -
Department ch~wls. The Un1on understan Is that smc~ ~hat paragra·ph 
was written,: the:rents or the D. D. chawls ·have been l'owered.: ··Even 
then they are higher the.n those for private and employers.';- chawls.: 'At 
one time the rents oC these chawls were as high as Rs. 15 and more · 
and by several instalments they have now been. brought_ fQ'ifn t.o: the 
present level. It _may he well if the cOmmis~io~ wil~ en.deavour to secure 
from ~he Di!eetor .of Information a statement containing the :Origin&' renls 
charged whei;t the D. D. cliawls we.re built and· the· s_tages by"' ~hich 1Jbey 
were .reduced and ~he amounts of such reductions. The original rent level of 
these chawls is greatly responsible Cor the fact thai they have iiot·yet beed 
Cully occupied. ·On the whole; the· Union's opioi~n is that with· thtt 
present w&g·~ level ad the ·co~t of livin-g in ·Bombay, the rents chargecJ 
are high and mqst be reda~ed i~ the interes~ Qf ~h~ ·wQ,kers; ; 

• '. • • I . • • ' • ·.I· f •· I., 
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SPECIAL HOUSINQ PROBLEMS. 

56. The Unio~ baa no information about the extent, if any, to 

8 b r ''l 
· whtch the workers sub-let there rooms. It is mauy 

u • e ng. • · . 
1 . • ttmea stated that there 11 a practice of sub-letting among 
the workers; and the Un_ion is not surprised at the statement if it is true. 
T.he . high . wage level coopleJ with the cost of living and the heavy 
indebtedness, some workers may be feeling the necessity of gettin~ some 
reJ!ef by snb-letti.ng their tenements. There is also a tendency to keep 
boarders with the object of securing some further relief. The object 
nn<Jerlying both these tendencies is not to make money at the cost of the 
worker's. health bot to erideavoor to live within their means by trying 
to get some additi~n to the wages. 

61. It is already _stated in an earlier paragraph that the Union is 
• ; . not sore whether the employ.ers' tenements have .•11 

Oooupatioll of· 
Employers' H 6 u- been occupied by the textile worker~. It ia highly 
sea by Non-textile 
Ten an & a and probable that there may be some non-textile tenants in 
Eviction• . . those tenements. Had it not been so, the evictions 

L .. :, I . ~ • ' } . . . e • • 

daring strikes should have been on a very ·large scale. The Unton IS 

not inclined to believe that daring prolonged strikes when it is difficult 
to receive rents, the employers are so charitable or sympathetic, in the 
case of iabonr, as to allow the workers to live on in their chaw Is without 
any guarantee to receive rents. In the la~t strike in the Wadia group 
of mills, the Union understandi that eje~tion notices had been given to 
the .wor~ers •. This is one of the weapons in the hands of the employers 
to break the solidarity of the employees in strikes. · 

· 68. It is the considered opinion of the Union that the textile 
workers will not be able to attain the highest degree of 

Neoessity of 
Housing under efficiency until the existing housing conditions are al-
Publio Contol. 1 I tered ~lUt of recognition and over crowding comp ete y 

removed·. To keep his body and mind in perfect and healthy condition 
every .worker. shoo~~ have decent housing accommodation_ fitted o.p 
,ritb the necessary requirements. The first requisite in the direction 
of achieving this object is a scheme for the rapid demolition of the slum 

'"'"" Unles~t.sl~mll ar~ destrored~ t~e l>rosl'ects Qf the be~t~r ~la~s q( 
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houses that may be provx~ed, be10g occupxed may not be encouragxog. The 

second requisite is that simnlta~eous efFo~ts ~hould_ .be .':l!ade to remodel 
the existing bett•u types of chawla to suit the standard t.hat may be fixed. 
The third requisite is that a programme of industrial hontt.ii:ig §ptead 
over a stated period should be immediately pre1la~ed tlild tb~ .. Jle_~~s~l(i'.Y;J 
steps, financial and otherwise, taken to carry .it :out. Th~ .: (oQ.rt~ ,an<lt 
the most important requisite is that industrial housing: shonld'1 bo .. nnd:.et .• 
public control, such as the municipality. or Government: l Neithe.r: th:e 1 

employers nor the private landlords should have anything to. dG with l.t.:, 
The Union also suggests that in any new area where faqtories may.'blh 
allowed to be built, a town planning Act should be illimediatply brought; 
into operatio~. 



CBAPrEB. IV-HEA!.TJI .. 
oENSilAL IISAL111 CoNDITION.S OJI WORKER& 

· · &9. · The general health ooaclitiont of the worken are YerJ milerableJ. 
and &he7 caanot' be aa7 thing el11 whea the houaiag ooaditioa•• wage,,, 
bonn of wort. diet, faoilitiea for reareatioa aad aporia an4 ather ame~&~111 
of life oontinoe to 1Ja what iheJ haYe"beea aU the~ Jeara. .. fh• BombaJ · 
climate alio adde ita quota ~ illlr8ue ~e . .milti'J ariaiag eat of th••• co~ 
ditioaL Ia 1pite afaU the improvemen&t.udl.ia Ult. geoeral. •nitation 
of the Gif'J, epidemi01· come ia at freqaea& ioten.b aacl take a heuy toll 
from the poorer 1eotioa• of the. ttopulaUon. ... IIU.ria il ~ 1taodiDg menace. 
to the working olau popalatioa iD Bomba7. !he Unioa deeina .to .draw: 
the attention of the Commillioa to a report, pabUahed Jut Jear, of llajor 
Covell, who wu epeciaiiJ appointed b7 the BombaJ Governmea& to 
eaqaire into t.be malarial aonclitiou ill thi1 cit7. Be pointed oD& thereiD 
that the moat iD&enae malaria at the pre1eD& time esiate ia the Yieiait7 of 
the m.iJIJ. fbia aai other cJileaeee- aa4 the llllrGDDcliag WOrkiuj aacl 
hollliag OODclitioa• prociDoe the m01& diautroa1 eft"eot opoo the geoenl 
healUa of &he workera. 

80. !he morta1it7 lgDn• ma7 be obtained from the ceaau report. 
aDd the aanaal report• ot &be llaaicipal Com~laaioner for 

11=. of the OitJ af Bomba7. It ma7 oal7 be pointed oDt here 
that the peroentage of the death rate to the total mor• 

"taUtJ b7 age period ill 1921 wu 2•·8 aader I year, tr.·6 aader I to 6Jear~, 
12•, aoder 20 ... ~0 Jlan aa411·2 aader 3') to 40 ;rean •.• !be aeath rate 
per 1,000 of the population ill•2 Ia the oaH of Agae aad remittent feYer. 
0.8for amall pos, 1.1 for Tuberoaloaia aad 1·8 for diHUfl of th~ napi· 
rat.o17 •J•Lem. U the death rate ia cooeiderecl bJiocaUtiee, it 11 eeea 
that it il mach higher iD th01e which are mOitiJ iDhabiLed b7 the work· 
ing ola11 popalatioa tbaa ia thoae iuhabitecl b7 the rich aad micldl' 
oluaeL !be Stalldiog Committee of Bomba7 lfaaicipal Corporat.ioa, Ia 
retiewiag the M..aaicipal Oomm.i.aioaer'• Aclmiaiatralioa Report lor 1921· 
281 ba-.e ltated &bat the death rate (like the birth nte) ia iDYariabiJ high 
amoag the poorer ala1ae1 aad that death• amoug the female• are more 
&baa tll•o IQlODI t'be mea b7at leut GO per ctpt. 'fb• aeotioqe ot tbt 



&t 
Oit1 that an Larcl hit i,j ~·ortaiitj_ ~:.· ~h~~. wiai~b ~re tli~ ~~ thickly 
popalated. 

. ' . . -~ 

fJl. The birth-rate ma7 be obtained from tbe eeuau reporta ancl the 
BlrtB Bate aDd Adminietratiod Report of the :HaniGipal Coinmiaaiouer. 

IDfaat Mom- The f'ollowiog tablee iu respect of infant modality are 
11'7· taken from the latter report :-

. ' 

.... 
1910 1911 1821 1813 1914 19Z5 ltZ& 1917 

656·60 612·12 405•18 4:13•91 423•11 359·0~ 393·'J9 319·12 

PeNeDtap of death.~ .. • qe.PU'iod.·· DeatbL tocal dea&ba 1IDdee .... 
lJ'e&rolap. 

•ll 

. ' . 
Under 1 week ... • •• l,Ci90 23•1 

1 to 4 wee'b ••• . .. ~~~ lt•! -.. . . . .. 
1 to 6 months ... . .. 1,849. . •28·· .. 

.. .. -6 to;l2 moalh• ... • •• 1,358 34·4 .. . --Total 6,81)'1 100·0 
.. ... 

I• : . -· 

Total· IDolad-
1 I&OOIIl ' I ROoa. .. 't ltoame. .. ....... 

aadwader. I ROGID .. iDBoepitale, 
. ...... 

. 
Deathl , .. ~,888 362 81 .. 84: e.8o1 
l,··~ .. .. ~ . . ; .. ~ . t p 

. ·~ ' 
, . 

Pproe~ta~~ · ·t~ 89.~ 9"1 . . ,,~ ).•8 .}. ~!5. ,, ,. tqO·f), .. 
• . . 



fnfant 4fortality per 1,0~0 Birtlla Regi&tered lJy 1Jum6er oJ 
• '\- ~ • I I • ' ' • • ' ' 

Rooma occupied. 

. , . 

I 
I . . . 

Year •. 1 Room I Rooms. 3 Rooms. 'Rooms. .. ' and under • 
I 

I ! ... 
1921 ... . .. 828·5 321·9 191•4 133•3 

1922 470·9 43~·7 ' 421•6 300·3 ... . .. 
I 

1923 524·4 
I ... . .. 394•5 I 255•4 246·5 ·;,,, 

I •o I 
.1924 ... . .. .557 313·.3 

I 
2'71·2 125 

1925 503 242 236 151 ... ... . I ! 

1926 ... ... 577 254 215 163 

1927. ... ..... 490 ~03 222 195 

I 
. , 1: I I , t J; I 

These ;~~o~es. ~are so ~loqoent .that the Union does not propose to make 
any comment tbereonland thereby mar their effect. 

I 
62. It is not possible for the Union to say mach about the working 

t " a J J• • - • 

w~rkin~· Coo• cond~tions 10 factories· as the Union officials have- not 
ditions a~ ::rprk • visit~d many .mills. Speaking generally it can be said 
places. that l from · the point· of 'iew.. of the machinery, 
the working conditiqns in· some mills are faiJ' while in others they 
are not ~atisfactory. jfhe Union knows that the employers take more 
care of lheir machinery than of their workers. Complaints from the 

•····· . . ... I . -
workers about the q,uality of the material supplied are many and 
come freqoe'ntly. Tqe workers also c()mplain ·a boot the speeding op of 
the machinery which not infrequently means excessive work due to more 
than osoal breakages in yarn and similar disturbances in the weaving of 
cloth. 'During 'cold weather, more steam is circulated in the sheds 

:which cause uneasiness to the workers; and in hot weather, cases of the 
-.wQrke~s ~eing fai:Qt~d have occurred in the ~ast. It is also complained 
that in such mills as are old and not built on new and up-to-date model, 

· there is no access for ,fresh air to' come in. In re11pect of the amenities 
provided for the workers, it must be said that there are practically none. 
There are no dining sheds where the operatives can go and take their 
fOOd. rworkers taking their food near the machines or· io some dirty 



corners in ·a compound,~is a usual feature that a visitor to a mill com eft 
across. No smoke rooms or covered places where workers can go and 
have a smoke, ~re provided. If they want to smoke, they mu~t go near 
the privies or some other open space if the mill compound: is large. 
There is also no provision made for the workers to take rest· during 
recess hours. Provisions as regards latrines, drinking water, etc, are 
dealt with in a subsequent paragraph. 

63. 

-And 
Home. 

The references to the housing conditions in earlier paragraphs 
will, it is hoped, give the Commission an idea about the 

• t. home life of the operatives; and it· does not; seem tD· be 
necessary to add anything here. 

64, The" Working Class Budgets-Bombay, '' published by the· 
. Labour Office in 1923 give:J some account ofthe kind of 

Dietary, 
food the workers generally h.ke and the expenditure they 

spend over it. Nearly 50 per cent. of the family budgets collected by the 
I~abour Office for their enquiry were the budgets of the textile workers and· 
the conclusions readhed by them can be said to apply fairly . accurately to'' 
theae workers. ·The following extract is taken from that book:- _ 

" The consumption in all budgets varies between •91 lbs. 
(h2·77 grams) per adult male of cereals per diem in the lowest class 
and 1.53 lbs. ( 693•99 grams) in the highest class. The. (weighted) 
average is 1•29 lbs. (585·13 grams). The corresponding figures for the 
budgets exclusive .ofscavengers are 1·06 lbs. (480·81 grams} for the 
lowest class, 1•55 lbs. (703•06 gr~ms}· for the highest class· and "1•37 
lbs. (621•42 grams) the weighted average for all the classes: .. 

&I It is interesting to compare. these results with the scales laid 
down in the Bombay Famine Relief Code, 19.12, and those for ja:il diets 
in Bombay. The family budgets contain more varied aiets than do 
the jail diets and 'other food' in the table excludes sweetmeats, fish~ 
condiments and spices, vegetables, t'ru~t refreshments and other, food 
for which no estimates of quantity are available. The minimnl9 and 
maximum amounts of cereals in the Famine Code are app~oxi~!'tely 
•86 lbs. (390·09 grams} and 1·29lbs. (585·13 grams} a11d in the Bombav 
Jail diets 1•38 lbs. (6~5·95 grams} and 1•50 lbs •. (680~39 gr~mt!). 
Lt.-Col. D. McCay (then Capt. McCay), l.M.S; in his "Investigations 
on Bengal Jail Diataries" is of opinian that 1·38 lbs. (625.95 gram~} 
of cereals per diem is the most suitable amount required per man 
which will ensure the maximum absorption of protein, etc., from the 
diet. · ·· 
8 
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· " Tne general conclusion is that industrial workers consume the 
maximum of cereals allowed by the Famine Code hut less than the 
diet prescribed in the Bombay Ja.illlanua1." (pages 20-21.) 

~he report further says that expenditure on milk and ghee is negligible 
1n the lowest income classes and that expenditure on grains occupy a 
major portion of the total expenditure. With such equipment in respect 
of food, the textile operative starts on his work to serve his master I 

65. The physique of the textile workers is extremely poor. They 
have no stamina which will stand them in good stead against malaria 

PhJllique. 
and other diseases and epidemics. Mr. Tom Shaw in 
his report says ::-

''To a European eye, the first sight of the textile workers of 
Bombay or Madras is extremely depressing. Owing t.o the Indian 
dress, a great deal of the body, of course, is to be seen. In Bombay, 
as a. rule, the workers seem to be underfed, their bodies seem to be 
emaciated and their legs are like spindles. " (Page 20). 

The Union desires to draw the attention of the Commission to Section 21 
(pages 4'7-50)-" Physique of Mill Workers "-of'' Humidification in 
Jndian Cotton Mills n by T • .Maloney, the· present Secretary of the 
Bombay Millowners' Association and to hble No. 61 (page 127-128) of 
the same book, containing "the average weights of the workers. The 
following extracts are taken from the said section:- • 

(1) "The low average weight as compared with other classes of 
of labour is very noticeable •. The average of ~9 lbs. for all mill 
operatives b below t.he minimum weight for police recruits of the 

·same average height." (Page 48). : 
· (2) "The weight records of 63 mill hands in Bombay showed 

that after an average of 8 months' continuous work in the mills there 
. was an average decrease of •36 lbs. in weight in the second hP.lf of 

service as compared witq the first. (Page 49)., 
(3) " The very general practice of Bombay mill hands ofreturning 

· to their up-country homes has a beneficial effect upon their general 
health as reftected by weight ; and counteracts to a very large 
extent the effects of working and Jiving conditions in Bombay ". 

·(Page bO) • 

. 66. In Bombay city the ratio of females to males is, the Union 
understands, 625 to 1,000. This is indeed highly unsatis

Effeots of Dis· factory. The proportion of females to males would, the 
~~~oe of Sex Union believes, still be lower if the ratio is calculated on 

the industrial population only. The effects of such 
disproportion cannotbut be unhealthy. The worke"rs are easily exposed 
to 'all kind a of temptations of city life. 
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67. The relation between housing and mortality can be easily. 

Relation bet· 
ween Housing 
and Mortality. 

understood by referring to the table of infant mortality . 
• according to the rooms occupied, which is. given in 

paragraph 61. : 

EXTENT OF MEDICAL FACILITIES. 

68. In several of the Bombay mills medical facilities are reported ~o 
have been provided; but the Union understands, they. 

Provided by are, in a maiority of cases, in the. nature of first. aid1 Employers. " 
appliance:1 and not in the nature of dispensn.ries. The: 

medical men who are engaged are, barring a few exceptions, are part 
timers and have generally their own private practice in the mill area. 
How far these so-called diSJlensaries are properly equipped can be ascer• 
tained by the expenditure each mill incurs on the p:uchase of medicines ;' 
and it would be worth while to secure this information. The Union is· 
also informed that some mil1s charge the operatives at some . .flat rate· for 
the medical facilities provided, irrespective of whether or not the operatives· 
so charged take advantage of those facilities. There are five large 
hospitals in Bombay with over 800 beds and outpatient departments 

and other small hospitals aided by Governmen.t, and 
me;;,~r Govern· Municipality, of which some workers take advantage 

frcm time to time. The Bombay Municipality is cqnduc. 
-by other ting three dispensaries where, it i~ understood,, free, 

Agenoiea. 
medical aid is given to the poor. Private :agencies such, 

as the Social Service League, Y. W. 0. A., the Blind Relief Associaiion 
endeavour to give free. medical facilities to the workers. The League is 
very successfully conducting a charitable dispensary for women and: 
children and it is taken advantage of on a very large.scale. 

69. According to the Administration Report of the li.IUJlicipai 

Provision for 
Women Doctors, 
Midwives or 
Dais. 

Commissioner for 1 g27-28, there are only ten nurses who 
are qualified midwives. They do some work :of visiting 
the chula and helping the women and children in their. 
illness. This provision is merely a drop in tho ocean an~ 

must be increased in proportion to the female labour population in this 
city. 

70. The workers do not, generally, for many reasons, take advantage 
of the medical facilities provided by the millowners 

Utilization of to the extent to which they should. In the first place, Medical Facili· 
ties. the medical facilities are reported to be too inadequate 

and unsatisfactory. There are a aet number of stock mix• 
tqres ke'pt rtady, the workers further say, a11d they are given op.e Qr more of 



t~e mixtures, whatever the nature of_the disease may be. Secondly, it is 
complained that the patients' examination by the. mill doctors is not 
always thorough. What is generally done is, it is further stated, that 
the doctors generally depend for their di11gnosis upon the versions of the 
patients and at times only touch their paise or lever. Thirdly, many of 
the mill doctors being only part timers, are not available to the workers 
even during working periods. This naturally reduces the utility of the 
medical facilities provitied. Lastly, from the nature ofthe. complaints 
received from the work people, the Union guesses that the touch of 
human sympathy is lacking in dealing with the mill patients. H is not 
realised that the illness of an operative reacts on the mill efficiency and 
it is in the interest of the mills that the worker is treated sympathetically 
and with all the care that is necessary. All these causes have prejodicecl 
the workers' minds against the medical facilities provided by the mills 
and are as far as .possible very reluctant to take their ad vantage. A well 
paid worker generally prefers to go to: a private practitioner where he is 
better examined and treated. A low paid worker has ·no alternative 
but either to take advantage of the mill facilities or suffer in silence. 

SANITA~Y A~~ANOEMBNTS. 

'71~ In the mills, latrines are provided in accordance with the 

. Latri~ea. 
provisions made in the Rules under the Indian Factories 
Act. I'thasalready been pointed out that in some mills ~he 

basket privies still continue to exist and the sanitary conditions are abomi
nable. Where· flushing ·system exists, the sanitary conditions are not 
generally good perhaps occasionally due to shortage of water. At times the 
flttshes do not work properly, which helps to create insanitary conditions. 
One may compare the privies provided for the superior staff with the 
previes for the operatives and one will immediately detect the difference 
in ·the sanitary· conditions. This memorandum has, in earlier 
paragraphs, dealt with the kind of latrines provided in the chaw Is. Not 
only are they most insanitary but their number is quite inadequate with 
the retluirements of the people who stay there. There must be some 
statutory provision. compelling the owners of the chaw Is to provide 
a definite number of latrines according to the number of people residing 
and to keep them in complete sanitary conditions. H should also bo 
provided that the latrines should be separated from the rows of tenements 
and s~ould be at some distance from them. 

'12. The problem of drinking water in Bomby mills is not so much 
Drinking the provision of its adequate supply as the provision of its 

Wilier. cool supply. The mills have no donbt provided water, 
but the taps are senera.lly in open spaces apd water becomes hot hnwe-



diately. The thirst of the people cannot be quenched by drinking· hot 
water; on the contrary, it is increased. What is necessary is that 
drinking water should be provided in well protected ,rooms and 
suitable precautions taken to keep it very cool. In the chawls, 
water taps from which drinking water is taken for storage are very close 
to the latrines. Such a provision is highly objectionable from. the · 
sanitary point of view and must be stopped, For the purposes ofstoriog 
drinking water, each tenement, or the· tenement where cooking is done, 
should be provided with a water tap. 

'73. So far as the Union is aware, bathing and washing arrangements 
are not pro·rided for in a majority of mills.· ·The wo~kera 

w~::r~~~ and go to the mills at '7-0 A •. H., and come back at 6-0 P.M •. 

It is not always possible that all or them can take their, 
bath before going to the mill owing largely to the inadequacy of the pro1 • 

sion in the chawls. The Bombay climate being what it is, it is necessary 
for the workers who have to work in the sheds for full ten hours under atmos
pheric conditions which are not always cool, to have a bath every day.· A 
bath is highly refreshing and may add to the energy and perhaps efficiency 
of the workers. It is thus in the interest of the employers and as well as 
of the workers to have suitaUle bathing facilities provided in the mills. In· 
the chaw Is there are generally two common taps provided for each .floor and 
they are used for.baths, washing clothes anJ utensils and storing drink
ing water. The space where theso taps are given, is generally open from 
all sides although it is protected from above. There is no· privacy 
and even women ba ve ·to take their bath in the presence of many others.· 
The Union feels that the chawls should be provided with suitable and 
adequate Lath rooms. 

74. According to the latest report of the Chief Factory Inspector, 
. there are only four full time inspectors, including one 

~i~::al Supem- lady, and three assistant inspectors in addition to the 
Chief Inspector. Considering the increasing number of 

factories and the area of the Presidency, the Union is of the opinion tLat 
the present staffis inadefluate and should be increased. The number of 
women inspectors also should be increased. 

75. The Union bas not so far sturJied the question of temperature 
Temperatu r 

8 
and humidification in the cotton .mills and is not,· 

and Humidifioa- tharefore, in a position to express an opinion on the 
tion. iru provements necessary frt>m the point of view of the 
W<>rkers. It only draws the attention of the Commission to Mr. Malonn'11 
report OQ "Humi-tification in In~ian CJtton Milia", the· recornmeudl\tiQt~s 
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he has mde and to the remarks or the Chief Factory· Inspector :o his 
1928 report (page 7-8) about the sanitation and ventilation. 

DISEASE. 

76. So far as the textile industry is concerned, no systematic effort 
seems to have been made either by the employers or 

Industrial 
Diseases. Government to find ont the extent or industrial diseases 

and to adopt remedies. Looking to the nature or the 
work that some or the workers have to do, it can be said that the indus
trial diseases most b., prevailing and attempts should be made to combat 
them. 

17. Owing to the bad housing and working conditions and their low 
stamina, the workers become easy victims to diseases 

I Cholera, Ma· like malaria, small pox or hook-worm and epidemics like aria, eto. 
cholera~ The Municipality is making efforts to check 

these diseases but more efforts are necessary. 

SICKNESS INSURANCE. 
~ i 

'18 •. The Union propo.;es to deal only with. the drart Convention on 
. sickness insurance for workers in industry, commerce 

International . . 
Labour conven·. and domesttc servants and the RecommendatiOn passed 
tion. by the tenth session of the International Labour Con· · 
ference; it is not in a (-Osition to say anything on the. ~raft Convention 
which deals with agricultural workers. While recognising that the draft 
Convention dealing with industrial and domestic workers, contains a few 
items which may be rather difficult of being carried ont to the full in the 
beginning, the Union is clearly of the opinion that it shcnld he given effect 
to to the utmost pos~ible extent. The Union realises that the adoption 
of the draft Convention means the fulfilment of its minimum conditions• 
Bot having allowed the workers to suffer all these years and exposed them 
to the risks of industrialisati.:m, it is no argument to say that it is difficult 
to fulfil even the minimum demands of the draft Convention. Serious and 
prolonged disease requires a mo~t drastic remedy anti the draft Convention 
which is the greatest common measure of agreement between the govern
ments, employers ani) workers assemble\! in an international gathering, 
provides that remedy anti no Government which is solicitous of the wei· 
fare of the masses, can possibly reject it without grave risk to the workers 
and thereby to the development. of the industries. Instead of harping 
upon the difficulties of carrying out the terms of tho draft Convention, 
Government would have been better advised to use their powers aolt 
re11o~rces to face those 4ifficulties and adopt a suitable machinery for 
sicknestJ insurance. 1\Ir, N, M. Joshi offered them " compromise 



when he raovel his amendment• to the resolution • or the H~JO. Sir 
Bhupendra Nath Mitra reJecting the draft Convention on sickness 
insurance. H, would have been graceful and proved the sincerity of 
oC the Government of India to do something by the working classes in this 
country. if they haJ seen their way to accept Mr. Joshi's amendment. 
Bttt they not only opposed it but even challenge.! ill! admissibility.. The 
President of the Assembly, however, overruled the objection and allowed 
the motion. But Government remained adament and defeated Mr. Joshi's 
nmen lment. It should also b3 borne in mini that they brought in their 
resolution on the last Jay or the Ailsembly Session, when some non-official 
members had alrealy left Delhi and Government harJ an easy time. Surely 
this is not a fair way or dealing with the working classes. The · Hoo. 
Sir Bhupendra Nath brought fortli laboured arguments and difficulties 
which were effectively dealt with by ~Messrs. Joshi and Chaman Lall· 
and nee,) not be repeateJ here. It is indeed surprising that Govern
ment did not see their way to accept even the Recommendation on sickness 
insurance which simply defined the general principles on which sickness 
inmrance scheme should be organised and administered. Tbe acceptance or 
tl.at Recommendation would hue at least meant that Government accepted 
the principle of sickness inl'urance. Their rejection only showed them up 
and proveJ that they were not willing to do anything. . Their promise of 
consulting the Local Governments who are often more conEervative than the 
Central Government, anJ some times hostile to the legitimate demands 
of the workers, is a piece of dilatory tactics. The Union is of the opinion 
that in spite of the difficulties that may exist, every endeavour slioqld 
be made to give effect to the draft Convention and the Recommend&· 
ti~n as fully as possible ; and in case that may not be possible, the Union 
agrees to the molified proposal" of Mr. Joshi. 

'7J. The Union desires it to be understood that in , stating its 
views on other systems, it sticks to the principles laid 

Introduction of 
Other Systems. down in the Geneva Convention and Recommendation .. 

If it is found on careful investigation that· there are 
practical difficulties in giving effective to the Convention as modified by 

0 The Ron. Sir Bllupendra Nalh Mitra moved the following reaolotioa oa March %7 
19!!8 :- -

"That this .A.asembly, having considered the draft Conventione and Becom
mendatiC)n ado_pted by the Tenth International Labour Conference, recommend& to the 
Governor General in Council tbat be aboalJ not ratif,r the draft Conventiou nor accept 
the Recommendation." 

To which Mr. N. M. Joshi moved the following amendment:
"That at the end of the Resolutiou the following be added 1-

"bnt that he should take immediate ateps to establish ia India a compulsory 
eystem of aickneas iosurance, the applicatioa of which may for the present be 
confined to workei'IJ working in factories and iu mines and oa organiaed and 
large-acaled plantations." • ·. • • • · , 
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llr. Joshi. and the Recommendation. then only, the Unio:t 11nggesta thnt 
other methds or sickness insurance which may fall short of the Conven
tion and the Recommendation, shoull to be consiJered. As the 
Commission is fully aware, there are two recognised ways of instituting 
the system of sickness insurance, one voluntary and the otner compulsory. 
Before- expressing an opinion in favour or one of the two systems, 
it is necessary to define the scope of sickness insurance. In the general 
intro.lnction to the " Compulsory Sickness lnsu:-ance," containing c:>m
parative analysis of nation&! laws and statistics, pablisbed by the 
International Labour Office in 1927, \Stn\ties and Report11, ~eries M., No., 
6), ·contains the following observations on the scope of ~ickneaa insurance 
system: 

"Insurance shouH no longer confine its efforts to meeting the 
oeads which arise from the weakness of the human constitution; it 
must pursue the evil to its origin and no longer ac~ept. sickness as a 
risk which cannot be averted. InsurAnce benefits most look to the 
source of diseas~ and not merely to its conseqnenc~s. Their final 

· object is not assistance but the creation of new productive capacity. 
· · "Compen8'\tion for economic lo~s is henceforth only one 
orthe functions of an insurance system designed to economise h nman 
energy. The principle object is to reduce as far as possible tLe 
damage ·resulting ftom avoidable disease and to provide healthy 
Jiving conditions for the workers. Insurance wonU combat disease 
in· ita cause. If, however, an illness cannot be pre\'ented, then 

· the business of insurance is to compensate and restore to health. 
It can never indeed give np its origiual function of providing the 
sick with the means of subsistence to replace the earnings which 
cease with sickness; nevertheless, in order to eliminate the cause of 
such loss of earnings, it is the endeavour of insurance to core the 
sick person and restore him to active life as soon as possible. " 
(page 14.) ' · 

"Restoration rather than c:mpensation is, however, the principle 
function of insurance. In its origin insurance aimed at providing 

~the sick with benefits in kind to replace the wages which they were 
unable to earn. Little by little this idea baa yielded to a wider ud 
more genuinely social conception which makes the restoration of tho 
patient the first consideration. Benefits in kinJ intended to restore 
the health of the patient begin to overtake the cash benefits." 
(page 16). 

"Sickness insurance is taking on a family character; it protect.J 
the workers' family and no longer the insureJ penon alone"· 
(page lTJ. 
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''Sickness insurance has become the guardian of. the' he~fth of 

the worker's family. In virtue of this task, which it has taken up 
widely of Ja~a years, sickness insurance has become th~ principle 
instrument of a health policy for the masses of the· population." 
(page 18). · · 

"Sickness insurance is endeavouring to fulfil ever more com
pletely its task of protecting the health of the ·wotking class .family 
and maintaining the worker's capacity to produce, by widening the 
circle of insured persons, perfecting the system of benefits which 
perform the three-fold function of relief, cure and· prevention. 
concentrating the means of action, anJ. systematically organising 
autonomous institutions under the control of the parties concern.ed • . . 

"Thus, compulsory sickness insurance, as creater of security,· 
health, well-being, and prcductive capacity, and as instrument cf 
education, is an element both important and necessary in the· proper 
economic and social organisation of communities." (page 2~ ). .· 

This scope of sickness insuranM has been accepted as desirable'. and 
necessary after considerable experience of over a century; and there is 
no reason why India should not accept it. To begin from the beginning 
and then make changes after gaining experience, is a proposition which the 
Union, in this case at any rate, does not accept. One should profit by 
others' experience and get wiser. 

80. Having thus accepted, as the Union does accept, this broad 
scope of sickness insurance, it is necessary to see,. 'from 

Voluntary and the experience of other countries, whether voluntary 
Compulsory In· f · k • h h' 
surance. system o SIC ness msurance as ac 1eved · results· ·com-

mens~rate with this scope. The " VoluntarY' Sickness 
lnsurance" (I. L. 0., Studies and Reports, Series M., No. 7), has· the 
following observations to make on this point :- : . , . .i. 

"The scope of volnntary insurance remains too narrow·; a large 
eection of the wage-earners and the poorer population , generally 
have failed to join provident institutions. This failure is especially 
marked in the case of persons whose earnings are low, and who, by 
reason of their precarious livelihood, are more subject to disease,. and 
whose need of insurance against the risk is therefore roore p~:essing. 
Moreover, membership of mutual benefit societies is not constant, 
but diminishes appreciably whenever an economic crisis occurs which 
causes. unemployment and reduces wages. · ... · . 

" In spite of the financial aid of the. State, the resources- of 
voluntary insur .. nce funds are generally very limited. A ·generaf 

9 



. meeting does not willingly consent to the raising or the contribution • 
The inevitable result is that benefits ara inaleqnate and the insured 
have to bear the greater part of the income loss and me,lical expenses.'' 

. (Page XLVI). 

"With a view to avoid.iog bad risk11, voluntary insurance institu- · 
tiona syetematical11 exclude persons who do not satis£y the con·litioos 
of health required. In practice, vollllltary insurance is not open to 
persons who most need meJical protection and this is a serious 
disadvantage of the volnntuy sys~em. " (Pagea uu-xxx). 

"To what shonld this small membership of the (voluntary) fands 
be t.ttributed 1 To the natural improvidence of mtn and the preference 
for individual thrift among the more well-to-do workera, bot also, 
ancl above all, to the insufficiency and precarious nee& of the resources 
of the low wage workers, who often enffer from unemployment. It 
is a fact that at the present time a lll.rge number of workers, chiefly 
among those who have family responsibilities, do not earn enough to 
pay insurance contributions, although it is among them th'lt disease 
and infant mortalit1 are most serious. This situation is undoubtedly 
t~e weightiest objection that can be raisell to voluntary insurance. 

"To sum np, it mnst be stated that voluntary insurance, in spite 
of the tenacious and remarkable efforts that have been made and in 
spite of its continuous development, iB making only slow progress 
and, except in two countries, has failed to cover more than a small 
proportion of the total population or the working population, and that 
in. particular its benefits do not apply to many poorly paiJ persons, 
precisely those who have the most need of mutual aid". (page 
XXXIV-XXXV). 

With. this experience of other countries before it, the Union does not 
think it advisable to eupport the TO}nntary baeis O( sickness insurance. 
It unhesitatingly supports the compulsory basis which perhaps 
may be .started, io the beginning, oo a restricted scale. The State, as 
guardian of public hea!th and national prosperity, should consider, as 
many States in Europe do consiJer, it. both a right and a dnty to impose 
eompulaioa in this matter. Insurance is a social duty the performance 
of whlch the State may, io the general interest, enforce. 

81. Ia European and other industrially a<ivanced countries, the 
-question, whether insurance ehooM be contributory 

Co11tributory or non-contrit.ntory has almost ceaael to be discoued, at 
or Non.COntribu. l f • k • · ed Co t "b ,orr Basia. ea3t so ar as s1c nees Insurance 18 concern • n r1 a-

tory basis has generally been accepted u the right 
buia of eU,kness illlnraRce. The person insured, the emplo!er and tho State 
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are the parties to the •~heme and they contribute to the insurr&nce fond in 
certain proportion which varies according to national conditions. n is· 
recognised that the "contribution is the feature which distinguishes 
insurance from relief, creates a right to benefits, and justifies the partici
pation of insured person in the management of insured institutions.'' 
(Compulsory Sickness Insurance, page 20-21). The fact, however, is that 
"the basis for the sharing of cost is the result of a complex of conditions 
which varie1 from country to country, and even in the same connti'J 
at different periods: the level of wages io relation to the cost of living 
(a'. e. the ability of insured persons to contribute), the prosperity of 
production (i.e. the a.bility of undertakings to bear social cha.rges), the 
state of public finances (i. e. the possibility of obtaining from'the taxpayer 
money to subsidise insurance), the power of trade unions of 'employers · 
and workers, the composition, tendencies and attitude on social questions 
of Gonrnments and parliamentary majorities~ The solution adopted in 
each country is a compromise between the various conceptions and oppos• 
ing interests and forces in which the present considerations of expediency 
play a more important part than theories" (ibid, page 22). ·It has also 
been recognised that " in whatever way workers.' participation (in the 
insurance scheme) is justified, it must always be subordinate to the 
examination of a preliminary question, relating to the theory of wages. 
IC it is proved that wages normally contain a snrplul! intended for provi
dent purposes, the sickness insurance fund has obviously the right to 
claim its share, but in no other case." (ihid, page 407). In the opinion 
of the Union, the question of instituting sickness insurance in India 
should be considered !rom the point of view of. the sound principle just 
enunciated. It will be Fhown in a subsequent chapter that the wages that 
a majority of the Bomb"y workers get, leave no surplus;. and in many cases, 
they leave the workers in indebtedneRs. Surely then the W()rkers, or at 
any rate those who come under this catagory, must be exempted from 
,t':!eir contributions. The Union, therefore, feels that for some time to 
come, the basis of compulHory sickness insurance should be non.:Contri
butory and not contributory. This suggestion is made, not with the 
object of allowing the workers to shirk their share of co~tributions and 
increasing the burden on the employers and the State but, with ·the sole 
idea of not putting on the workers financial responsibility which they 
cannot truly undertake and which may drive them into further indebted .. 
neas. The Union is not alone in making this suggestion; it has the 
backing of a few countries where low paid workers are exempted from any 
contributions. Io Great Britain, for ·example, " the Act classifies as 
insured persons with low wages those who are 18 or more years ef age 
Jtnd who earn lees than 4s. a da1 and w~O!!& re~nneratioq does ~ot includf 
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board and lodging. The totAl contribution ia fixed as for other insured. per· 
eons, but it is paid by the employer alone if the wages ara less than s.:• 
:• lo Esthonia ani! Latvia the contribution for persons whose money wage 
u less than hro-thirJs of the average wage of an unskilled worker must 
be pail by the employer. In Japan, for persons who earn less than 
55 sen a day the contribution ia payable by the emplo,:.·er alone. A 
similar provision is in force in the Serb-Croat-Slovene Kingdom for persona· 
whose remuneration in cash is lees than the basic wage in the lowest wage 
class (or 2 dinare a day). In Norway no contribution is paid by persona 
in the lowest wage class." (Compulsory Sickness Insurance, pagea 
426-27.) In the Irish Free State and Northern Ireland the employers pay 
the whole contribution for persons in the lower group of wages. The 
point the Union wants to emphasise is that the basis of contributions is. 

, being steadily shifted from the contract of eml'loyment to the economic 
capacity of the workers and the Union in suggesting the non-contributory 
basis as being more conformable to Indian conditions. 

· . 82. It, however, it is insisted that the compulsory insurance system 
should. be based on a contributory basis, the Union suggests that the low 
paiJ workers' wages should be increased to the extent of their contribution 
to the' insurance fund, or in the alternative, their share of the contri· 
bution should be paid by the employers. Jq the case of the other worken 
whose_ wages are above the minimum that may be fixed for this purpose, 
a graded system of insurance rates should be introdnced. In GreAt 
Britain, again, the practice according to law is that 11 if the wages are 
over 3s. but less than 4a., the normal rate of 4ld. for men and 4d. 
fer women ia changed to 3ld. and 31. respectively, the employers' share 
bein~ in both cases 5!.1. ( i. e. eleven-eighteenths or 61 per cent. for 
men and eleven-seventeenths or 65 per cent. for women, of the total 
contribution)." There can possibly be no doubt that for some years at least 
the State in India will have to contribute a very decent share to the 
insurance funds. 

83. As has already been pointet! out, the modern tendency in 

Bene fib. 
sickness insurance is to provide greater medical facilities. 
both preventive and cnrative, in addition to the benefits 

in cash for the maintenan.!e of the insured person anJ his family. The 
principle business of sickness insurance is to put at the service of every 
insured person a proper provision of me.fical aid as sickness insurance, 
better than any other instruments of social welfare, is fitted to assist, 
by organ~ing medical treatment, in improving the health of the popu
lation. In a no.mber of countries it is alsa the buginess of sickness 
{Jlauranco to cove~ tho fune.-alexfenaes of ~he in.sqred ~nd ~i~ defendants, 
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The insured person should have at his disposal medical. attendance, 
drugs and other medicines, hospitals, and the assistance of ,epecialiste, 
surgeons, physicians. This ca.n be achieved only by the c~Hlrdination, 
on a territorial basis, of all the medical facilities and assistance that 
may b~ available. The insured person should have an additi~oa.l or 
alternative benefit in cash, according to the needs, for himself. and his. 
family, The Union does not believe that it is called upon. to go.into 
the details of these and other cognate matters. Once the fundamentals 
are decided upon, the details can be worked out comparatively easily. 
and those responsible for this work have the benefit of the I. L. 0 •. and· 
other publications on this eubject. · 

_84. 'fhe Union fully realises the difficulties that. stand in the way 
of introducing sickness insurance. system; and of all the 

Di~~:lt~e~ ,Meet difficulties, the financial difficulty is the greatest.· But' 
it, along with others, must be faced and solved. In the 

matter of financial difficulty, India is not the only country that has1 

got it. Every other country must have got it in the initial stages and 
it has by investigations and experience solved it. India must dq: the 
same if she wants to rescue her population from the horrible. posi~i~n. it 
is in to-1ay. It is not the work of a trade union like this to show ~o~! 
to get over the financial difficulty. Its business is to prove the necessity 
of adopting schemes for the amelioration of the wcrkeril' condition.. I~ 
is the Government who must tackle the problem of finance. If they have 
the will, they can solve it. By cutting down the present huge ri:lilitary 
expenditure, by judicious economy of the present expenditure particqlarly . ., 
in respect of the Services and by suitable adjustment of the present 
system of taxation, Government may be able to finance the scheme· 
not only of sickness insurance hut of social insurance as well. In the' 
case of the low paid workers, the Union only desires to draw the attention• 
of the Commission to a law in Portugal the p!'ovisicns of which are· to 
the following effect :-

" (i) Persons of both sexes between, the ages of 15 and 75 wh~ 
do not possess an annual income or wag' higher than. 900 escudo~ 
are actually insured ; they pay contributions and are entitled to 
benefits in case of sickness. (Section 3). · 

(ii) Landlords, military, civil and administrative officials mer-. , . 

chants, shopkeepers, manufacturers and persons who live. npon. 
dividen..ts, if they enjoy an annual income higher than 900 escudos, 
constitnte the group "born" insured; they pay contributions but 
bave 110 right to benefit in case of sickn~ss. (Section 4). 
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l'ersona belonging to the fi.ret group alone can be regarded· as 
ienoinely insureJ, 10 that the Portuguese Scheme is au example 
of the insurance or workers on small means, whether dependent 

·of independenL." (Compul.sory Sickness Insurance, Page 121). . 
85. The workers are slowly getting accustomed to western medicine 

and there· is no difficulty on that score. Morrover, in the organisation 
anJ co-ordination of medical treatment and facilitie~:~, the two Indian 
systems-Ayur!'edic: ancl Unani-shoold find adequate place so that the 
objections, if any, of the orthodox section of the workers c1.n be met. In 
the· application of the scheme on a limited scale to start with, tb e 
question or paucity ()f mectical men does DOt, in the opinion of the Union, 
arise. There is a fair number or medical men in cities and towns whose 
practice is not always remunerative; and their services can be utilised for 
the insurance work. The Union has already stated that Bombay labour 
is not migratory and from its point of view, it presents no difficulty on the 
score of its riligratory habits which do not exist. · 

MATERNITY BENEFITS. 

. . 86. there are no echemes as such for maternity benefits in most of 
; · the Bombay mills. The Bombay Labour Office may be in 
Existing Sohe- a position to supply the Commission with informdion 

mea. regarding the practice existing in a few mills onder which 
s~me ·payment ·is made to a few women at the time or confine met. The 
Union's 'information is that in about thi:teen mills, there is a proTisioo 
for paying one to two months' wages during cQnfinemP.nt and, in a few 
mills, granting leave for six weeks. Whether this leave is on foil pay 
which is an addition to the bentfite that are paid, is a point on which the 
Union has no infor"mation; bn~ it is inclined to think that the leave is with
out pay. .Apart from that, such a provision· exists in only a handful of mills 
and advantage is taken of it on a limited scale. The Commission may 
perhaps be in a position to get information a boot the total amount spent by 
these mills on maternity benefits daring the last five years and the total nom· 
ber of women employed by them. The Union's feeling is that the women 
worker&· do not get adequate advantage ofthe provisions thaL may exist, 
tha., the provit~ions themselves are confined to only a few mills: and that 
they are not adequllte. . 

8'2'. Some four years ago Mr. N. ::M. Joshi introduced in the Legis· 
lative Assembly a ll&.ternity Benefit Bill. the &~'ope of 

History of La- which was confined to the factories and mines governed 
gislation. · 

. by the Indian Factories and 1\Iines Acts and to large-
scaled plantations. the nm only enunciated the general rrinciples or 
JDaternit7 bendit$ apd lef* tho ~etaill:l to be worked out onder the 
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Hules. The Bill was opposeJ by Government anJ capitalist ele .nent ia· 
lhe Assembly and the result was that it w.u J.efeateJ by only four votes. In 
the Bombay Legislative Council M~. B. S. A.sanle introhce.t. last year 
a Maternity Bill and it was passe.J, with consi-ierable modifications, into 
law in March of this year. Under this Act a woman expecting ·cota6.1fe_7 
ment gets leave of absence for a month prior to delivery, is prohiJW,ed. 
from work for four weeks after delivery, and gets eight annas a day for 
a maxima~ period of seven weeks and is protected from , dismissal 
daring that period. 

88. The Union is firmly of the opinion that an all-India mater~·itf 
legislation embodying the recognised principles ol !acli 

L P~
381 ibt_ility of legislation is what is es;ential. Provincial legislation· i~ ·. 

eg1s a 100. · · · 
objectionable on the groan! that the province having sncli 

legislation entails some financial burden on its empio7ers the~eby inereas~ 
ing their cods· and the latter are put in a disadvantageous position~ 
respect of the employers in other provinces where no such legislatioo 
exists. J'nrther, the employer alone should not be asked to bear' the 
financial burden; it is the State, which is the guardian of public health 
and child welfare, which· must contribute substantially to the maternitf 
benefits scheme. As in the sickness insurance scheme, so in this. &cheme 
as well, the cash henefite only do not satisfy the requirements;· benefits 
in kind or medical facilities are the most imp:ntant consideration. · Ito" "itt 
recognised that "rest ia- indispensable to expectant mothe~~~ ilnd· pfeg~ 
nancy can only follow its normal course anl be attended with satiafa.cto11 
results if proper pre-natal care is insured; and this obviously im,Plies 
abstention !rom work before confinement. A normal con1inem.ent ·will 
be facilitated by proper medical attention and care during pregnan,cy; 
while it is essential that mothers should be assistej_ by a doctor e~ JDid"! 

wife daring and immediately after confinement. The· mother aftlrt hei 
eonfinement obviously needs rest an I care; and is cons-equently n11fi' for 
work for some time after _that event~ while the. new-bOrn in-fant ala~ 
reqnirea the care and the presence of its mother, who shonld be able to: 
feed and norse it. The conditions under which newly-born· infants i.ter 
fed, and an opportunity for their mothers to submit them to per~ical 
mei}ical examination are esselltial features of any system of child welfare. 
Both in the interests of the mother and of the child, all these · reqllire
ments most ha fulfilled." (Compulsory Sickness Insurance, paae 3!1-t%);
In most o_f the m?<fern States with a proper~y ?rganise_d ayet:m of com• 
pulsory ltckness ansnrance, the benefitto, whtch 1nclude 1n many conntriee 
nursing bonus aa well, connected with motherhood, are granted nuder that
system. The Union prefers this method to the one leninoo the tJ&7.; 
men' of the benefits to the employer. · - o · · · ·. 



CiiAPrEB V-WELFARE 

89. The lAbour Office collected some material in 1926 on the 
utilization of workers' spare time and their report was 

WU&kilis~io8n of published in the La6our Gazette in 1927. It showed that or era pare 
·Time. the problem bad received very little consideration at the 

hands orthe employers in the te.s:tile industry. What a 
few of the employers have· been doing, or rather were doing for a few 
years when the industry was yielding bumper profits, is, or rather was, 
in the nature of provHing some facilities in respect of amaH mdico.l aid, 
minor educational facilities, a few c~perative societies, etc. The 
larger problem of the development of the workers' physical, intellectn'\lt 
material and moral qualities has never been tackled. Information about 
the actual welfare work being done by the employers . may be obtained 
from the Millowners' Asl!ociation and the L\bour Office. U would be 
interettting to know the expenditure they are spending on welfare· work 
and the amount from it which is spent on salaries of the staff', rent, etc., 
so that one may get an idea of the actual amounts pent on welfare work 
as such and the benefits accrued ~o the worker. There are only a few 
non-official public bodies, such as the Social Service League, the Y. M. 
C. A., and the Y. W. C. A., which are carrying on some useful activities; 
but owing to financial stringency, their work is considerably handie3pped. 
The Union does not think that there are any welfare officers in the 
Bombay mills. 

· , . ~o: There are,· generally.speaking, no refreshment rooms conducted 
' · ' · by the mills for their workers. An adjoining shopkeeper 

Refreshments,·· takes hls tea and some refreshments inside the mills 
Shelters, and . .J 11 th t th k Th . . . Cm:hel. an11 se a eru o e wor ers. ere 1s no snpervlBlon 
. . . or control over the quality of the refreshments supplied. 
Sh.elters there are practically none. The workers pass their recess period 
either by going to their homes or· by lying down near their machines or 
in some dirty corner oft he mill promises. Some mills have got creches. 

91. Thtt results achieved by the employers' welfare work are, 
. in the opinion of the Union, almost negligible by 

~taAohieT- looking to the total number of workers and the 
· magnitude of the task. The workers to~ have begun 

to look upon the employers' work.in this direction with suspicion. They 
feel that the welfare work is designed to tighten the grip of the 
employers npon their employees. Th~s feeling is not peculiar to 
India or Bombay alone ; it existed in the minds of the European workers 



a a well as will the· seen from the following quotation from the Voluntary.· 
Sickness Insurance :-

" Wha\. is worse, t.hey (the employers' schemes of welfa!e 
work) excited the distrust of the masses and the opposition ·of the· 
Socialist Parties, which were rapidly growing up. The worker ~nd 
hia tra•Je onion saw in the employers' generosity a means of restnct
ing the worker's freedom of movement and binding him by_ the 
ties of material interest, apparent rather than real however, to the . 
undertaking which employs him. The Socialist Parties objected to· 
the employers' schemes on the ground that their one-sided manage. 
ment excluded the workmen, that they offered uone of the educative 
opportunities which are necessary in a democratic State, ~bt it 
weakened the will of the working class to emancipate itself, and. 
that after all the benefits offered were fragmentary ~nd· of little 
value." (page XXII). .r : ~ 

The employers on their side also seem to think that the workers by 
resorting to strikes do not a11preciate the value. of welfare work. Thera 
is also a feeling which occasionally fin~s expression in private. talks that 
welfare work may be considered as a substitute for trade anion work 
and that workere should not agitate and cause embarr!'ssment to .theii 
employers. While in no way depreciating the value of genuine welfare 
work, the Union feels that itis being done under an atmosllhere of suspi
cion and distrust on either side and that may perhaps be the reason 
why the British T. U. C. Delegation characterised the welfare work 
as a " delusion and a snare." 

92. So far as the Union is aware, the employers have not made any 
EduoationalFa· phr~lvdision for the education of adult .workers for their 

oilities. c 1 ren. Half-timers there are practically none in 
Bombay. 

93. There are a few mills which give some gratuity to some 
workers who have put in long service or which give 

for 
and provident fund where the system of provident fond 
Re- exists. But these systems - are objection-able on 

Pro•ision 
Old Age 
Premature 
tirement. 

the ground they are more or less based on the 
good will or the employers and controlled by them. Secondly, 
it is not always that each and every worker who has pot in a 
prescribad period or service invariably gets gratuity. The tendency 
to select such men for gratnity as were in the good books of the superior 
l!tafl" or the helld-jobbers, is invitable when the grant of gratuity has not 
got the sanction of any roles behind it. In the case of the provident iund 
system, the workers do not get its full advantage as they are liable to 

10 
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b~ dismissed aby moment ancl when they are so dismissed, they lorleit 
the employers' share of the land. They do not, therefore, join the fund, 
where it exists, in large numbers. W1th the insecurity of employment 
and low wages, the workers han no possibility of saYing mach for their 
old age. -There is a ~loar necessity for the provision of olJ. age pensions 
and· for premature retirement. · It there is to be any provident fund 
scheme, it should be statutory and on a more satisfactory basis. 
The practice of paying gratuity, where it is to exist, should also be 
statutory and compulsory. . The fina!lcial side of the old age pensions 
scheme, -the Union has not considered for want of time; and it is, it 
thinks, mainly the work of Government to find ways and means. 

94;_ ·The Union has not etadied the question of co-operation or taken 
. . . ' part in the co-operative movement as its attention was 

. Co-opetation .. almost always concentrated on more pressing proble~s of 
and Welfare h d I h "d bl f "th .. th . . . t h" h Fund. t e ay. t as cons1 era e at In e movemen w 1c . 

· . · • · · · · ·is expected to do much good to the workere. It suggests 
that the -industrial workers' co-operative credit societies should be sabsi~ 
dized by Government in the same way in which the agriculturis_ts' societies 
ars sabsi.iized. · The Union considers that a statutory welfare fund should 
b8 started not only for miners but. also for other industrial workers as well. 
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· CHAPTER VI-EDUCATION 

95. In the F and G wards of the city which are mostly'· located by 
. . the working class families, the Bombay Municipality bas 

-or children not made primary education free and compulsory for children 
in Employment. . .. 

between 't and 11. The latest report of the Schools_ Com•. 
mittee shows that the number of children of compulsory age before the 
introduction of compulsion. and on 31st March 1926, 1927 ani 1928, was 
17,~00, 17,613, 18,698 and 1'1,554 respectively; and the number or 
children attending schools for the· same· periods and dates was respectively 

6,~63, 12,001, 13,371, and l3,o'o;,. The percentage of literac·y in those_ 
wards thus was 32 before the introdqction ofcompulsion;68,'71 and 74 on 
31st MaNh 1926, 1927 and 1928. respectively. The progress thu~ far 
made may be said to be fair and encouraging. But the trouble is that as 
there is DO provision for further education when the _boys begin to go 
to the factories, they again lapse into illiteracy and whatever knowledge
they may have acquired in four year~ _of· ~om pulsion_, praciically d,is· 
appears in. subsequent years. 

96. The number or children e.mployed in factories is very small 
· · and the Union is not aware of any provision- being made 

-Of Children in .r th · d t' A th · · ·. ·· f t · Factories. 10r . eu e uca ton. s e m1n1mnm age o en eriDg 
the factories is now ·12, it will be well if-the age of 

oompulsion is also raised from 11 to 12. : · . 

97. The 

.,-Of .Adults. 

:Municipality. 

report or the Schools Committee does not say a word_ 
about the provision of the education· of adults, which 
only shows that there· is no· provision made by the 

There may be a few night schools whe're · some· ad~lt 
worker! may be going for receiving education; but their number is very 
sml\ll. The Union tried to open an adult class at Karla; but it did not 
last long. It was found that after working ia the mills for ten hours a 
day, the worker has not got the physical and mental energy to Jearn. 
While appreciating the efforts of introducing compulsory education for 
children. the Union is oi the opinion that the crying need of the hoar 
is the provision for adult education. The fruits of the present compulsion 
can be seen only after some years ; bot the industry and the welfare of 
labour can not d'orJ. to wait ao1lonser, A well-knit scheme of ~hl~ 
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education mnst be inttodaced immediately not o~ly io Bombay but io 

other parts of the Presidency where!rom the te~tile labonr is drawn. 

, 98. Dliteracy is a most dangerous menace to progreu. It is 
impeding the national growth in every direction. Tbo 

Yen~~eraoy-a work of organisation oflabour is flonsiJerably handicapped 
by the illiteracy of the worker.~. They do not realise where

in their true and permanent interests lie. They, therefore, fall a victim 
either to extreme conservatism and exploitation of the millowners or to 
the extreme programme of the labour movement. The middle path 
.which is always a sure, though difficdt, path to follow, the workers 
decline to follow after bitter experiences and disappointments. The 
result is either the sullenness bordering on aversion to organisation on 
the part of the workers or the serious industrial unrest, strikes anl lock
outs. Both these tendencieJ are ruinous to the industrial progress and 
permanent well-being of the community. It is necessary from every 
point of view that illiteracy must be wiped out from India without any 
further lo!!S of time and a bold and elaborate programme must be chalked 
out and carried into effect. No price is too high for the removal of 
illiteracy. Free and compulsory primary education must be introduced 
in every part of the Presidency so that the fresh recruits to the textile 
industry. will be literate men. To select only Bombay for compulsion 
may not solve the problem. · 

99. The Union does not think that the small efforts that are now 
Education and being made in the direction of compulsory education 

Standard of liv· have made any appreciable effect on the standard of 
ing. living of the workers. The stan.Jard has practically been 
what it was years ago. For it to change for the better, there are factors, 
other than eilucation, equally important, which must also undergo a 
healthy change. 



CHAPTER VII-WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION . . 

100. The Union has recently addressed a letter on the ;subje~t of: 
the amendment of the Workmen's Compensation Act and it w·ould be well 
if that letter which co¥ers some of the points raised in the questionnaire 
is reproduced below. On the other points in the questionnaire. the 
Union thinks the Commission will be able to get the neces&&ry inform
ation from other S'lurces. The letter of the General Secretary runs ,s 
follows:-

101. "I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your letter 
No. 137, dated 22nd January 1929, asking me to communicate to JOU the 
views of the Bombay Textile Labour Union on the above subject. Your. 
letter together with the accompaniments was placed before the Managing 
Committee of the Union who considered all the points raised by the letter 
of the Government of India in para No. 18 and some ·other important 
points in connection with the Workmen's Compensation Act and I am. 
authorised to express the following viewa on its behalf. 

102. '' Before dealing with the specific points raised ia para 18 ·of 
the Government of India's letter, my Union would like to iraw iyout 
attention to one or two serious defects which ha~e crept into the Work
men's Compensation Act as it stands today and. which affect the interests 
of the workers very adversely. ·And now that the Government of lndia 
propose to amend the Act, my Union would like to urge that it would 
be fair and just to remove those defects in the Act in the interest ot ihe 
workers. 

Preliminarg RemarR.s. 

103. ''Ordinarily under the common law the employer is liable to 
pay damages for injuries inflicted on another through 

Compensation · 
under Common his own negligence; but the claim of the employee for 
Law. damages for any bodily injury which he might: have 
suffered during the course of his employment ca.n only stand under tbe 
common law if it can be proved that the personal injury complained of 
arose from the employer's personal negligence or because be knowingly 
employed an incompetent servant. The defendant can also shirk the 
responsibility of paying any damages for injury either if he can prove a 
counter charge of contributory negligance against the injured employee 
or on the strength of a doctrine which deprives. an employee or the right 
to recover damages for personal injury if he, knowing the ris~ be is 
running, agrees expressly or by implictt.tion to run the risk. 

lOt. "But even if the injured employee successfully surmounts 
theee defences, there remains, however, the neq mo:re serion!il ol;l,tacla 
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or the doc~rine ~f commom employment which excludes liability for 
damage_s when the injury is canseJ by reason of the negligence or a 
fellow workman iii the employment of the same master for the purpose 
of the same business, irrespective of the consideration that the injured 
workman was bound to obey the orders of the fellow servant whose 
negiigence was responsible for the injury. It will not, therefore, be an 
exaggeration to say that the doctrine or common employment grants the 
employer an immunity from paying any penalty-though having railed 
to make proper provision for the safety of the workmen, he is guilty or 
indirect·negligence-by shifting the responsibility or the acciJent, for 
which, for all practical purposes and from the commonsense point .or 
view," the employer alone is morally responsible, to one from whom 
damages cannot be recovered. The cases, therefore, where an injured 
workman Ciln hope to be benefitted by common law action for the latter's 
negligence u.re · natu,rally very rare. 

. . 

105. "It, therefore, appears to my Union as reasonable that where 
·: 

1 
. , . , personal injury is caused by reason of the negligence of 

Em p o y e ra . . h · l h' . . . 
Liability, Ac\. . . t e emp oyer or 1B agent or any person 10 the serv1ce 

. · . , of the employer, the workman shall have the same 
right "of compensation and remedies as if the workman had not been a 
workman in the service ef the employer or engaged in his work. My 
Union thinks it absolutely necessary and essential that some provisions 
on the lines of the Employe·rs' Liability Act which were in3erted in the 
draft Bill oCthe Workmen's Compensation Act by the Government of 
India but which were subsequently deleted by the Select Committee, 
ought now to find a place in the Workmen's Cempensation Act. The 
Employers' Litt.bility Act itpposes on the masters liability for aycidents 
causing injury or death b~;onght ~bout by defects in the works, plant or 
machinery d11e to the masters' negligence and for similar accidents caused 
b.rthe .negligence of the fellow servants entrusted by the employer with 
the: duties of superintendence. · The Act while not depriving the 
emplo) er of the d.efence o( contributory negligence only aims at doing 
justice to the employees by allowing them the liberty to take action 
against the employer under the common law when the injury can be 
conclusively prove.! to be the result of the negligence of the employer 
or his servant, after taking away his privilege of taking shelter 
under the doctrine of common employment. 1£ the Workmen's 
Compensation Act is .to be · perfect, just and impartial to the 
employees, it ,_()ught necessarily to cover the following two essential 
points. The first is that it ought to abolish the doctrine of common 

elOpl97lDe~t;. &~d lleCOlldly, it OU~ht to prohibit contracts by WOrkmell 
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renouncing their statutory right.: And any number· of amendm(uits of 
the Act relatin11 to the workmen's compensation will -flAil' to make it 
aatiefactory aritrree from defects so long as it makes. M p~ovision for' 
claiming compensation on the lines of the Employers' Liability Act: .. For 
the tJrovision of an Act based on the principle which allows the' 
employees, whose necessities compel them to seek . employment in 
certain dangerous occupations, in the com.-se of which ·acCidents not 
always possible to be guarded against, are of frequent occurrence, il right 
to claim compensation to a modeu"te and limited amount in· respect of 
the loss of wages, cannot serve the purpose of the Employers' Liability 
Act which is based on the principle· that justly and appropriately imposes 
on the masters a liability for accidents due to their negligence or -to the 
negligence of their servant, as the basic· and fundamental· principles of 
the two Acts are quite different in character. Whereas the -~ri,~ci:rle 
underlying the Workmen's Compensation Act is thapM e1Ilployer i~ ~ 
liable for those accidents which are incidental to the industries he runs: 
irrespective of any consideration of negligence or fault eithe~ of the 
employers or the employees; the Employers' Liability Act ha~ for 'it~ 
basic principle that the employer is liable for damages when he. or :his 
servant is negligent. My Union, therefore, thinks that _no valid or 
reasonable objection can be raised against the inclusion of th~ ~mp~oye~s' 
Liability Act, as all that it aims to perform is to remove the shortcomingi 
of the_ common law which wo~ks to the great disadvantage· :of the 
workers. ·The demanJ of workmen that th.ey should have- the libel,'ty ~o 
take action under. the _Employers': Liabili~y ~cf -which: entitles 
them to a larger amount of compensation than wh~L can be apowel under 
the Workmen's Compensation Act is, in the opinion of my Jrnion~just 
and reasonable. For, every reasonable man · must _concede\that the 
amount of compensation in cases ·of injuries . drie :: to .~pioyers,' 
negligence must be considerably larger than the amount in those cases ot 
injuries which are incidental to the industry itself~ ' 1 

:. · • ·; i 
. , ' • . I . ' 

106. '•The one-sided provision of the Workmen's. Compe'nsatimi 
Act as it stands to-day which deprives the workmen ofany compensation. 
if he be guilty of serious and wilful misconduct, establishes the 1 

necessity of the Employers' Liability Act beyond the pale of _doubt •. If 
it is found that the injury was due to the negligence of the. employer or. 
his agents or servants, then equity and justice would. require -that the 
workman should be entitled to have the right of getting more c9m.:. 
pensation than what he is ordinarily entitled to get under "the, 
Compensation Act, which affords compensation independent· of the 
negligence of the employer. If an employee is deprived of his claim· fo; 
com {lensation if he is guilty of. wilful misconduct or under the · in.Oqen(:e 



of drink, n stands to reason that a sober employee ought to have full 
liberty to sue his employer lor damages if he has to suffer an injury 
because of the negligence or drunkenness of his employer or other 
fellow. servant with whom he may be working. The necessity of enacting 
th~ provisions on the lines of the Employers' Liability Act ia further 
proved fto~ the fact that even the Government of India had thought it 
desirable to include them in the draft of the Workmen's Compensation 
Bill which was first introduced in the Legislative Assembly in 1922. 
~y Union is of opinion, therefore, that the Gwernment of India should 
eith.e~ inelnde the Employers' Liability Act in the Workmen's 
Compensation. .A..ct or a separate Bill be introduced in the Assembly. 

; 10:2. ·"In the opinion of my Union, another serious defect in the 
· Workmen's Compensation Act as it stands today is 

. A.ooidents due that the workman has to lose his claim for compens·\· 
to alleged Wor- ·t· th t · ht h 1 h' h 1 1 ·~ "ld ~era' Negligence. 10n a mig e p 1s e p ess Wile, chi ren and other 
. . . depende11ts.in case . the iujury results in his death, if 
\he ~~occide~;~.,t is proved to be due to his wilful misconduct. The workman 
has n,o right to claim compensation for an injury which might arise out 
q~ a.n,d in the course of employment if he goes to work under the infl.u
,_nce o( ddnk,. ~r if thtl accident is du.e to the fact that the worker has 
yilfully disobeyed any rnle Ol' if it is due to the fact that he has removed 
If\ ~f~ty gnarJ,. under the existing provisions of the Workmen's Com
pen))&tio~ Ac~. The provisions of the Act which deprive the worker of 
];lis clai,m to compensation if it is proved that the accident was due to his 
wilful and serious misconduct may appear to bQ reo.sonable and just. On 
cai:efQ.l consideration of· the question, however, it becomes clear that 
th!lse J.l~O~ions ate in direct contravention with the spirit and the 
pri.J;I.Ci\)le .underlying the Wotkmen's Compensation Act which may Le 
deQ.ned as that that the industry which cteates risks for workmen should 
bear the civil ·liability for the accident for which it alone is responsible, 
Th,!~ Act recognises as its basic principle that it is just and right to confer 
compensation on workers for accidents which are incidental to the 
in!lustries upon the mere proof of the accident and its resulting loss to 
t}:le employee, irrespective of its causes and quite independently of the. 
questioQ. whether or not there had been negligence on the part of the 
employee o~ the employer. If, however, in case of an accident due t 0 
wilful misconduct of the employee he loses all his claim to compensation , 
considerations of equity demand that the etrployee rightly and justly 
desez:ves more compensation in those cases of injuries which may be 
proved to be doe to the negligence of the employer than the amount Of 
~oropQnsatiOJJ in these cases where the injuries may be doe to. thQ 
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negligence of neither party. And in so far as the Act remains unmodified 
in this respect,, it cannot but be regarded as a defective ·piece of legis. 
lation. The assumption on which such provision can have any justifica· 
tion might after careful analysis and ~crutiny be found to be most 
erroneous and inconsistent with human nature and• inEulting to human 
instin~ta. It is inconceivable that any workman, unless he is a lunatic, 
will try to do something that will cause his death or disablement,. ·To 
assuma and start with such assumptions is to do gross injustice and 
off~r insult to human nature. And any piece of legislation based on such. 
erroneous assumption and misrepresentation of human nature is bound to 
be necessarily unjust and defective. For all practical purpos€)s, these 
provisione in the Act serve only to supply the employer with a loophole 
and to furnish him with an opportunity to find an excuse, if he. can· 
conveniently do so, for refusing to pay any compensation for the ac .. 
cident, My Union cannot conceive any other useful purpose which these 
provisions might serve. The absurdity and unreasonableness of these 
provisions will be still more evident in those cases of. accidents where an 
injury results in the immediate death of the workman. Fo~ i~ will b' 
extremely difficult for the dependents to dislodge the .employer· if hEt 
chooses to take shelter behind these provisions of the Act by attributing 
the accident to the wilful misconduct of the worker, in the absence -of 
any evidence to refute the charges levelled against him whi9h the,dead 
man aione could have been able to produce. My Union, ~herefore, 
suggellts that the Government of India should so modify. the Act' that 
the defence of serious .and wilful misconduct should not b~ opeg to the 
_employer where the injury results fn death . or serioJ!s permanent 
disablement. ' : 

Question No. 1. 

108. T~e present Workmen's Conipensatioo .A.ct lays dowD. the 
general principle that pers~ns who are employed in 

Extension of • d • h' h 
the Act, 1n ustnes w 1c are both organised and hazardous are 

alone entitled to receive compensation. The same 
motives and considerations which inspired the Government to enact 
a piece of legislation of the natnre orthe Workmen's Compensation 
Act in 1923 ought now to convince them of the necessity of depart
i~~ from the narrow limits of the Act which have failed to make pro
VIsion for the benefit of all wage earner by restricting the benefits to be 
derived under the Act only to workers in the hazardous and organised 
industries. Neither the fact that the industry is not hazardous and the 
accidents ar~ not very frequent nor the fact that the industry is not 

11 



~rganised~ can justify us from excluding any class of employees from the 
benefits of the Act, as the resulting hardships of an accident which the 
workman and his dependents have to sufFer can in no way be minimised 
by the fact that the industry not being haurdous, the injury was a rare· 
accident or that the industry is not in an organised condition. My· 
Union is of opinion that· it is unjust and unreasonable to distinguish. 
difFerent branches ofthe industrial population an<J to set 1iu'tits to the 
scope of the .Act by ·including employees engaged in hazardous and 
organised industries after having agreed upon the basic principle of the' 
Act. My Union is of opinion that the scope of the ·Act ought to be_ 
extended to all Class-es of workers, it ought to embrace all industries and 
occupations and the: principle of the Act ought to be applied in other 
directions so that ·the whole of the working classes and the wage earning 
population may be included in the scope of the Act.· The facts of the 
injury by accident ought to be a sufficient justification for compensation. 
The· general! rinciple which ought to be rigidly followed as far as pos9i~ 
ble should be that where there is an injury there ought to ~e a relief.· My 
Union is~ therefore. of opinion that the scope of the Act should be 
extended on the basis of the English law, exCluding only tht\t class 
of einplo1ees who are non-manual workers and w_hose income exceeds· 
4:00 rupees a month. · · · · · · 

1~9. ''If,. however, the Government is not preparea, at the present 
. _ . . . . stage to apply the Act universally by . removing . the. 
An Alternative. · • t. · · bl d t 1 1 · · t• f h ,, , . . . UDJUS , unreasona e an nona ora . 1m1t:a 10ns o t e 

scope ot tli.e Act: my U oion would like to suggest an alternative that the 
. scope of the Act should at least be extended by removing ~he limit of 
the hazardous nature of the work, so that the workmen employed in 
many well organised industrie_s ~nc_h as tea, cofFee and other plantations 
may be entitled to the benefit under the Workmen's Compensation Act. 

, · • 110. · ,, My Union also desires to ·invite the attention of the ·Govern
. , ment of India to the fact that ·workmen employed in 
Has a r c1 o u • many industries which are both organised arid hazardous 

Iudus\riea. t · 1 d d · th · · t C t' A. t A ; aro no 1nc u e 1n e presen ompensa 10n c • 
list of workmen to whom,· my Union is of opinion, the Act should· be 
made applicable, .is given in an appendi~. · 

111. "As regards the seamen, my Union thinks that the definition of 
· the "Registered Ship" in sub-section J of Section 2 of 

Case of Seamen. the Workmen's Compensation .\_ct of 1923 ja unjustly 
~estrictive ·as it deprives a number of seamen ·efigageJ on_ ships which 
are not registered under any one of the Acts stated in that Stlb-sec~ion 
but are ~gistered nnder the British Merchants' Shipping Ac~.- It is, 



however, true that such seamen can claim compeQsation- und~r. -~he 
English. Ia w even though their direct employers happen to b~, in British 
Indi• and the ships ·are- plying in British Indian waters; but they :have 
to go to the English Courts for getting compens.ation. l\Iy Union abo 
thinks it absolutely necessary and reasonable that the restrictio:J:l about 
the tonnage be removed and the Act should be made app!ic:able to all 
ships running by power.' · 

l12. "The benefit of the Act should also be extended to the work
shops of the Royal Indian :Marine who are exciuded under. section 2··(i) 
(N) of the Act. The exemption might be confined .to those who .are 
actu!'llY engaged in H. :i\1. Naval, 1\lilitary or . Air . services •. But. it 
appears unintelligible, however, why tho~e who. are working in the Dock. 
Yard Workshops of the R. 1. l\I• or who are incidentally connected_with 
such services should be excluded from the benefit of the Act~ :· . . ... 

' . 
Question No 2~ : -. 

. liS. "My;Uni,on is of opinion that some provision.fo.r protecting 
workmen against possible loss by reason of the inability 

In~:r~~~e~ 8 0 r:y · of their employer to pay any ;compensation: that may 
be .due, is necessary and is further inclined to suggest 

that the most effective step in this direction would be to introduce some 
scheme of compulsory insurance. : · ' · · · , 
. · Question No. 3. · 

114. cc The present system of payments _should continue as ,it ,has, 
in the opinion of my Union; wor~ed. quite satisfactorily; 

Commissionn'a and the Commissioner should hav. e full-.dis_cretion to Discretion. 
·sanction recnr~ing payments instead of lump sums in 

special circumstances. . . 

·Question No. 4. 
115. "The question of the amount· of compensation is the. most 

• 
8 1 

f important · part of the Act and can . broadly be 
caeso com- a· 'd d. t 

pensation. IVI e In o two parts :-. 
(1) Benefit's accruing t~ dependents In fa~al cases. · 

(2) CompensatiQn payable to an injured workman during: his 
i~a~cUy. · 

116. "The amount of compensation allowed by the Workmen's 
Compensation Act in e:ther of the above circumstances is, in the opinion 
of my Union, absolutely meagre and inadequate and. in fairnes-s to work.;. 
men, it ought to be substantially increased. · :My Union thinks that the 
pressing ne~d at the present time is that adequate provisioq ought. to. be 
ml\de to t~ecor~ tha~ the ~Mid rep o( a fdally j?jnr~4 ·work.e~ · ~ho~l4 
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hav~ a reasonable ch&nce of developing into healthy members of tha 
society. With this end in view it would be absolutely necessary that 
the minimum limit of Rs. 3,000 should be fixed in case of an accident 
whi~h results in death • 

. . 117. "The amount of compensation payable to the employee by 

Fatal Accidents. the employer in case of an accident which rel!nlts in a 
. ·. • fatalinjnry, is at present calculated on the basis of the 
~orkinen's earnings. 1\Iy Union, however, is of opinion that it is not 
advisable to maintain this principle as it is extremely unjust and nn· 
satisfactory to .calculate the compensation on the basis of the average 
earnings of the workmen. It is a vicious principle that a better paid 
wor~man should. be in a better position to make porvision for his depen
dents than a low paid workman, The Workmen's Compensation Act 
ought to make no distinction among the workers in connection with 
their claim to compensation.· 

US. ~'If, however, the Government is not prepared to depart ·from 
Al • . the system which is followed at present, my Union 

Prop~::~~ t 1
" e would like to suggest the following alterations in the 

.. . scale of compensation to meet half way the ends of 
justice. The scale.s of compensation ought to be substantially increased. 
Where the injury results in p~rtia~ disablement, the amount of compen
sation should be raised to three fourths from one half. In cases where 
'be injury results in permanent total disablement, the amount of com
pensation to be paid· to the workman should be equal to the wages for 
a period of five years instead of 42 months' wages which are due to hilll 
ander the provisions of the present Act, with a maximum of Rs. 6,000 
instead of Rs. 3,500. The amonnt of compensation to be paid in case• 
of fatal accidents should be five yea.ra' wages instead of 30 months and 
with a maximum of Rs. 5,000 instead of Rs. 2,500. All these scales 
~hould apply to the minors as well as to the other workers. 

· Question No. 5. , 
119. "My Union ie of opinion that there should be no waiting period 
. . . as it is directly opposed to the underlying basic principle 

. Walttng pertod. of the Workmen's Compensation Act. In enacting any 
piece of legislation the. principle which ought to guide us and from 
which we ouO'ht not to deviate if the legislation is meant. to ·be just 

. 0 ' 

reasonable and perfect, is that, having agreed upon· the bas:c and 
· fundamental principle of the legislation, we should be careful to see that 
no clause in the Act is directly contrary to or inconsistent with the 
pri~ciple and the spirit of the Act. We concede that it may be necessary 
to put eafegnards against the probable mianEJe &n<l th(J abuse of the 
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privileges which are conferred by the· Act and see that no scope:for, or ;ant 
opportunity to, an undne advantage is left op<n to the w~rkers. · Bat iit 
no case should the limitation or modification be of such a natnre that 'it 
might directly contravene its basic principle and its spirit. Wheri the 
question of the waiting period is studied, its propriety analised, its claim 
for justification scrutinised from this point· of ~view, it will become 
abundantly clear that it directly contradich the fundame~tal principle 
or the Workmen's Compensation Act wh:ch recogniees the right· of. the 
workmen to receive compenstltion for injury which is incident&~ t.o th~ 
industry If an injury entitles the workman to compe~sation, it is 
absurd and arbitrary to put down a condition that will deprive him of 
his right to Ieceive it during the waiting period. To take B. concrete 
illustration of permanent disablement, one can understand the' reason 'for 
limiting the period during which a workman is entitled to· compensation~ 
Bnt any limitation in the .!ct which does not allow any compensa
tion for some days following injury is. hardly reasonable or 
intelligable. Neither logic can justify it 'nor reason can approve 
of it. The acceptance of the principle of the waiting .periocl 
is prejudicial to the basic principle underlying the .· ·workm.en'a 
Compensation Act. It seems that prudential comHerations 'of hot 
encouraging or providing the workers with · an opportunity' fot. 
malingering and of taking away all possible temptation to pretencl 'to be 
incapacitated for work by the injury while they may be quite fit for work, 
might have prompted the Government to inclu le the waiting period in 
the act in the past. :My Union feels that these prudential consider"'tions 
have clouded the main issue and have led the Government to do i~justiee 
to the workers. My Union thinks that it wou'd be thoroughly reasonable 
if some other provisions are inserted by ·which the worker would be 
required to satisfy meJical authorities as to his physical unfitness fo:r 
work during the period, ' 

120. ''Another argument which requires some consHeration and 
refutation in this connection is that practically every Compensation- .A'ct 
makes provis:oq tor the waiting period, that is the period for which the 
disability must last before compensation is due to the injured ·workman~ 
But thi$ argument alone without the support of other weighty arguments 
c~tnnot justify the inclusion of the waiting period in the Indian Work· 
men's Compensation Act. For my Union makea bold to submit thai the 
juttification of any provision should not be base~ merely on the parallel 
of other io·ernttionlllActs. Even the then Industries Member the Hon'blo 

' ' 
Sir Charles Innee, said during t.he debate in the Assembly that the Bill 
Wa$ not intended to be a slavieh lmihtion of Acts of Qther cQuntries, · lf 
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~a a~e to_ pr_ofit.;by .~xperie_n_ce of .other countries and by comparative 
~i~dy, W:~ ~~n only·: h?pe to benefit not·_ by slavish imitation but by 
selectivQ_ process o_f a~~milation_ of the· good points and' rejection of the 
~ad ~ne~·- . __ _ . _ .. . · .· · 

_ ;, :.- J,21.: .""It': is alsG nrge_d, that the amount of compensation for 
temporary .di&a~lem9nt due to a workman who is disabled for a period less 
~4an t~n days w_ill_seldom exceed Rs. 2 or 3 and it will not, therefore, 
b~ :worthw_h~{e for the workman to ask for it. But thiurgument instead 
of supp9rting tp~ waiting period favours the contention of my Union that 
theJ.:e J~hquld be no waiting period_ at all. It is just be~ause, the am.ouot 
of coqtpeJ!.&atiQn, w~ich_a workman_canclaim during the w~iting pe~iod 
is trivial, thai my Uni9n. thinks_ th(lt the waiting p1riod is S\lperfluous, 
~nd ~~b-ile_it~jl@leting· will;i10t lay a great_ burden on the employer, it 
~ill.\le doingjuatice_ to· the '\_VO~ker to_whom the loss of even the trivial 
amo1_11:1to( Rs: ~- o~ 3 we~ns_ hardship for ~ couple of day~. : 
·, . 122 •. : "lf;.ho.!fever, the a~gunients stated. above fail to convince the 
Gover~ment ,of India of the: necessity .of doing. away with the waiting 
period, my Union would like' to Suggest that it_ should be reduced to 
3!days··_as.·it hopes t4at there will.:be no two opi'nions with regard 
to the fact. that. th~ waiting period of ten days is too .long and results in 

. great hardship& to .·the workers. It may also· be point~d out· that the 
wa.iting period in India .is longer than that · p:rescribed by almost all 
pther countries.- ·. : · · · 

.. Question Nos. 6, 7 and 8. 
'-' :._ :}~3~ ·~"In the opinion of my Union the pres~nt list of the dependents is 
' - · · .. : · ·' : : almo'st exhanstiv_e. But widowed_ daughers and daughter~ 
. Dependents. . • I h . . 11 t 1 d d t th d . . ... _ · · · . 1n- aw-w o are prachca. y ac ua epen en son e eceas• 
ed workm_an should be included in t~e.list of dependents. And owing to 
peculiar conditions of the Indian workers, no proof of dependence should 
be regarded as necessary in order to enable a relathe ·to claim com
pe.nsatiQn.. 1\Iy Union for the present cannot agree to the principle that 
~he' aroo'unt of_compensati n s.houlJ_ vary with the number of dependents 
an<J to the extent'. to which they _are actually dependent . on the deceased 
as' it: :Would.' cre.a.te a.droin'istrative . difficulties, increase. litigation and 
likely- todefe:at the ··.object of the A~t~ 
~-:· .. : .. ; · .t ... · Question.No.9._ 

, .: 1 124. ".MJ Union:is of opinion that theA<;t should be so amended 
: .. _ " as to place . the liability · for compensation on a person 
Contr~c.t_o r s'. ·directly employinty' the- workmen thouo-h it might some 

Responslbibty. - - · -- · · o o • 
. • time happen-that t~e employer of labour ought have no 

control' <iver t&·e· w-orkiqg conditiQ!lEI. It wouH therefore be qeceesarr 
.i •... : ......... · ...... -• .... - .... .... - . 



to make provision in the Act that'· in case the contractor or the sub
employer is otdered to' pay compensation, he ·shall ha.ve the' rig-ht· ;to ba 
indemllified and vice vers:\.' But my Union, however; is· of, opi~iO!l t~~t 
the workman should have liberty to sue any 'OM' of -th.em for com'}lens-:-
•atiou. · · 

Question Nos. 10 and 11. 

1~5. '':My Unio~ also thinks' that it is ·desirable·'ana ·,$1?solnt~Jr 
.. necessary to provide .fo.r some perialty)n' t.he ,Act for 

Penalty for f '1 t .... I 'th' th • • .. f . t' ' la Failure to Submit a1 ore o comp y Wl . e. proVISIOns. o sec 10u '':'• 
Returns. Althouo-h it ao-rees with the view 'of . the ; Gov~rnL 

"' "' ment of India that· the fact that several reminders asking for reto(ns had 
been issued without the proper response irom the employer is sufficient to 
establish beyond doubt an· intentional default on· the part of. the .emvioyer, 
it thinks that it is advisable to· introduce ·a.·:·penal clause in the 
Act making it possible to impose fine on the ·employer~ who• fail to 
submit returns. It is also the opinion' of my Union that. the• scope. Of 
section 16 should . be extended with a view to secure all .the: detaiJs 
of all the accidents irrespective. or the consideration: whether. th~ 
employer wasHable to pay compensation for the acc!dent .or_ n~tr In 
the returns the employer should b~ reqnirett tq record the reasol:;ls: for 
not paying the compensation _in those cases where th'e employer was not 
entitleJ. for compensa.tion for the injury.·._ , , · · · ' · · · 

Question .Nos .. 12,· J.3 and 14 •. 
...... . ' . '. 

126. · ".My U~i6n entirely ·~gre~s ~ith.th~ 'vi'e~: ~f th~. G.ov¢rnmen~ 
· d , . of. India. that sectio~ 22. ·of t.he Act' shc;mld ·1:!~: &~ended 

Ri~~r~~o e !ptp~ in such a way that the dependent.~ ri;l~y, _ha-\rf t_he :righ~ 
roach Commis· to approach;the Commissioner without. ~first ··appr_ oa.· eli-.· 
Bioner, · 

. . ing the:· employer for compensation. It' is .).lao· ·of 
opinion that the Commissioner should .be einpower~d to· initiate· pro.:. 
ceedings to secure ihe payment of compensation iii cases;' wher~· 'owi':lg . 
to ignorance, no claim has been made. In order that the dependents 
may not lose their rights to receive compensation through ignorance of 
their rights, it is also absolutely .. nec_~_s_s_ary that the employers should 
be compelled to register the names and the addresses of the nearest 
relatives of each of their employees. 

Question No. 15. 

127. "My Union is of opinion that the Commissioner should be 
empowered to call employers depositing inadequate compensation for 
fatal accidents to make good the claims of compensation. 
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Question No. 16. 
-128. · " My Union thinks it necessary that for expediatinoo the 

f disposal of the appeals, the period of limitation should 
J.:;:at1 0 

d . 
0 

. also he rednced tQ 20 day~:~ for an appeal, to be preferred 
_ by nn employer against the decision of the Cvmmissioner: 

Section 6 of the Um:tation Act should not be made applicable to 
~he appeals .by the employer and the High Court should be requested to 
expedite· the disposal of appeals.· 

_ 126. ''My Union has also to m"ke a few tnore. following· sugges-
tions in connection with this Act. 

(a) In case of fatal accidents which take place in work places it 
· · :. ~ecomes very difficult for dependents to get evidence to 

Evidence for th A d 't · l c t 1 Fatai Accidents. prove e same. n 1 1s, t ~ere1ore, na ura to 
' · presume that the accident took place in the course of 

a~,,t out of employment unless the contrary is proved by the employer. 
The· rnl" of English Lt~.w as stated in sub-section 2 of section 1 of the 
Insurance ·Act throws the burden of proof on the employer!'. A simihr 
provision should be made in the Act. 

(i) Section-10 of the Act which requires. that the notice of the 
accident must he given, works to the great disadvantage of the depen
dents and entails much hardships on them. A provision on the lines of 
section 14: (1) of. the English Act, therefore~ should be introduced in 
the ln.dian Act. · . . . . . 

{c) By reason of'the provision of section 21 the workmen who are 
entitled to get compensation un.der the Act. at:e denied the benefit on the 
ground that the accident. takes place in a place outside British lndi!l. 
Thus, for example, where a servant of the G. I. P~ Railway who suffers 
ali i11jury'in a train passing through the territory of H. H. the Nizam, 
may not be entitled to co:npensation. It is, therefore. necefsary to 
remove this anomaly and to extend the benefit or the Act to all work
men employed by employers in India irrespective of the place of 
accident." 
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APJ:i.i:NDIX. 
I' ' 

l; 'iilrridertitkiogs br piuls or fi .. aertil'ki'ngs ebi!figect tn t~'e pfillllc~ 
tion or manufacture of explosives, iufl:\mble, JIOiSOQ~'tl', nnJ,~a.lthy~ , 

. I 

~· ~ll pnd~rtalcings for 1()a4~n.s.t ~r unll)ading~ 
' . .• I ~ I I ' • '• 

3. Constrnr.t.ion, repair 'attd rrininlen!\rlce 'of F~ W. il.; .. flailwiJ.y 
Ports, Roads, Canals, Embankments, Dykes, Harbours, Aqn~ducts, 

Drains, BriJges, Tunnels and similar wo~ks~ . · 
4. Ail ur.idertilkings for tratisport. 6rl lana·, lie~, Hv&r~ lakd and 

r,,~igritton cand)s~ 
• ~ . • ~ I• ' .;, • ··' '· ~ I • -. 

5. A 11 f<"Lctories and workshops using powel', irrespectivtt or tbe 
number or men employed. 

6. Undertakin~s for the erecthn, rol\intenan.::e, demolition or all 
elas~ea of bnilding~, for the lo:lding k1nsport an I nn1ollding or materials 
for such erection and maintenance arising oat of such demolition. 

7. Works necessuy for rreventing lnod slips. 

8. Undertaldn~s for tho prodl}ctiou ani distribution of ~as and 
electric energy, telephone undertakings and works necess:uy fur the 
placing, rep:1.ir and removal of pipes and other conduits for gas, electricity 
and water or of Jightning ccnductors. 

9. Lime, tiles nod bril·k kilns. 

10. Undertakings for cn'tiog or trimming of irecs in forests and 
transport of the nme to the ordin:ny places of depol'it or the 'b,,nkl of 
rivers, seas or 1•orts, neighbourhood or ro:1ds. 

11. Employees in transportation services inclusive ofTramways; 
Steam Ro·ld Hollers and Motor B•1sses. 

12. ~en.men employed on ·board of all kinds of vessels except 
sailing vessels of less th:~n 100 tonnage. 

13. TodJy drawers an l fruit fJ.llers for trees for the purpose of 
Trade or Dusiuess. 

u 



14. Employees in warehqu'!es an~. g~downs. 

'lG. -Employees in th~ manufact1,1re of gas~ produce. ~nd .fire w~rks• 

~·~ ., . ...i .. 
16·. ·• Wel~ sinkers·. 

17. Factory workers 'co~cer~'ed for both ·u~der 'claus~s ~ ·and '6 of 
EUb-i:larise 3 ·or section 2 of the Factories Act • 

. , 
.·.:1' .• 

18. ·Employees in Dockyards • 

. · 19 .... Postal runners, Mail guards, Overseers,. village. postman .. and 
~the~s ~h~se . duties ~eqnir~ constant travelling, . inju_ries. or di~ease!J 
contracted in salt works." 



b.ii.A:Pr:ER iviii_;.HOURS 
HOURS WORKED PER WEEK AND PER DAY. 

130. In the textile industry in Bombay,- the -miils·a_re~ 'wo~~eft~d. 
hours a day and sixty hours a wee~~ _~his .)i~itat~()!l )ri 

~orwl Dt~Iy the working period bas been ~ecured br~~t~~- ,operat~vea 
H~urs. 8 8 

Y as a result of the general strike _of l9.~Q .~au~ ~ame __ in~~ 
operation before the ~ndi~ Factories Act-~ "!'~s ~me_nd~d- in_ 

1922. The limitation is thus inthe nature of a c~ntr_act, ~~~~~er( t~~ 
Bomb~y millowners and workers, which was wrung out ·rro·m: t~~ J~r~er 
by a resort to direct action and is not secured under the provisions of the 
Factories Act so far as the· maximum daily working hours are conc~rned. 
In respect cfthe weekly period, the contract and the provi_si~ns ~n the 
Act tally. -

131. There are a few exceptions, based on practice, to the maximum_ 
daily and weekly periods _9f ~or)t ~~-~-h~ -~~mb_ay mills; 
The female workers generally work between eight to nine 

hours a day. They go to the mills an hour or so·l~te~ ·and·· return an 
hour or so earlier than the male workers do. - Someof the latter_ such as 
"(1) fitters and other employees in the Mechanics shops (in the mills),' 
(2) some operatives in the warping, sizing and warehouse 'departments,: 
and (3) some departmental fitters, carpenters arid · line: levellers" 
(Fawcett Committee's Report, para 144, page 66),-. · geneiaUy: ·;-work 
between 8 to 9j hours a day. This practice bas been in existence- from 
the period earlier tba;n that which brought down the general working' 
hours from 12 tJ 10 in 1920 •. The exact daily _working· period- irr. ~he 
case of these operatives varies from mill to mill ; but the fact. ;iemains:
that most of them work less than ten hours. ·Before thir 1928 general· 
strike some millowners tried to increase the workil}g period ofth'ese'men: 
to 10; and a few succeeded in their attempt. The Swan -and Finiay•: 
Mills in 1924 and the Gold Mohur mills in 1925 changed the hours ofthe
mechanics from 81 to 10 but gave increases in pay for the extra. hoilrs; 
"similarly the E. D. Sassoon group gave proportionate; increas~ when 
they did the same in March 1928, though they no doubt n~tified that" 
those increases would be done away with from the 1st of May .1928.-n. 
(Fawcett Committee Report, pa~a ].48, page 68). The Kohinoor _ MiJI$.: 
increased the hours of their mechanics from 81 to .9! in. l!'ebruar.)'_l928: 
without any corresponding increase in pay. The discontent c~used~by this: 
change in the~working condition in a number of mills adde!f to the general. 
discontent amongst the workers_ and formed one of the causes {)f the l1J28-
general strike. . A demand was formulated for the reductioQ. pf:- t~i~; 
increased period and was included in _ t:tle now famous " Seventeen· 

Exceptions. 

• . • . - - - --. -o~ 



.Uemands;, of the Joint Strike Committee.· The Fawcett Committee 
have discussed: this demand in paras 144-152 (pages 65-70) of their 
report and their finding is that " the demand for extra pay " is "fair 
il.ncl.reasonable 80 far. as it concerns employees in the Mechanics shops but 
ppt as regards the other operatives mentioned above," (para 151, page 70). 
The point the Union. wants to make is that the ten houra daily workin(J' 
period has been arrived at by an agreement between the millownerll and 
~he. wqrkere as a result of the 1920 general strike and that there are 
exceptiops to this period in the case of women workers and some male 
operatives. . 

132, , The mills work generally six days a week, from 1\Ionday 
. :. : · .. to Saturday and are closed on Sunday. If there 

pe~~=ek~orked is a holiday on any day other than a Sunday, and if it is 
. , permissible under Section 22 of the Factories Act, the 

~ills.w~rk.on 8. St:~nday in lieu of the day on which they are closed • . 
EFFECT OF DAILY AND WEEKLY HOURS RESTRICTION. 

· 133.· While the workers havtl reason to congratulate themselves on 
. .. the daily and weekly working hours being brought down 

-on Workers. t t d . t t' 1 . b 'd th h · · o en an 81X y respec 1ve y, 1t cannot e 8ai at t e 
restriction on the hours has appreciably improved their health or the 
standard or life or their general condition. It is no doubt true that the 
restriction is an ·improvement upon the past practice ; but· the Union 
doas not think that the fatigue and exhaustion caused by being inside 
the· factories for ten hours a.· day or 60 hours a. week,. are less than the 
fatigue and exhaustian caused by 12 or 72 hours working to such an 
extent that the improvement should_be marked and sustained. It can be 
said•· however, tho.t sweating .that existed before is considerably reduced. 
But that is a positiol! which can hardly satisfy anybody when it is 
realised what sweating means and how the workers were exploited in 
the past. · 

· ·134. ·.In their repliea to the questionnaire of the Textile Tariff 
· ' '' Board, the Millowners' ·Association stated that "by -on Industcy.. · . . . 

'reducing the working hours from 12 to 10 per day, the 
prodllction of spinning mills hs.s gone down by about 16 per cent. and 
weaving mills by about 10·12 percent." and that, again, "tli.e reduction 
in hours-from 12 to 10 has resulted on the average in 13 per cent. less 
prodnc~ion over all department&" (Tariff Bo!ird Report, vol. II, pages 
138 a.ild 140)~ !Apparently, not being satisfied with these statements, 
the Board 'in t'he oral examination of the representatives of the Associa
tion pat some searching questions on this point which, together with 
their replie3; appear on page 2~1, Vol. II, of the Board's Report. The 
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ChairmAn of the Board pointed out that though the hours· ·were changed 
in January, 1920, "the production of ·pounds of yarn. prodncQd per 
spindle actually showed a~ increase on that of the previon!l year 1919. '' 
This was explained by 1\lr. Geddis. by saying that there were two strikes 
in 1919; but Mr. H. P. Mody supplimented this information by_admitting 
that there was- a strike in the first week of Jan nary 1920 as ~ell that' 
lasted for two months. The implica.£ion is clear, viz., both years were 
strike years with only a difference in duration. Sir Ness Wadio. then ca~e 
to the rescue of the Association and opined that yearly figures could ;not 
be taken as correct, with strikes and holidays, and ofFered the averages of 
his mill for 19Hl and 1926 as if his mill was a most representative -one 
and as if no change bad Qccured in the quality of yarn in those two·years. 
The Chairman not being satisfied with this explanation remarked 'that · 
they could not deduce from those figures (of Sir Ness Wadia) anything 
like a 16l per cent. reduction. In the weaving the drop in production 
was stated to be 10·12 per.cent.; but the following question and answer 
are worth noting :- · 

"Q.-As regards· weaving, the result appears to be that the 
reduction in working hours has resulted in a slight .increase in the 
efficiency of the individus.l weaver P 

~' A.-That is what we fiind, yes. That_ is quite ·correct_, Si~: 

"Q.-Has it been your experience that there· has been llO' 
increase in the efficiency of the individual spiuner, for iost~oce, less 
breakages, etc., than there u~ed to be P · · · ·- · 

"A.-It all depends upon the :cotton !you use.· The spin.ner 
does not want breakages. If you give him good cotton, he will 
prefer to sit down himself and let the spinning do itse]f. 

.J 

Q.-My point is that if his hours of labour. are redoced;he 
might be more alert in mending the breakages when they do occur.-

A.-Mr. C. N. Wadia..-The efficiency of the spinning ~achi
nery is over 90 per cent. either for 12 or 10 hours, becanse there is 
no room for any great improvement. On the other· hand, when the 
weavers work 12 hours, their efficiency is only about ~70 per cent. ·or 
a little over it. By working 10 hcurs an,J their. pay being entirely 
dependent on the work they turn out, they gradually manage to 
improve that efficiency from i5 to 85 per cent. an1t that is why thero 
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wail considerable room in the weavers' work for impronment. There 
was no toom in the spinner's work for .improvement. - That is why 

-the spinner has not improved while the weaver has. Perhaps that 
: -i~ c!e_ar ~o y_oli." (Page 221, Vol. II, TarifF Board Report). 

'these admi_ssiC?n~ on the pad of the representativ~s 'or the Millowners' 
A_ss!>(liation show that the position in the spinning has remained more or 
le_s"jhe same and th~t in the weaving, the efficiency of the weavers has 
matetially improved •. Farther, the TarifF Board hav_e themselves pointed 
out~ in paragraph 59 (page 134) of their report that "the experience of 
I!QD}e mills in npconn_try centres has bee~ that, owing to increased labour 
effl.ciency and impr9ve~ conditions, such as the installation of humidifiers, 
the drop in, the production- (caused by the redaction in working hours) in 
~he: spinning department has been reduced to 10 per cent •• while there 
h~~_actnally been increased production in_ the weaving department." The 
"O:nion th_us_is of the opinion that the reduction in working hours from 

- 12 to 10 has a very wholesome effect on the industry. 

POS.SIBJLITY OF REDUCTION IN MAXIMA. 

1?~.. The Union looks at th_e question of further reducing the 
working hours more from the point of view of desirability 

Reduction-a 1 
Neoessit:y. and necessity than from that of a possibility, a though it 

• : · .. _ fully realise the_ importance of the latter consideration. 
The cut-throat competition in the textile industry and the depression in 
tile ~~mbay industry have for~ed the mil!owners to think of reorganising 
~he: ind~stry :and some of them have already brought into operation their 
schemes of rationalisation or efficiency. If the diagnosis of Sir Victor 
Sassoon ·is correct ('Dide page 18 of this Memorandum) other millowners 
'!i~_l_~ave ~o adopt_si_milar schemes it they want to exist. The rationalisa
~iOJ1 o~ ~fficiency schemees will thus at no distant date become a :Ceature in 
the Bomhay p1ill in.dustry. Experience has shown that rationalisation 
entails more work and more attention on the part of the operatives. Have 
t~e .~o~kers, under the existing conditions in respect of their housing, food 
a\1~ w:age_l:h the required stamina to do more work and. mind more looms 
and spindles P The Union's answer is an emphatic "no." In its opinion. 
th~ int_ensive and extensive work resulting from rationalisation and the 
present_ long hours, will only bring about th~ worker's break-down which 
is_.,.etri1llental notonly to himselrbut to the industryas well. The reduc· 
~io~ ~n_working hours may ~;emove one at least of the causes which are 
responsible for the present deplorable state of the worker. It may also be 
pointed r~t that the schemes of rationalisation have been and are being 
fDshe~ forth in Eqrope on tpe basis qf workiu~ hour~ whi~h are I~lllCh 
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less than 60 hours a week or 11 a day. The general basis is 8 hours a day 
or 48 hours, a week with only a slight variation in some cases. In almost 
all the countries in Europe the . daily and weekly maxima· are 8 and 
48 hours and in some of them the maxima are still less. Even is Japan 
which is so much on the brains of the Bombay millowners, the present 
daily working hours are only 8!. The general tendency thus is to reduce 
the working hours in the textile as in other industries, in spite of its 
competitive character and , India can hardly afford to lag behind. It is, 
therefore, the considered opinion of the Union that nof only in the 
interest of the workers, their efficiency and health but also in the interest 
of the industry, it has become highly desirable and necessary to reduce 
the present daily arid weekly hours. · · · 

136. In the opinion of tho Union, the. reduction in working hours 
. . is also a possibility. The employers · all over the! world 

llt~~d a Posslbl· have always resisted the claims of labour for reducing the 
hours and they have also, on many occasions, admitted, 

after the reduction has taken place, that it has on the whole yielded good 
results. The Labour Reseach Department, London, conducted some years 
ago a scientific enquiry into the Cotton Industry and the report was 
published by the United Textile Factory Workers' Association which is 
the central organisation of the British cotton textile workers. The report 
went very thoroughly, with the aid of mass of figur68 the Department 
secured and their careful compilations, into the question of the hours 
of work, the effect of their reduction on output ·and cotton industry 
generally, workers' standard of life and on accidents, spoilt work, lost 
lime and factory organisation. After giving a short history of the 
movement of short hours in different parts of t~e world, particularly 
in Europe, the report points out that " the demand for a further 
reduction of hours is part of a general movement towards the· realisation 
of two· principles which are becoming more and more widely admitted : 
(1) that industries which work the longest hours are not the most 
productive; and {~) that the workers in all industries must have more 
leisure." (Page 56). The following quotation from the same report 
throws further light on the effect on output of the 1919 .. reduction 
from 551 to 48 hours in Great Britain :- · · 

"A comparison of the amount of earnings per worker in. May
before the reduction from 551 to 48 hours and 30 per 

Output Not t . 1. t • . h h . 
Affected. cen • IDcrease on 1s pnces-w1t t e amount per 

worker in August and_September shows that earnin~e 
increased after the oha~ge, · · 
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" During both periods .employment wa11 fairly ·good, The 
figures for the three;months were as follows:-· 

'TABLE X. 

~NumbHof f 
Percenta~e in· · Total wagea l Average earn-

workers. paid. !inga per worker. crease &I nee 

! May. 
---------·-------····--------.. --------
:May . :. . . _114,962 £249,244 43/4 . .. 
August • . 108,982 £248,533 45/7 5 p.c . 

,. . . 
Se1-tember . 107,331 £_248,527 46/3 6·7 p.c • 

The . ·30 per cent. increase on list prices was not quite 
, equiVAlent to the reduction of 7! hours per week so that if the 
rate of ontput had remained the same there would have been a 
slight fall in average earnings. But in fact earnings went up 
from 43/4 in May to 45/7 in August, an increase.of 5 per cent. ; and 
to 46/3 in September, an increase of 6·7 per cent. as compared· with 
l\lay. Even allowing for the fact that ·the amount of short time 
hQ.d slightly decreased, .the increase in average earnings show that 
the rate of qutpnt per_,hour. was greater after the reduction of 
working hours. , . 

"·Professor Bowley, after·. a· compa.rison of the increase 1n 
actual earnings in the cotton trade, as shown . by the employers' 
returns, with the increase in wllge rate&, comes to the conclusion 
that the rate of output did not fall after the 1919. reduction of 

· hours, (See A. L. Bowley- Prices and .Wages, 1914-1921, p. 180). 
The evidence quoted above;· taken as a whole, showS'' that a reduc

. tion of hours in the cotton trade is followed by an increase of hourly 
· output in those processes where speed is determined chiefly by the 
·individual worker, and by a decrease in total output which is ratll.er 
.:zess t"an proportionate to the reduction oj hours in processes where 

speed is determined by the machine. 

· ''In other words, taking the industry as a whole, rate of ou.tpue 
rises with a reduction ol hours." (p; 65-66). 

The report fufther adds that "the 1919 :advance of :30 per cent. on 
list was _agreed upon ~s compensaHng for the reduction of earnings 
~hich 'was expected to follow the. reduction of .hours· from .55! to 48; 
and by. this agreement the principle was definitely establishecl in the 
eotton trade th~t ijborter hours mqst be ~ombined_ with higher price 



rates."· (p. 80). The . Union whole~eartedly. accepts this .sound 
principle, , . · .. 

137. The Report of the Labour Research Department then· con
AiJers the effects of reduced hours oa the cotton industry, 

Stabilization of that is to say on outp. ut costs and prices It giVeS a 
Output. ' ' • . 

table (page 90) of raw cotton consumed in Great Britain 
between the years 1904 and 1913, showa that the consumption of raw 
cotton "which in turn is o.n index to the demands for 'cotton products" 
(p. 90), fluctuated ~normously and comes to the conclusion that "during 
this period demand varied from 18 per cent. below the average to 16 
per cent. above it~a range of 34 per cent. var~ation." (page 90). After 
analysing the causes for the variations in demand and }>ointing out the 
relation between the consumers' demand for cotton products and the 
merchants' demand for cotton and cotton piecegoods, the· report sums 
up "by saying that the consumers' demand and the merchants' demand 
must of necessity vary from year to y~ar ; but that the variations would 
be on a smaller scale _if prices were more stable •. Further, as the price 
of raw cotton is an important factor and as this is .affected by area sown, 
anything that tends to stabilise. the demand {or raw· cotton .will tend to 
stabilise price,; an,i will thus tend to stabilise dem"'nd for the ·Jin.iehed 
product. (page 91). The report furthe~: says that instability of demand 
means fluctuation .in output which in' its .turn: means ;unemployment or 
short time to the workers, leading' to reduction in actual earnings even 

if the rates are maintained. According to the authors of 
st~f17za!ro:~ect this report, the stabilisation of output can b.e secured by 

(1) the creation of a reserve of raw cotton and (2) the 
simultaneous organisation of a regular output of the' manufactured · 
products. The former method would, it is calculated, pioviJ.e 
a far more satisfactory insurance against changes in prices . than ·any 
"futures" system, tho abolition of which would effect a considerable 
saving in actual brokerage (apart from gambling costs); and this saving, 
together with the saving of merchants' charges and general expenses· 
which would follow from unified organisation,. wonld easily: cover, the 
expenses of administration and interest which the creation of a' reserve 
would involve. That is to say, the creation of a reserve would not 
increase in any way the cost of raw cotton delivered at the mills ; on the 
contrary, ............ it would certainly reduce the cost of raw'cotton and 
in any case would render the price of raw cotton to .the mill owners ·less 
subject to violent fluctuation." (p. 94). After dismissing as mere 
palliati\"es the usual two methods of stabilisizing the output of manu
factured good, the report suggests a third method, and that is, to 
average the total demand over a number of years .and limit the output 
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ot m~lla so as to produce, over the whole industry, a total equivalent to 
this average demand. "This method", say.s the report, ~'has the 
advantage of ;being direct" and ."takes the form of a pe.rmanent 
reduction of hours." (Page 95). Reverting to the variations in the 
consumption of raw cotton between 1904: and 1913 and the variations in 
the average, the report says :-

. "Any redaction of demand below the maximum (16 per cent. 
above the average) results in a corresponding amount of short time 
or unemployment. The hours worked in those yaars were 55! ; 
that is to say, while -the maximum demand employed the full 
number of workers on a 55! hour week, the average demand was 
16 per cent. less, or roughly one-sixth. 

" If production during those years bad been stabilised on an 
average basis; this would have employed the full number of workers 
for 46! hours a week regularly throughout the period, without any 
short time or unemployment. Moreover, as we have seen in a 
preceeding section, the rate of output increases slightly when the 
boors are reduced ; it is therefore reasonable to assume that the 
average production could have been maintained on a 44 or 45 hour 

· week• · · · 

. · "This fact is of tremendous importance, to the workers prima
rily, but also to the cotton industry generally. It means that the 
long hours, with the greater total production in bcom years, 
resulted in short time and unemployment, which could have been 
avoided if a shorter working week had been maintained thrcugh
out." (pp. 96). 

The Report concludes this part of its survey by saying that in view of 
the effective world demand for cotton products being still less than the 

· pre-war average, it is only reasonable to assume that the industry can 
still afford with benefit to reduce the hours to the level of 44.-46 or even 
lower (pp. 97). 

138. How much such a reduction affects costs? This is a most 
important question from every point ofview. The Labour 

~ffeotson.oosts.: Research Department says the following on this point=-

" It is clear that when the hours are :reduced a corresponding 
increase i~ piece r~~otes must be made. The reduction of hours, say 
from 4:8-45, would necessitate ~n increase _in piece-rates by about 
6 per cent.~in order to maintain earnings. Therefore, the employer 
will maintain, costs and prices will go up by 6 per cent., with a bad 
effect on _an already depressed market. 
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" Let us examine this statement. In pre-war years, the.·natmal 

margin between the prices of .raw cotton an.d yarn was rather under 
ad.: per lb. of which about one half was attributable to wages •.. The 
wages charge in yarn prices at about 101 d. per lb. was lid., or not 
more than _one-seventh of the price •. It ,is true that the wage ~~tes 
are now higher; but the margin, in spite of the depr~ssed state of 
the trade, even in December 19~1 was about 7d. ins~e~d of the pre
war 3d. ·This means that the relation between· wages and pric~s is 
still practically the same. 

"Now in calculating the difference in price which an inci:_ease 
in wages would involve, it must. be remembered that wages are only 
17 per cent. of the price ; that is to say, the reduction ·~r hours ~y 6 
per cent. (from 48 to 45) would add to the price only .one-sixteenth of 
17 per cent. that is, just over·1 per cent. 

" on the other hand, as we have seen in a preceding section 
· there is always an increase in output, however small, ·when hours are 

shortened. It can safely be assumed that this increase 'ii. output 
would compensate for the t~ny increase in price of 1 per cerit;• ' • • I 

. .. :• 

~~ It is therefore clear that, so far as the wages incre'ase iny-,olved 
in the reduction of hours is concerned, prices need not be affe.ct,d in 
the slightest. . · · . · · . . - . ·: .· .. ,·it 

" What increase costs, other than wages, would the reduction or 
hours involve ? It is, perfectly clear that the only other addition 
would be the maintenance of fixed overhead charges . bn a · redilced 
volume of output. But let u~ a11~lyse these overhead charges •• It is 
obvious that the difference between the wages charg! aseert!Uned 
above and the margin (price of yarn less price.of cotton) .eovera..these 
overhead charges, including the pro~t :-.. 

' . 

TABLE XXX. : 
. . ' . .. 

. ; 

I I •• ..... f;. ....... of Year. Price. ~argin. W~gea. cbiugea. · Prioe. 
! I . ' ' . '. --

1921 ... 1J6id. 7d. 3§d. I 3id, • "::~21 
.. 

' 1913-14- ••• 10!d. 3d. 1!d. lid •.• 14 . ., 

"Now included in these other charges are certain charges, such 
as those for fuel, power and light, which will be reducedwhen hours 
are:reduced. We shall probably be on the safe aide· if wo' take it 

.2 
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that the overhead charges which wili remain fixed represent not 
inore than 18 per cent. of the price. Now if the total production is 
reduced by 6 per cent. owing to the redact.ion of hours from 48 to 45, 

. 'this wiil mean, as in the case of wages, a maximum addition of one
sixteenth of 18 per cent., or a fraction over 1 per cent. to the cost of 
each unit~ ... 
. . ·~_This is a negligible quantity, especially when it is realised 
that the margin for overhead charges ~as gone up since before the 
war oat of relation to general prices •••••.••• In other words, most of 
the extra cost which the redaction of hours would involve on over
head charges per anit, could easily come off the increase since pre
wa~ days, as the increase is at least 4 per cent. of the price above the 
increase which ~oald have been justified by the general level of 
prices, and mast simply cover high profits." (pp. 97:.98). 

139. The other effects oftednced hours are thus summarised in the 
i Other. Effects t f th. L b R h D t t -ol reduced hours. repor 0 e a our esearc epar men :-

" 1. That in textile trades a reduction of hours is followed by 
~ri incre-ased rate o~ output in those processes where speed of produc
tion depends primarily on the energy and capacity of the worker. 
Where rate of output depends chiefly on the speed of machines, 
output falls if the machines are worked for shorter boats, unless 
cnanges in machinery or improvements in factoiy organisation are 
introduced. Taking cotton processes as a whole, the effects of a 
;reduction of hours would be an increase in hourly output and a fall 
in total production which would be less than proportionate to the 
'reduction of hours. 

"2. That the main :causes of industrial a~cidents iue fatigue 
an<\, speed of production ; and that therefore shorter hours mean fewer 

-accidents, provided that the reduction of hours is not allowed by 
-.. ~pe~dJ~g ,up.~~. such.~~ ext~nt tha.t- thid outweighs the gain (in 
. absence of fat1gue} from shorter hours. 

" 3. That spoilt work and lost time (including srckness) are 
re!lnced by. shorter hours. 

;. . "~· _:Ihat a re~acHon of hours r~su~ts :i~ iinprov~d factory 
organi~ation. Employers tend to find ways of avoiding the waste 
of time caused by i-

<~> The ~se of obsolete machinery. 

(b) Delay in the distribution and tranl!port of material. 
• 
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(c) The employment of skilled workers on UD;skipe~ ~o.rk ~~c.~- ~9 
' cleaning and carrying. · 

(d) Unsatisfactory working conditions, e. g., ·temperature and 
lighting." (pp. 80-81). · 

, . I 

The report also says that;the workers' standard of life which ,flu.~t_u~te~ 
with short time and unemployment will tend to rem~iri more ste~df. 
and may even improve if the hours ar~ reduced. · · ·· · ( ._. · 

140. Before leaving this part of the subject the Vnion desi,res ,tg 
state that, so far as it il! aware, there is no material in 

Conclusion. I d' h' h 'II . . t d. t t . t ·. tb .. n 1a w 1c w1 giVe aceura e a a o ascer am . -~ 

effects of shorter hours on output and the industry as a whole; and .tha.,.t 
is why it has to extract copiously from the· report of the Lab.oqJ' 
Research Department which gives some information on this subjegt. 
E~erything stated in that report, th_e figures given ,therein and 
the relation 1t has shown to exist between output;· wages,'·'prices, 
etc., and the comparison of. figures, may not 'be fully appl~cable rto 

. • . •{, .... t'"'·"~ ' 
Bombay conditions. But the Union believes that the line of !l.-go,J]leq,t 
taken in the report is worthy of" serious consideration and if a similar 
scientific enquiry is 'held here, results similar to those adduced in: the 
report may be obtained. The faCt that there is a ·general tendency. in 
the world to reduce hours in textile and other industries, shows that the 
reduction in hours is not taking place· with detriment to the industries 
and leads" the Union to believe that it is a ste'p in .the right 'directio.i. 
The Union is therefore of considered. opinion that the present working 
hourei must be reduced in the interest of the workers, the . employers and 
the industry as a wh?le. · · · · ' · r-.u 

THE INTERVAL. 

141. The Bombay cotton industry, though sufficiently old .Jo 
. . understand the effects of long hours on the output and the 

ExlstmgPrso· k 'h lth h . t t. t't t d . .• • • tice. wor ers ea , as no ye ms 1 u e any enquuy 1nto 
the question of intervals in relation to fatigu~; por ~~s _ _,t~ny 

attempt been made by the Bombay Government in that direction.; Tlie 
,Union can therefore deal with this questioll only in relation to the workera' 
meal times. The existing practice is that there is _only one.mid~d~y recess 
of one hour and five hours' working on both sides of the .recess: If \viis 

· Tariff B~sr~s· the Textile. Tariff_ Board which ; first ~ropo~e~ · t,o pro~ide 
proposaL for a morn1ng recess for half an hour by putting back 

. the commencement of work from 7-0 a.m. to '61..;So'ii~m. 
In ,framing their Standing Orders'during the 1928 strike, the ?llillo~ners' 
Association proposed a morn.ing .-ecess of half an hour by cutting' down i£o 

• • ' ' ' ' ' - I i . ~ >; ,) '"). .:., f 
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tnid-day recess of one hour by a quarter of an hour and prolonging the 
closing period by fifteen minutes. In providing for this new recess, they 
thns maintained a ten-h.our working day.· The Joint Strike Committee 
of the workers, while approving of the proposal to pr.ovide an 
additional recess, opposed the Millowners' proposal. They were 
9pposed to. any reduction in the period of mid-day recess and to 
prolongation of closing hour. They maintained that if the morning 
recess is to be given at all, it should be given onlf by reducing 
the' present working hours. They further suggested that a -fifteen 
niiuutes after-noon recess should also be given to tbe workers. The 
li'et re-sult of the proposal of the Joint Strike Committee was thaf a 
morning recess of half an- hour and an afternoon recess of a quarter 
hour should be provided, that the mid-day recess should be maintained 
as it' is today and that the working hours should be brought down to Gi•· 

::_·: ·: u2:_ Th~-Fawcet~ ·committee~ in ~ot __ supporting ~h~ argmnent8 
1.· . · of the Joint Strike Committee in favour of reduction of 
~i~f!?s8~ie~~~· ~~~Jrin.g ho~rs)n order to _enable the ~illowners to give 
__ : .: ... _, . t_h~ir \'!Or~ers an extra _r~cess or two " so long as ther~ 
,is_ JlQ_ge_neral r_~duction .of t~at kind made for all factories by legislation 
.01 .otherw:is_e", stated ~hat '_'nor, on the other ~a~d, do we think that the 
JnlllQwners can .reasonably_ insist. on the operatives reducing _the mid· 
:!lay_ hqu~ rece_ss· and staying one quarter of an hour longer in the mill, 
.in ot:Jer to enable the half h~nrly morning recess to be given." (pp. 22i • 
.. The Committee then emphatically stated that "in any case, having 
jegard to the extreme desirability of this extra recess, we think the 
Mill-owners' Association might well try the e,xperiment in some mills 
of giving it and reducing the working hours to 9!-'' (pp. 22). This 
opinion is definite and only supports· the ·workers' demand for more 
.than :one. recess. . . 

":· :. · 143~ T~e Fawcett Committee could not be more definite. than they 
• u ... .: • . • - were, as they had to confine themselves to their terms of 
: Ufhree Recesses reference and had not before them the question of 
,l{ecessary, . . • • • h Th' C · · , . general reduction xn workmg ours. IS ommission 
. ha's that question before them and the Union has pleaded for a general 
"reduction of hours. What indefiniteness~ therefore, there 'was in the 
'vi~ws of the Fawcett Committee is now removed, so far as this Commis
sion ·is concerned; and .tlieir view can --be taken to support the Union's 

. demand of more' th-an one reces-s. - The enquiries that have taken· pla·ce 
~in "England. and Germany on the hours of work and their relation to 
,,-output, have show'rdhat long stretches of work have the effect _of reduc" 
· ing -out rut tqward'ti their e11d and that outfut ha~ alwars sho"n 1\ 
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tendency to increase immediately after a recess. In some parts of 
Lancashire there exists a ·two-break system and it is reported to be 
working better than a one-break system. In Germa101y, there are, it is 
understood, some factories which provide for a short recess for after.noon 
tea. In Bombay the workers do spend some time in taking afterooon 
tea; but as they have to do it in an unauthorised manner and· wiih their 
eye on the machine, an improved effect on output may not be possible._ 
But if they get fifteen minutes recess for this purpose, their mind will 
be at ease and it will, the Union thinks, have a wholesome effect on 
output. The same argument holds good in the case of morning recess. 
The Union, therefore, feels that nothing will be lost and something will 
be gained by providing a morning recess of half an hour, a mid-day 
recess of full one hour and an afternoon recess of a quarter hour and, 
therefore, it strongly recommends that its suggestions should be 
accepted. 

"144. 

Holidays, 

There are generally no holidays given to the textile workers 
in Bombay except the Sundays. The average number· of 
holidays given during a year is. between 54 and 56. 

The reason for an increase of 2 to 4 holidays over the average prescribed 
under the Factories Act is that two or three successive hoJidQys giy~n in 
the Diwali and Sltimga cannot be all replaced, under the Act, by 
substitute Sundays. It is therefore clear that the textile worker does 
not get more than 2 to 4 holidays over the:weekly rest days prescribed 
onder the Act. This must be having an adverse effect upon his health 
and his efficiency. In Lancashire special holidays are: given under 
an agreement and in Germany they are given. with pay. The Union 
considers this system of providing holidays as a very necessary ~me from 
the point of view of not only the worker but of the industry and is of 
opinion that a similar system should be established in the ·Bombay 
industry. The holidays should be with pay. 

I ~ :./ 

145. In the Bombay textile industry Sunday is g_enerally the .. day 
of weekly rest. Some times other days are substituted 

Day of Rest. · · 
for Sundays when these are Hindu or Mnssalmao 

holidays. 



~HAPTER IX-WOMEN AND CHILDREN 

WOMEN. 

146. It has been pointed out in an earlier paragraph that women 
w ti P 'od. work between 8 to 9 hours a day although the working 
· !>r · ng en period is 10 hours a day. They generally go to the mills 
at about eight in the morning and return home by five in the evening. 
Owing to their domestic responsibilities this is the utmost period which 
they can possibly spend in factories. But the present Factories Act 
allow women to work from 6-30 a.m. to 7 p.m. with a maximum period 
of 11 hours. This legal limit is not in ·conformity with the existing 
practice and is not enough for a double shift of eight hours each it it is 
introduced. It i(l therefore the considered opinion of the Union that this 
limit should be changed and no women should be allowed to work befou 
eight in the morning and after five in the evening. It is opposed to any 
system in which women will be asked to work before 8-0.a.m. and after 6:704P·_Dl·- . --.. . . . .. 
: .'. 147. -The present Maternity Benefit Act provides for only four weeks' 

. leave before confinement and four weeks' leave after con
r:!;e~,e.r,n ~~ 7 finement and eight anoas a day for a maximum period of 

, · seven weeks. The Union is of opinion that the maternity 
leave should be increased to six weeks before and six weeks after con
finement floOd that the maternity benefit should be extended for this 
.whole period. The Union draws the attention of the Commission to 
paragraph 88 (page 73) of this memorandum which deals with the 
question of maternity in greater detail. 

148. The Union is of opinion that the provision of creche should be 
compulsory and, that too, by legislation. It is highly 

Cr~ohe. o~desirable to take babies inside the factories and it is 
equally difficult to keep them home when their mothers are working iu 
factories. The provision of creche is therefore the only solution. 

CHILDR.EN. 

149. In the opinion of the Union, the provisions of the }l'actori~~ 
Act in respect of the employment of children require 

Working and d t Th · • I" •t ~ th 1 rest periods, amen men • e mmxmom age- xm1 .~.or e emp oy-
ment of children should be raised from 12 to 14 and the . 

law should be brought in conformity with the Washington Convention. 
The Union also considers that the maximum age-limit of a child should 
be raised from 15 to 18. This change may have an effect in red acing, to 
110tne e~tent, · tho ranb of nnemployed pers()ns jq the industry. 
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Section 23 (h) of the Act l!hould be so amended as to prohibit the:employ· 
ment of children before eight in the morning and after five' in the 
evening. With the general reduction in working hours that the Union 
has strongly recommended, it is desirable that the hours of. work of 
children also should be reduced from six to at le"st five and that their 
rer.esses should be in conformity with those recommended by the Union 
for the adults. 

TR.AININO OF YO\JNO ADULTS. 

150. In the Bombay mills there are no facilities, so far as the 
Union is aware, fer the young adults and new recruits to 

No facilities. receive regular training in their work. Paragraph 37 
(pp. 28-29) of this Memorandum has already dealt with this question and· 
there is no need of repetition of the same arguments. In soine of the 
Lancashire mills, some machinery is set apart for the adult workers and 
new recruits to learn their jobs and a similar system should be established 
here •. The millowners always complain of the alleged inefficien·cy of the 
workers; but they have done very little to remove that inefficiency. The 
wonder really is that with their illiteracy and lack of practical ' and 
technical training facilities, they have been able to show the efficiency 
they have actually done. The Union strongly recommends that each 
mill should make adequate provi~ion for the training of ita men, 
particularly the adults. 

SINOLB AND DOUBLE SHIFTS. 

151~ The Union is opposed to the introduction of a double shilt 
system not only for women or children but for ·male operatives as well. 
In support of this statement, the Union cannot do better than quote a 
paragraph from the report. of the Labour Research Department. In 
d eating with the question of six hour-day with double shift, it says :-

"The proposal for a six hour day has long been advocated by 
certain employers, particularly by Lord Leverhulme, who worked 
out two schemes for its application:-

"According to his first proposal there were to be two shifts, ·each 
working six hours on six days a week :-

1st Shift :-7-1-30, with l hour for breakfast. 

2nd Shift :-1-30-8, with half _hour for tea. 

"When the scheme came to be considered in detail, however, in 
relation to work at Port Sunlight. it was found that, various modi
fications had to be made, ·chiefly to meet the need for ·continuous 
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·work in certain processes. Leverhulme's second proposal was 
therefore as follows :-

1st Shift :-7-8-45, 15 minutes break, 9-1-15. 
2nd Shift :-1-15-4-45, 5-15-9, (Monday to Thursday). 

1-15-4-45., o-15-8-45, FriJay. 

"By this arrangement the second shift would work 7l hours on 
four daya and 7 on Friday, with no work on Saturday. This would 
mean a thirty-six: hour week of five days for the second shift, and 

· a thirty-six: hour week of six: days for the first shift. It was also 
found necessary to do a certain amount of night work, and it was 
therefore proposed that for one week in four men should work eight 
hours for six nights, and for three weeks they should work 51 hours 

·for 6 days. Over £.ve weeks this gives an average of 36 hours a 
week, though the actual hour& vary from 5 and one-third to 8. 

"Leve·rhulme's case for the 6 hour day or 36 hour week is bal!ed 
chiefiy on the saving it would mean in the cost of production. He 

· ·argues that in some industries overhead charges for machinery and 
··building represent 90 per cent. of the total cost, apart from raw 
·materials, while wages are less than 10 per cent. He further main
. tains"that reduction of hours does not mean a reduction of output. 
"It is doubtful, however, whether, with hours varying so much as 

.was proposed in Leverhulme's second scheme, speed of output would 
increase very much beyond the speed of the 8 hour day, because 
rate of output tends to adapt itself automatically to the speed which 

·is possible in the longest; not in the shortest working period, · Thus 
·: workers whose day varied from 5! to 8_ hours would tend to WOTk 
~always at the speed of an 8 hour day. 

"Leverhulme maintains that it would be possible to work two or 
-·even.:three· shifts of approximately 6 hours and by this means to 
reduce. the cost of the production so much that wages would be as 

·high for a six hour day as they are for 8. The case for the six: hour 
day was summarised by him as follows (Address to Liverpool Trades 

. and Labour Council, Nov. 23, 1Q17):-

" Labour working six:· hours a day, as has been proved over and 
over again can produce in six::honrs the maximum it is capable of in 
monotonous occupations. We shall therefore be able to pay for six 
hours' work at least the same rate of pay as we pay for eight, 
because labour will be capable of as much work in six: as in eight 
hours. The machinery will produce more, and out of this combined 
effort, the human element working two shifts for six hours each the 
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mechanical element working twelve hours, or more, we shall have 
two funds created, one for reducing the price of the article. another 
for increasing wages on the top of the reduction of hours. f' 

' "It is not clear how the machines:are to work twelve hours or 
more unleEs the human workers also work either for more than six 
hours per shift, or more than two shifts. Nor is it probable that 
any saving on cost of production brought about by a method which 
Lord Leverhulme so warmly advocates would be entirly devoted to 
(a) raising of wages or (b) reducing prices. 

" But apart from these points, the shift system is unsuitable to 
the cotton industry on various grounds. 

" 1. It would mean increasing the number of hours worked by 
artificial light, even on the basis of two shifts only, from 7-0 to 1-30 
!ln\\ 1-30 to 8. Any scheme which involves going back to night 
work is even more undesirable. 

" 2. It would mean a re-arrangement of the working day and 
therefore of the workers' home. life which would involve many 
difficulties especially for the women employed. In particular it 
would mean a return to the early morning start. 

"3. Working· double shifts would involve :either reducing the 
amount of machinery in use at one time, in which case the "mecha
nical element" would not be ful1y employed for the whole· twelve · 
hours; or doubling the number of workers employed. This is 
impracticable and, if in fact it were possible, would result in 
disastrous over production." (pp. 99-100), · 

The further point to be taken into account in considering the question 
of double shift in respect of women, is that they have to do all the 
domestic work and look after the children. It is, therefore, impossible 
for them to go to the mills o.t odd hours. In the case of young adults, 
the double shift is very likely to have an adverse effect on their health. 
The Union is not therefore in favour of double shifts. 

WOR.K IN FACTOR.IES NOT .SUBJECT TO THB ACT. 

152. It is hig"hJy desirable that the definition of factory shoulJ. be 
so changed as to bring under the operation of the Act each and every 
factory which employs not less than ten persons irrespective of any 
consideration as to the use of steam, water, or other mechanical or 
electrical power. This amendment will bring small factories under 
supervi~ion and restrict the abusE's that are at present reported to exist 
there. · 

3 



CiiAPTER X-WAGES 

LABOUR OFFICE ENQUIRIES. 

153. The Bombay Labour Office have so far conducted three 
. enquiries into the wages of the Bombay textile workers. 

Defects in Pre· Th fi t · h Id · 1921 d · t b vious Enquiries. e rs enquuy was e tn an tts repor pu -
lished in 1923 ; the second enquiry was held in 1923 and 

its report published in 1925; and its third enquiry was held in 1926 but 
its full report is yet to be published although some statistical tables as 
regards earnings and absenteeism were supplied to the Fawcett Committee 
and the parties concerned in 1929. The procedure and the methods 
adopted in these enquiries were so different that it was almo&t impossible 
to compare their results on a common basis. The first two enquiries were 
conducted on the basis of the specially designed forms which. were filled in 
by.the mills and tabulated by the Labour office and the 1926"eBqniry was 
held on the basis of the actual muster rolls and wa3 confined to the 
nineteen so-called ;•• representative" mills. The Union desires to draw 
the attention of the Commission to paragraphs 15 to 21 of its representa
tion to the Textile Tariff Board which appears on pages 437-480, 
Vol. XX, of the Board's report. It is pointed out therein by quoting 
the report of the 1923 enquiry why "the 1914: figures", given in the 
1921 report, "must, therefore, be accepted with considerable caution and 
treated only approximates", how, " with the date before us, it will 
never be possible for us to use either J 9 J 4 or 1921 as a base for Real 
Wage Index Numbers", how the Director of Labour Office was "not 
wholly satisfied that the Bombay Cost of Living Index Number is in 
itself satisfactory", how in a study of thie kind the "arithmetic mean ": 
adopted in these enquiries, "is a less satisfactory average than the 
·mode, i.e., the earnings which are most prevalent in the group", and 
how ''the average, in the usual sense of the artithmetic mean, is, in a 
study of this kind, necessarily. higher than the " mode.", or most 
.frequently occuring value." The .report of the 1923 enquiry has practically 
condemned the 1921 report and the 1914: figures given :nit and the fact 
that the Labour Office has to adopt an altogether new method in its third 
enquiry shows that even the 1923 enquiry was not satisfactory. The 
Union has also shown in the paragraphs of its statement to the Tariff 
.Board mentioned above that the figure of Rs. 30-10-1 ·given in the 1923 
report as being the average earnings of the Bombay textile workers is 
faulty and must be, in T'iew of the unsatisfactory method of the enquiry, 
appreciably less than that figure. 
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154. A radical departure was made in the method of the 1926;: 
enquiry which was based on the sample system and the .. 

1926 
Enquiry. muster rolls of the mills. But how were the sampl~s 

selected ? How was the representative character of the nineteen mills. 
out of over 75 mills ascertained? The Labour Office had :no reliable J 

and accurate material before it to determine that those mills were 
representative. The previous enquiries gave the Office no guidance in 
this matter. It had, therefore, to rely mostly on the advice of the Mill
owners' Association. In the Memorandum of the Bombay Government• 
submitted to this Commission, it is stated that these 19 mills were· 
selected in consultation with the Bombay Textile Labour Union and the· 
Millowners' Associc.tion. · In so far as the Bombay Textile Labour· 
Union is concerned, the statement is not wholly correct and does not. 
represent the true facts as they happened~ No correspondence ·ever 
took place between the Labour Office and the Union about the selection 
of mills. The Generally Secretary of the Union and, again, the -President, 
and the General Secretary ·were asked to see the Director of Labour 
Office and in the two interviews that took place the latter informed them 
of the new method he had decided to adopt in the new enquiry and_ 
showed them the names of the mills and the printed forms which ·wercr 
ready for being sent to them. The Union representatives while showing. 
their preference to the new system to the old one, questioned the. 
representative character of the mills and asked for any material the· 
Director might have to prove it. They were told that the Office had.. 
no such material except its experience and the advice given by the 
Millowners' Association and if the Union representatives did not approve 
of these mills, they were asked to give an alternative list. Messrs. N. M· •. 
Joshi :and Bakhale pointed out that owing to their Union being less than· 
one year old and in the absence of adeqnate knowledge of the rates and 
wages obtaining in the mills, they were _not in a position to give an 
alternative list but suggested that, if the J,abour Office .enquiry was to .. 
command the public confidence, it s.hould extend its enquiry on the new 
basis to- all the mills so that for future enquiries it might have adequate 
material to determine and select the sample mills. This proposal was 
turned down on the ground ofinaJ.equate staff and expense. Messrs. Joshi 
and Bakhale then made it clear that they had no responsibility in the 
selection of the mills, that they were free to question their representative·· 
character, and that they would deal with the report of the enquiry 
oo its merits. This Union had thus no hand in the selection and.
never agreed to it. It is indeed a matter of great regret that the. 
Bombay Government should make such a misleading statement before a, 
responsible body like thi~ Co~~ission a~d create, -rerhaps unconscioz:.sir,..: 
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a wrong impression about the attitu•le of this Union. The sample 
system has no doubt its advantages and may be superior to the 
one previously adopte.J ; but the samples selected must be fully 
representative. From this point of view, the 1926 enquiry may not be 
considered as very satisfactory. 

155. In showing these defects of the L'\bour Office enquiries, the 
Uniori has no desire to minimise their importance or underestimate the 
value of their results. It fully recognises the good work it has been dojng 
since it was.organised and the value of its enquiries which are the first of 
their kind in India. In the absence of any other statistics, official or 
otherwise, the enquiries of the Labour Offi~:e have special importance and 
the Union has always treated them and their results with respect they 
deserve. But this should not blind it to some o! the defects of those 
enquiries when this Commission is engaged in investigating the labour 
conditions. · 

156. In the absence of any standardisation scheme of wages on the 
lines of the Price Lists in I,ancashire, the rates and wages 

w!:!:~ and differ from mill to mill and it is almost impossible to say 
anything a~out them which would enable the Commission 

to draw a general inference. Appendix IX to .the Memorandum of the 
Government of Bombay (pp. 296) containing the daily average earnings 
of the textiie workers in accordance with the Labour Office enquiries 
of 1921, 1923, and 1926 gives an interesting comparison of the earnings 
for five years; but owing to the different procedures.and methods adopted 
in each enquiry, the comparison cannot give a correct idea of the 
increase or decrease in wages. From the workers' standard of living and 
their other conditions, the Union can say that there has taken place 
practically no change for the better in rtlspect of their wages. If there 
be any increase at all in any class of workers, it is, the Union thinks, 
offset by under-employment or unemployment which is now-a-days 
a feature of the Bombay mill industry. In the 1928 strike, the Joint 
Strike Committee had made a demand for the standardization of· wages 
and in; complying with it the Millowners' Association prepared a 
Standardization Scheme; but it contained a very heavy cut. The Scheme 
was .therefore rejected by the Joint Strike Committee. The Fawcett 
Committee has dealt with this Scheme in an exhaustive manner and 
recommended, in the interest of harmony between labour and capital, 
to :remove the cut which the Millowners' Association maintained was 
only '7•5 per cent. The Union understands that the Scheme has now 
been revised and the cut is removed. But it has not yet come intQ 
qperation a~d the Union has not 1et examined it, 
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R.EMITTANCES TO VILLAGES. 

157. The remittances to the villages are many times poi:f:1ted out, by 
interested parties, to be the index of the prosperous condi

Er~oneous Im- tion of the textile workers and a proof of the adequate 
preSSIOD. h • • 

wages they get. A refusal to take ot er consideratiOns 
into account at once vitiates the bearing· of remittances on wages. In the 
first place, there is no data to show the .amount of remittances which 
may be considt~red as reliable. Secondly, in building up an inference on 
the remittances, the workers' financial commitments in Bombay must 
be taken into account. But that is not done. Tlie Labour Office report 
on the Family Budgets of the working cla5ses has shown that, in the 
case of families the average monthly amount remitted comes to 
Rc. 1-11-1 which forms 3·2 per cent. of the total family earnings 
of Rs. 52-4-6 and that, in the case of the worker living singly in 
Bombay, the same amount comes toRs. 11-7-1. i.e., 26·2. per cent, of 
the monthly income which is stated to be Rs. 43-10-3. These figures 
require very careful analysis before they are a~cepted · or rejected. 
The Labour Office wages enquiries have shown the average earnings of a 
textile worker at Rs. 30 and the Union has pointed out in its statement 
to the Tariff Board that they are appreciably less than Rs. 30. This 
shows that a vast majority of the workers get less than Rs. 30 per month. 
In the Family Budget report, the average earnings of a worker are shown 
at Rs. 43-10-3-which proves that the family budgets collected for· the 
purpose of this enquiry were not representative. In fact, the budgets 
of single men earning below Rs. 30 formed only 11·4 per cent. of the 
total budgets, those of men earning between Rs. 30 and 40 formed 
27•7 per cent., and those of men earning between Rs. 40 and 50 were 
so much as 34·3 per cent. (page 3j of the Family Budgets report). In 
the same way, out of the total of 2,473 of the family budgets included 
in the I .. abour Office report, only 68 were those of families earning below 
Rs. 30,272 of those earning between Rs. 30 and 40, and ;834 of those 
earning between B.s. 40 and 50, 539 of those earning between Rs. !'>0 tt.nd 
60 and 484 of those earning between Rs. 60 and 70. Such figures are 
bound to give a misleading impression of the average earnings of single 
workers and families-figures on which the percentages of the remittances 
are calculated. Further it must be pointed out that remittances are 
sent in spite of the excess of expenditnre over income. For .example, 
the families earning less than Rs. 30 incur a monthly debt of Rs. 2-12·3 
and yet send Rs. 0-1-4 to the villages and single men earning between 
Rs. 30 and 40 have a. balance of Rs. 7-5~5 and yet send Rs. '1-12-4 to 
the villages. (Vide .pages 5Q and 124; of the Family Bud~et reports.) 
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Add to this the statement in the same report (page 33) that "interest 
on debts shows an average expenditure of nearly 3 per cent. of the total 
monthly expenditure. No less than 4'7 per cent. of the families were in 
debt," and that the rate of interest varies from 75 to 150 per cent. 
These facts cleinly. indicate that the average incomes of families 
and · single men shown in the Family :Budget report are not 
representative . and that both the families and single men send 
out remittances to the villages even by incurring debts. The remittances 
are therefore no index of the economic position of the workers and the 
calculations of the Labour Office in that behalf are not acceptable to 
the Union. · 

'168. Dr. Harold H. Mann, late Director of Agriculture for this 
Presidency, bas some pertinent remarks to make in his 

Vie~: Mann's book on ' Land and r~abour in a Deccan Village , to which 
reference bas been made in the esrlier part of this 

1\Iemorandum. He says:-

" ••••••••• We have been interested to see how far the village 
derives financial' advantage from their ( the workers') work in 
Bombay or elsewhere. · As to the amount . of money actually 
bro~g\lt back, we have of course no information, but the postal 
authorities . have been kind enough to furnish us with the amount 
remitted to the village by money orders during a period of two 
years. Thb amounte<l to only Re. 900 or at the rate of Rs. 450 
per annum. Counting the nett amount actually brought home by 
ret~rning workers from the towns a~ reaching an equal amount it 
means the village benefitted to the extent of Hs. 900 per annum 
from its me!Dbers who are away. This total is very much guess 
work, though we fancy it is not far from the truth-and, if true, 
it indicates that the amount of money brought or sent to Deccan 
villages is very much smaller than is often suppJsed." (page 111). 

At another place in the same book Dr. l\Iann says :-

"The actual advantage of the village (by the migration of the 
·workers) in reducing the pressure on the land is great, but there 
appears. to be considerable doubt as to whether it receives very 
much actual· direct financial advantage. The amount of money 
sent by post is small (Rs. 450 per annum) and the people who had 
returned from Bombay were inclined to doubt whether they had 
benefitted permanently very mur.h,-though, of course it permitted 
them to enjoy luxuries for the time being which are pleasaut. Onl1 
qne 81tt;4 r~turned t,Dorher has bo~t{ht land. · (PP· ~59~. 
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METHOD OF FIXINO W AOES. 

159. The power of fixing the rates and wages is entirely in the 
hands of the mill management and the workers have 
simply to ·accept them. There is no such thing as 

negotiated aggrements between the employers and workers. The rates 
fixed are not even communicated to the workers. When the lat~er find 
on the pay day that their wages have gone down and when. they make· 
a :complaint, they are informed that new varieties with different rates 
had been put on the looms and were responsible for slight decrease in 
wages •. The workers do not always understand the slight changes made 
in the warp or weft or the speed of a certain variety and generaUy 
calculate their earnings on the old rates; but they are subsequently 
informed that the changes in the warp, weft or speed had necessitated 
a slight modification in rates. There are a number of mills in Bombay 

·which do not exhibit in the sheds a board containing rates. The 
" Particulars Clause " such as is known in Lancashire is unknown in 
Bombay. The following extracts from a statement issued by 
Messrs. N • .M. Joshi, F. J. Ginwala and R. R. Bakhale, will give a 
further insight into the methods of wage fixing and. wage reductions:-

"The Khatav 1\Iakanji :Mills, the Spring 1\lills, the Madhavji 
Dharamsey Mills and the Kastoorchand Mills have openly reduced 
the rates on some varieties on the ground that either they are unable 
to pay them owing to depressed state of the industry or their rates 
were highet' than those obtaining in other mills. One of these mills 
was bold enough to say that the blanket rates which were fixetl in 
1911 when the waste plant was newly instituted, had to be revised 
in the year 1928 as the original rates were only experimental and 
continued to this day by oversight. Surely this does not speak 
highly of the degree of the efficiency. of the Management I· In the 
Simplex and Kohinoor Mills, the workers alleged and the owners 
denied the reduction in rates ; but we are satisfied ·that ·the aggre
gate wages of many have gone down recently. We have also known 
a few mills, Moon mill for example, in which the average wages of 
the weavers were brought down on the~ plea that they were higher 
than those in other mills for the same kind of work • .- Wages are 
fixed in relation to the efficiency which is generally~ calculated at 
between 70 and 80. If the workers give more efficiency, their pro
duction and consequently their wages, rise ; but the millowners, at 
least some or them, who harp upon the plea or increased efficiency, 
stagger at the figure of the increased wages and bring_ it down. Thus 
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the increased efficiency :becomes a penalty to the workers who 
give it. 

" Where there has been no direct reduction in rates or wages, 
indirect :methods have been resorted to. Many mills have. begun to 
go from coarser to higher counts and with the rates remaining the 
same, aggregate wages hue gone down owing to the drop in weight 
on which wBges are calculated, In several mills, new varieties have 
been put up with a change here or a change there but their outward 
appearance remaining the same ; and the fresl::. rates are fixed for 
them. Seeing no apparent difference between the old and the new 
varieties, the workers calculate their wages on the <'ld rates and 
when they find their calculations at variance with the mill calcula
tions, they reeort to direct action. This misunderstanding has led to 
many a recent strike ; but the management do not consider it their 
business to explain to the workers the changes made in the varieties. 
This is the experience that the Bombay Textile Labour Union got in 
dealing with the Simplex and Kohinoor mill strikes. The fact, 
however, remt\ins that owing to the introduction of new varieties, 
many workera have begun to get lower wages. In some cases~ the 
average production ha.s gone down not because of the decreased 
efficiency of the workers, but because of the introduction of silk and 
inferior raw material. In one mill, we know, where both the cotton 
yarn and silk yarn wm~k, the artificial humid air has a s~lubrous 
effect on the former while it reduces the strength of the latter. The 
result is that breakages come too often in the silk varieties and 
production euffers. Those, therefore, who work on silk get Jess 
wages; and their number is not negligible. There is another 
method of wage reduction which is becoming almost universal. The 
weavers used to get hitherto their wages on the basis of the actual 
production ; but now they are paid on the basis of the production as 
it goes to the merchant. For instance, a worker produced a piece 
weighing 4 lbs. ; by the time it reaches the hands of the merchants, 
it shrinks, say. by a quarter pound in the further processes in the 
mills. The worker used to get hitherto his wages for 4 lbs ; but 
now he gets them for 3!lbs ; in other words, for every piece woven 
he loses wages for one quarter pound for nothing. The argument 
advance! by the millowners is that they cannot pay the employees 
what they do not get themselves from the merchants. But they have 
no answer to give when they are :questioned :as .to what they were 
doing all these 'lj years, except that they did not mind paying more 
when they could afford. to do so. In cne mill we found still another 
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method of wage reduction and it is this. If the basic· wages · ol a 
worker come to Rs. 30-15-9, his .one anna and nine pies are cut 
off immediately. Then there remain Rs. 30-14-0; but the high 
prices allowace is calculated not on Rs. 30-14-0 but on Rs. 30 only I 
Thus the worker loses Us. 0-1-3 and 80 per cent allowance on 
Rs. 0-15-9. In our opinion this method of calculating wages is nothing 
short of a fraud upon the employees II n 

The Union gives below from the same statement one more interesting 
case of wage fixing :- · 

"We give below one more typical case of how the work,ers" 
wages are tampered with. We hav~.t a case of a jobber-and this 
case is applicable to most of the weaving jobbers of. that. mi.ll;-:who · 
used to get Rs. 0-8-0 per 100 lbs. of cloth pro~uced by his :workers. 
His wages including the allowance amounted to Rs. 140, ~ut, he 
was first offered Rd. ~0~4-0 only and then Rs. 100. He. thuK. ~oat 
Rs. 40 l The case was represented to the manager and· tl].e 1 .Ag~n.ts 
replied on his behalf. After pointing out that the loomsJn ... tl,lose 
jobbers' department were entirely on Khadi and other ·grey cloth, 
the Agents said that "it would be manifestly unfair to pay these 
men at the same rate per hundred pounds as is paid to the line 
jobbers in the large shed who are mostly on fancy cloths." . In such 
a case the different rates should have been fixed for fancy _and oth(}J' 
jobbers; .but "one cannot," say the Agents, "equally assort the cloth 
among each jobber as the looms are an odd lot of varying widths.' 
In other words; the Agents do not mind the workers ,suffering 
even though they cannot be held responsible for the lay-out of the 
mill machinery. But the sting is in the tail.· " It appears", 
conclude the Agents, "'that the 1\Ianager has been in the habit of 
equalising and averaging the jobbers' pay. Some jobbers. have 
received less than their calculated pay while on the other hand more 
jobbers haYe had their calculated pay increased. It seems a very 
unconventional way of doing things, I most admit; but a.Pparently 
it haS WOrked OUt justly 1 Otherwise Other Of the jobberS WOUld have 
complained." The enquiries made by the Bombay Textile .Labour 
Union did not bear out the Agents' statement that "more jobi:iera 
have had their calculated pay increased"-a statement' based 
on the information of the Manager ;.and the Union knows it as 'a 
matter of fact that the other jobbers did complain but did' not' carry 
the matter to a breaking point for fear of victimization. . This 
arbitrary method of calculating wages is not confined to the jobbers 
alone ; it is freely used in fixing the rates of the weavers Ui that 

4 
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tnHl. · There ·is absolutely no method for fixing the wa~~'es and there .o 
is ample room for favouritism. The :Managers of this type are to a 

· a great extent responsible for increasing the workers' bitterness 
against the mill-owners and are a menace to the industry and the 
workers." 

STANDARDISATION. 

160. The 1928 Joint Strike Committee demanJed a standardiza-
. · · tion scheme of wages and mostly in pursuance of that 

Workers' De- d d th "~~"11 ' A . t" 11 d anand. eman e .w.1 owners ssoma 10n were compe e 
. to hasten the J•reparation of a scheme which they 

had been considering for years past. At last the scheme was 
prepared during the 1928 strike; but it contained two dangerous 
items, viz., a heavy cut in wages and a reduction in the number of 
workers. The Joint Strike Committee prepared, under the guidance of 
Mr. Mohamad Umar Rajah, Vice-President of this Union, its own 
standardization sch~me which had a wholesome effect on the millowners 
in that they· l~velled up their scheme in some respects. The revised 
scheme was fully discussed before the Fawcett Committee and the latter 
has dealt with- it very exhaustively. The scheme has not yet come into 
operation and it may not be worthwhile to go into it again. Suffice it to 
say that subject to such agreements that have been reached between the 
Joint Strike Committee and the Millowners' Association, the Union Is 
not prepared to accept a scheme which contains a cut and a reduction in 
the' number of workers. 

MINIMUM WAOES. 

· 161. Any scheme for the improvement of the lot of working classes 
will not be complete or of much practical utility if it does 

ven~~!~va Con• · not include any proposals to secure to the workers the 
' payment of a wage "adequate to maintain a reasonable 

standard of life as this is understood in their time and country". Great 
emphasis was laid on " the provision of an adequate living wage " by the 
signatories to the Treaty of Peace and this question was mentioned in the 
"Preamble to Part XIII of the Treaty as one of the problems of urgent 
importance which require solution if social unrest is to be avoided. In 
vie.,r of. the importance of this problem, the International Labour Confer
ence at its Eleventh Session held in 1928 adopted a draft Convention and 
a.· Recommendation concerning the creation of minimum wage fixing 
machinery~ · The Convention contemplated the creation of such machi· 
·nery in the case of trades or parts of trades (and in particular home 
:working trades) in which no arrangements exist for effective regulation 
-or wages by collective agreements or otherwise and in which wages are 
exceptionally low. A State Member ratifying this Convention is placed 
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under an obligation to create such machinery but the nature and form of 
the machinery and trades to which it should apply are questions which 
are left to the discretion of the States concerned. 

162. In India, the system of regulation of wages by collective' 

Alleged Diffi
culties in Adopt
ing the Conven
tion. 

agreements is conspicuous by its absence. Labour in 
this country cannot be said to be much well organised 
yet and this is the main cause why labour in India is 
weak in its bargaining power. In view of these facts 

one would expect India to be one of the earliest State Members to 
ratify this Convention. But, on the contrary, the Government of India 
have not even ratified the Convention owing to alleged practical difficul· 
ties. It is stated that the difficulties in the way of the introduction of 
the minimum wage principle in India are :-firstly, this question is quite· 
new to India and has not been thoroughly considered in any Province. 
Besides, the question of the practicability and advisab~lity of establishing 
Wage Boards in India has not been thoroughly investigated. Secondly, 
there is no standardization of wages in any industry and the wages for 
similar or same occupations differ from establishment to establishment. 
Thirdly, the Cost of Living Index Numbers are not available for different 
industrial centres in India. Cost of such Index Numbers have a very 
important bearing on the question of fixation or regulation of a minimum 
wage. 

163. The difficulties mentioned above do not appear to be such as 
to necessitate the abo.ndonment of the proposal altogether. 

Difficulties not Tl:e ·problem of fixin[)' minimum wages may he new to Insuperable. o 
India but it will continue to be ' new ' nntil an effort is 

made to tackle it. The Union fails to understand why it is so very 
es~;ential that the standardisation of wage in a particular industry should 
necessarily precede the appiication of the minimum wage principle. 
The object of standardisation of wages is to secure to the workers in 
different estabHshments in one industry equal pay for the similar type 
and equal quality of work done. Bot the aim of the fixation .of minimum 
rates of wages is to ensure that a worker in the lowest paid occupation 
does not get a wage lower than a rate fixed by law. The absence of Cost 
of Living Index numbers in different industrial centres or in various 
provinces appears to be a real difficulty in this connection. . There is 
much truth in the statement that the cost of suitable standard of living 
differs considerably from province to province and also between different 
parts of a province and this appears to be an obstacle in the way of 
fi:ting a national living wage for India ss a whole-but this is a question 
-.rbich lllU<>t be tackle~ sol)ne~ or later. 'J,'bis diffico1t1 is absent~ fof 
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example, in Bombay City-as the Labour Office compiles and publishes 
• working· class. cost of living index nnmber every month. Recently 
similar index numbers lor Ahmedabad. are also worked out by the Labour 
Office. It is, therefore, the· considere~ opinion of the Union that time 
has now come when the application of. the minimum wage principle 
should not be delayed any longer and that a beginning should be made 
at least in industries or industrial centres where the difficulties discussed 
above do not exist to any great extent such as the cotton mill industry 
in Bombay City. 

164. The main objects of minimum wage legislation may be briefly 
stated as (1) the prevention of the payment of nndnly 

..... ~~sis fowr a low wages or exploitation of labour, and (2) the elimina-
-•nunum age. t• r 1' • t• • b t h 1 10n o UD1&1r compe 1tion e ween t e emp oyers as 
. regards wages. It is also claimed, that minimum wages 

laws, by establishing greater equality of bargaining power, in
directly help to develop organization amongst the workers. No 
definite formula or principle as .regards what should constitute 
"- minirpum wage has been laid down in any of the minimum 
wages laws adopted in various foreign countries such as New Zealand, 
Ans~ralia, U.S.A., Great Britain, etc. These laws generally relate 
to both male and female workers in specified industries and contain a 
general definition pertaining to what may be considered as a 'minimum 
wage'· It is significant to note that some of these laws take into conl.li
deration the necessary cost of living of the workers and his family. 
For instance, basis for fixing minimum rates as stated in the Agricultural 
Wages (Regulation)· Act, 1924, of Great Britain is as far as practicable a 
wa.a:e for able-bodied men adequate to enable a worker in ordinary case to 
maintain himself and family in accordance with reasonable standard of 
comfort in relation to nature of his occupation." But the most common 
basis for fixation of minimum wages as contemplated in the various laws 
appears to be. the cost of living and the financial condition of the 
industry. 

165. It has been the experience of industrially advanced countries 
such as England and U.S.A. that it has always been 

Condition of extremely difficult to prove whether a given industry is 
the Industry. 

able or not to pay the minimum wages fixed by law. 
In view ofthis, in certain cases in U.S.A. the regulation of changes in 
the minimum wages is mainly governed by the cost of living, the other 
factor regarding the economic position of the industry being very 
difficult to prove. It should not, however, be supposed that the Union 
ia not prepared to consider the financial condition of the cotton mill 
industry in Bombay Citr w~ile puttin~ forward a demand for fixation of 
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a minimum rate of wages !or·the cotton;mill operatives. · On the other 
hand, it may be made clear, that the Union is ready to reconsider its 
demand for fixation of a minimum wage at the rate indicated belo\v, if 
the Union is satisfied that the millowners have explored all the avail-· 
able sources of efFecting economies in tho cost of production and that the 
only item then left is :' wages'. 

166. One of the seventeen demands put forward by the Joint Strike 
Committee before the Bombay Strike Enquiry Committee 

Rs. 30-a Mini- was that "the wages of those workers whose average 
mumWage. • 

monthly wage 1s less than Rs. 30 shall be raised sub-
stantially." The Union considers and reaffirms that the above demand 
is just and reasonable. The experience of the members of, the Union 
goes to show that Rs. 30 per month for an average family is, with greaf 
difficulty, just sufficient to maintain a family almost on the ' subsistence 
level.' In view of this, the. Union should like to make an 
emphatic demand that Rs. 30 should be fixed as the minimum 
rate of wages for adult male operatives below which no worker 
who has put in normal hours on each of the working days in 
a month should be paid. . The reiteration of this demand may be~ 
considered as preposterous by some but the following few considerations 
would show that what after all the Union asks for, is nothing more than 
a bare living wage. 

167. It is now proposed to indicate the lines on which the Union 

B 
. f R 30 has based its demand for Rs. 30. The basis is put at asts or s. • · • . 

the lowest by companng the quant1ties of some of the. 
main food articles consumed by a cotton mill operative in Bombay City 
with those consunled by prisoners in jail, in order to show that the Union's 
demand for Rs. 30 as being the minimum wage is not extravagant. 
A reference to the Bombay Jail Manual (Part I, Revised Edition, 1927, 
page 40) will show that the following i11 the scale of the diet given to 
male convicts including juveniles confined in prisons and employed on 
bonrJ fide hard labour :-

ARTICLE. DAILY QUANTITY. 

1. Wheat, Jowari or Bajri or rice 24 ozs. 
2. Dall ... .•. ... . .. ... 5 ozs • 
3. Salt 8 drams.' 
4. Onions ••• ... 4 drams.; 
5. Vegetables ... 8 ozs. ~ 
6. Oil ( average) ••• 8 drams~ 
7. Condiments 4 drams.: 
8. Tamarind ( average ) ••• ... 3 drams; •· 
9. Fuel .,. ... . .,. 

~·· 
... .. , llb;.: , . . 
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Thirty times the first six of the above quantities multiplied by the 
average retAil prices of the respective articles for the mouth of December 
1929 in Bombay City, (vide p. 426 of the Bombay Labour Gazette for 
JanUAry 1930) will show that the average monthly expenditure ou food 
articles alone amounts Rs. 5-4-2 for a single worker. A reference to 
the Report on an Enquiry into Working Class Budgets in Bombay City 
published by the Labour Office in 1923 (pages ~5-66) shows that the 
average number of persons living in the family is 4·2 ; and the equiva
lent in adults per family=3·4. The total cost of the food articles con
sumed by the average family will thus be Rs. (3·4 x 5-4-2). The 
average expenditure on ~food ' amounts to 56·8 per cent. of the total 
expenditure ofthe working class family. If all the items included 
in the 'food group' io Table VI referred to above are scanned, 
it will be seen that the expenditure on the food-grains alone 
(according to Jail Diet) comes to only about 37·1 per cent. of the 
total expenditure of the family. On this basis the cost of maintaining 
an average family comes to ( Rs.f~.' x 3·4 x Rs. 5-4-2). 

168. According to the Family Budgets report referred to above, 
there are 1·5 earners in the average family. The 1•5 adult bread
winners should earn this sum of Rs. 48-3-1 in order that their families 
may be fed, clothed, and sheltered according to the lowest of minimum 
standard of life. This clearly means that each adult must get at least 
Rs. 32-2-3 as wages per month (i.e. Rs. 48-3-4 divided by 1·5). . 

169. The minimum wage arrived at is based on the retail prices 
ruling in December 1929. Any rise in the prices or in the cost of living 
index number for Bombay City should have a corresponding effect 
on this minimum wage. The Union is of the opinion that the minimum 
should be varied with definitely marked changes in the cost of living 
index, say, by 5 points. 

. l'lO. The best machinery to secnre the minimum wage is, of course, 
the collective agreement; bot :it can be successfully 
effected in those trades where the employers and workers 

are suffiCiently organised. Where this essential condition does not exist 
and where the workers are not organised to an extent which will enable 
them to negotiate a collective agreement on a footing of equality with 
their employers, a suitable machinery on a statutory basis should be 
devised. The Union does not support any machinery which has not the 
back:ina of law behind it. The Joint Industrial Councils under the 

0 

Whitley Scheme ca_nnot function effectively where the worken' organisa-
tio~ is ~ot strong, Th~ GerQlan Works CQuncil~ have the samo 

:Machinery. 



difficulty if they are organised independently of the Trade Unions or. it 
the workers are not properly organised. In Germany the Works Councils 
are Jeliberately excluded from negotiating the wage rates which function 
is allocated to the Trade Unions and the employers' a::;sociatione. 
Where these do not exist or are weak, the Works Councils are allowed 
to intervene. The Union, however, is inclined to take the view that, 
where the workers' organisations do· not eXiEt Or are weak, the wage 
fixing machinery should be, as far as possible, independent of any other 
machinery that may be devised for the purpose of improving the indus
trial relations between the employers and employees. Out of the 'three 
Pystems of wage regulations that are prevalent in different parts of the 
world, viz., the Fixed Minimum Wage Methcd, the Board System and the 
Arbitration System, the Union prefers the Board System as being more 
suitable to Indian conditions. The Fixed Minimum Wage Method is 
inflexible and the wage amounts are stated in the Act itself with greater 
or less precision. The size of the country and the vast difference in the 
economic conditions prevailing in different provinces may make . this 
system inapplicable to India. The Union is equally opposed to the 
Arbitration System in as much as it hardly tends to improve the relations 
between the employers and employees. The Union, therefore,, supports 
the Board System in which an independent chairman, unlike under the 
Arbitration System, has to give a decision with which at least one side 
must agree and in which also, owing to the fear that the chairman may 
vote on the other side, the two sides are checked from taking an uncom
promising attitude. The Union recommends the formation of Trade 
Boards on the lines of the British Trade Boards with powers which 
the Whitley Committtee have recommended for the English Boards. 

DEDUCTIONS. 

171. The Union tmbmitted to the Bombay Governm.ent in 19.27 an· 
exhaustive representation on the '"deductions from wages or payments 
in respect of fines " and a printed copy of the same is enclosed to this 
Memorandum as Appendix c.• Suffice it to say that the:.Union· stands 
by the views expressed in that representation and has no further re
marks to offer on the subject of deductions. It only draws the attention 
of the Commission to parae 109 to 120 ofthe Fawcett Committee's Report 
in which the Committee discusses Standing Order 18 relating to offences 
for which the workers are liable to be fined. · 

PERIODS OF WAQE PAYMENTS. 

172. The Mr1naging Committe& of the Union considered this qnes• 
.:ion so early as in 1926 and addressed a letter to the Director of Labour, 

• No' printed in this Memorandum. 



expressing its views on the prompt payment of wages. The important 
11arts of that letter are reproduced below :-

. "The Committee desires to express its appreciation or the 
move made by the Government of India in the direction of securing 
by legislation the prompt payment of the workers. The move was 
overdue; and had it been made earlier, some of the hardships from 
which the workers suffer, may have disappeared long ago. However 
the Committee is glad to find that the Government ofindia propose, 
though a little late, to legislate on a matter with which the financial 
interests of the working classes are vitally connected. 

" The Committee agrees with the Government of India that the 
state of affairs in respect of the periods by which wages are paid in 
organised industries and in respect or the delays which are associated 
with their payment, cannot be regarded as other than satisfactory, 
that these delays are, in a number of cases, so great as to add appre
ciably to the· economic di.ffic&lties of the workmen and give rise to 
several abuses and that if these abuses can be checked or eliminated 
by legislation, it is the duty of·Government to introduce such ligis
lation. It is the opinion of the Committee that the real remedy for 
checking the abuses lies in enacting a legislation making payments 
of wages fortnightly or weekly and the Committee would have 
accorded its hearty support to such legislation. The Committee is 
aware ofthe opposition to the Weekly Payments Bill of Mr. Chaman 
Lall, a part of which bad come friJm some workers. But it feels 
confident t:hat if the system of weekly payments, the advantage 
accruing therefrom and the disadvantages of the system of monthly 
payments had been fully explained to the workers, they would have 
withdrawn their opposition and agreed to the system of payments for 
shorter periods. But as Mr. Chaman Lall's Bill hal unfortunately 
to be withdrawn on account of the joint opposition of the Govern
ment and the interested parties, the Committee has to be content 
with the alternative now propose!~ by the Government of India, as 
being the next best. 

" The Committee generally agrees with what the Government 
·have said in paragraph 6 of their letter of July 28 regarding the 
setting of the statutory limit to the time within which wages must 
be paid. It, however, desires to emphasise that such Jimit should be 
placed not only in the case of monthly wages but also in the case of 
fortnightly, weekly and daily wages. The limit to be placed on 
the delays should be, in the opinion of the Committee, at the most 
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a week in the case of monthly wages, . four. days in the case of fort
nightly wages, two days in the case of weekly ~wages and 'the daily 
wages should be paid on the same day.· There does not. seem to be 
any necessity to delay the daily wages by a day as seems to have been 
suggested in paragraph 6 of the letter. In fact these wages are in 
most cases paid on the days for which they are earned. 

"As regasds the enforcement of such law, the Committee is in 
entire accord with the view of the Government of India dated in· 
paragraph 7 of their letter that ccif the enforcement of the law is 
to depend npon the initiative of the workmen themselves the .Act 
will fail to achieve its object" and that, therefore, "it is. essential 
that the power to prosecute should be grante,d tC? some external 
authority, such as an inspecting staff." The dangers pointed ont 
in the paragraph such as dismissals, if the responsibility of re
covering the wages in a court of law is thrown on the workmen, and 
the difficulties of the workers in the same establishment joining 
together in prosecuting the employer, are real, cannot but 
prevent action. Moreover, the amount of inconvenience that may 
Le caused to the workers is disproportionate to .the amount that 
they may get. If, therefore, the Act is to function efficiently and 
is not desired to remain a dead letter, it is essential that the Act 
should set up an independent machinery to enforce· it. · · - · 

" The scope of the measure to be enacted should be, the Com
mittee is of opinion, as wide as possible and should cover all the 
establishments, large or l!lmall, Government, semi-Government· or 
private, such as railways, tramways, docks, plantations, munici
palities, local boards, Government services, in addition ·to the 
establishments covered by the Indian Factories and :Mines Acts. 
The Committee does not agree with the Government of India. that 
the Act should b9 confined, in its operation, to those establishments 
which are subject to the operation of the Factories Act and the 
Mines Act. . Such restrictions in the operation of the. measure will. 
surely defeat to a great extent the object for which it is intended. 
·It is true that an additional stafF will have to be employed ; bnt it 
is worth while doing so even at the cost of some extra expenditure. 
Otherwise the measure will lose much of its utility and the abuses 
which it seeks to check or eliminate will remain where they· are. 
It is therefore the considered opinion of· the Committee that for the 
measure to be both usefnl and effective, its scope should be wide 
enough and its enforcement shonld be in the hands of an outside 
and independent agency •. The Committee requests the Gorernment 
5 
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of' india to consider this point seriously and hope that they will 
accept it. 
, ... "There are one or two other points in connection with this 

subject which the Committee desires to bring to the notice of the 
·Government of India for their consideration. One is that in some 
cotton textile mills in Bombay the workers who are discharged or 
leave the service in the middle of the month, are not paid immediately 
for the days for which they have worked in the mills bot are asked 
to come on the next pay day, which means a gooJ. deal of delay • 

•. The Committee thinkA thl\t such delays should also be covered by 
the proposed legisiation. Another point is that there is a practice 
prevailing in many cotton textile mills in Bombay that the wages 
claimed after a bertain period which varies from three to six or 
'even more months, are forfeited. There are occasions such as 
continued illness or other domestic difficulties on account of which 
the. workers cannot claim their wages earlier ; but it is only fair 
that . they :should get them as soon as they are in a position to claim 
them. It will be well if such forfeiture of .wages which is more 
serious than the delays in getting the wages, is prohibited under the 
new measure." 

INDEBTEDNESS. 

173. The following paragraph from the Family Budgets report of 
the Labour office will give the Commission some idea about the extent of 
indebtedness of the workers :-. 

"Interest on debts shows an average expenditure of nearly 
3 per cent. ofthe total monthly expenditure. No less than 47 per 
cent. of the families were in debt............... The usual rate of 
interest is one anna per rupee per mensem· or 75 per;cent. per 
annum, and in a few cases 2 annas per rupee per mensem or 150 
per cent. per annum •••••••••••• The indebtedness of the family in debt 
extends ordinarily to the equivalent of two and half months' 
earnings. The extremes are equivalent to 14 months' and one third 
of a month's earnings. Some money lenders obtain in effect even a 
higher rate than 150 per cent. Ly taking promisory notes of higqer 
value than the loan actually given." (pp. 33). 

LEAVE. 

1 '74. The system of leave both with and without payment is absent in 
. Bombay mills. Whenever urgent work or illness makes 

-Wtthout Pay, • • 'bl ~ k t t k h 'th d 1t 1mposs1 e 10r a wor er o go o wor , e e1 er sen s 
word to his jobber or explains his absence the next day when he goes to the 
mills. If the jobber is well disvosed towards the worker, the latter gets 
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back his machine ; otherwise he gets a sack on the ground that he was 
absent without leave. There may be exceptions to this method and it 
may be that the workers have got leave of absence; but the point the 
Union wants to emphasise is that in the absence of any system, the 
jobbers possl:lss a very considerable power of mischief and the Union, has 
on its record a number or complaints of this character. The question 
or leave was fully dealt with pefore the Fawcett Committee and the 

· .Millowners' Association have now agreed to grant .two months' leave 
to the workers on an application and,to keep the record of such leave. 
The rule has not yet come into operation and it is to be seen how far 
it works in actual practice. · 

175, The Union strongly suggests for the sympathetic considera

-With Pay, 
tion of the Commission that the workers should get some 
leave on pay. In its opinion such leav.e will have a 

good effect not only on the worker's health but on their efficiency as 
well. After their return from the villages, they have always ,shown 
better efficiency. In Germany, such leave on pay has been secured by 
the workers and in Eogland, the agitation~to get it is going on and itis 
probable that it may succeed. 

FAI~ W AOE.S CLAUSE. 

176. The Union is in favour of the Fair ·Wages Clause in public 
contracts. It wili have a healthy effect on the general wage level .in 
the City. 



CHAPTER XI-WORKERS' EFFICIENCY 

. 1'77. The fact that the Bombay mills are gradually going from 
coarse to medium and from medium to fine counts and 

m!~. Improve· are producing better kind of cloth than before, shows 
· that the workers' efficiency bas not remained st&tionary 

bot has improved. The reduction of working hours from 12 to 10 has 
also· shown an improvement in the efficiency of the weavers. In view 

·of the fact that the millowners have made no efforts to improve the 
efficiency of the operatives, the improvements they have shown in their 

. work, are indeed highly creditable. 

178. A comparison is sometimes made between the number of 
· · looms and spindles that the workers in India and the 

Comparison. k • th . • d · d t h wor ers 1n o er countnes mm , 10 or er o s ow that 
the Indian workers are less efficient than the other workers. It is 
mischievous to make such a comparison without taking into account 
other factors of great· importance. The Bombay millowners conveniently 
(orget the climatic conditions obtaining in ;different countries, the 
stamina of the operatives, their conditions of service, their housing, their 
education, the quality of raw material supplied, the differences in 
machinery, the labour saving appliances, etc., and without any justifica
tion they condemn their own operatives. Mr. Arnos S. Pearse, General 
Secretary of the International Federation of Master Cotton Spinners' and 
Manufacturers' Association, has recently stated that the average number 
of looms per operative in Japan is 5•5 as against 4 in England; but he 
has not declared that the English worker is less efficient than Japanese 
worker. Mr. N. M. Joshi had suggested before the Tariff Board that if 
a scientific comparison between the efficiency of the Indian and the British 
worker was to be made, about a half dozen Indian workers should 
be sent to Lancashire and asked to work there under conditions 
in which the British workers worked and that if the results 
showed that the Indian workers were less efficient than the English 
workers, then only he would admit the truth of the a.Uegation of the 
Bombay millowners; but:not till then. The Union supports lllr. Joshi's 
stand and declines to believe ~that the Bombay worker is less efficient 
than any other worker of other countries. The Union desires also to 
point ont that Dr. ~Rajani Kant Das in his book on the "Hindustani 
Workers on the Pasific Coast" has proved that the Hindustani workers 
working in America have ·:proveJ. themselves as efficient as the worker:, 
of other nationalities includin~ the Americans. 
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1 '79. In sharp contrast to the improve~ent that ·the workers have 
effected in their efficiency, howsoever small it may be, 

Ma!~~!~':t. of the Union regrets to say that the efficiency of the mill 
officers, including jobbers and head jobbers, is not as it 

should be. There is, the Union knows, a· fair 'Sprinkling of superior 
officers, both Indian and British, whose technicq.l knowledge is of a high 
order and it is perhaps due to their presence that the Bombay industry 
has maintained its existence, such as it is to-day. The Union, however, 
knows by experience that there are some mill officials whose knowleige 
of the technique of the industry and whose organisational capacity· is· no 
better than that of the outsiders in the trade unions who are attacked so 
mercilessly by the millowners. If an examination is held and these 
officials are put to test, the Union hat' no doubt that many of them will 
fail. Many of the iUs of the industry can be traced to the incompetency 
of these men. But• it is human nature to see a mole in others' eyes 
forgetting the mountain in their own. 



CHAPTER XII-TRADE COMBINATION~ 

180. The extent of the trade union organisation in the Bombay 
- textile industry may be obtained from the Bombay Labour Extent. 

Office. Suffice it to say that the trade nnio~ movement 
took an organised from only after the 1925 general strike and with the 
formation .of this Union in January 1926. Writing about this Union 
in. his report of the inve~tigations into the conditions of the Indian 
t~tile workers, the Rt. Hon. T. Shaw, M.P., has the following remarks 
to make:- · 

." In Bombay is to be found perhaps the nearest approach on 
what, for a want of a better name, I will call the European model. 
The Union· takes all textile workers as members, in whatever 
, branch they work, and· its business is done from five different 
centres. The membership card(are printed in UrJu and Marathi, 
and give details which are quite customary in Europe. There is 
also an active propaganda by means of big posters in prominent 
pl11ces in the mill areas. These posters give summaries of the work 
of the Union, and invite -all textile workers to join it ••••••• There is a 
central Managing Committee which is really the authoritative 
managing boJy for the Union. It consists of the principle officers 
and representatives of the workers in the proportion of one for each 
200 members in any given mill. There are also committees in each 
centre or district, but the functions of these committes are purely 
advisory. There are also mill committees and the Central Com
mittee's idea is to give the actual workers themselves the 
greatest possible share in the manageJ:?.ent of the Union." 
(pp. 42-43). 

With its p;opaganda the Union could succeed within a period of two 
years to secure a paying membership of between 8,000 to 10,000. Then 
came the 1928 strike in which the Girni Kamgar Union came into exis
tence. Taking advantage of such success of the strike as was obtained and 
by its unrealisable promises and hopes to the workers, the G. K. Union 
could increase its membership to, according to the Labour Office figures, 
over 40,000. It can be said that after the 1928 strike the Union mentality had 
been created among the workers and if the 1929 strike had not intervened 
and things would have gone on smoothly, the trade union membership 
might. have increased very considerably. But the last year's strike 
destroyed not only the future hope but killed the strength that had been 
built up; and today, it must be said with great regret and P';\in that the 
~rade union movement in t~" textile industry is on its last legs I 
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181. So far as this Gnion is concerned, it can be said that it has 
been able to redress a numbers of workers' grievances. 

Effects. The three annual reports of the Union that are enclosed to 
this :Memorandum will show that in such cases as dismissals, re-employ· 
ment, rates and wages, fines, strikes, assaults etc., the Union had been a· 
real help to the workers. Had the millowners been a little sympathetic 
towards the Union, the success it had achieved would have been more. 
substantial and the Union would not have required to go through the ago
nies it went through after the 1928 strike. It was a healthy check on tho~e; 
mills where it had good membership and some of the mill managers and· 
other officers had admitted the u'sefulness and the utility of this Union. 
Although it cannot be said that the U oion has been able to leave a perma
nent mark of its work on the general conditions of the operatives by secor-: 
ing to them higher wages, reduced hours, bettPr;housing or stability of em
ployment, it is true to say that it had stopped very comidero.bly the 
tyrannies of the mill officials practised on individual workers and created 
in them a kind of awe about Trade Unions. Thanks to the short sighted 
policy or a majority of the millowners and their born hatred _of trade 
unions, the activities oft his Union had to be curtailed Cor the present· 
and it could not continue in the manner in which it did function before
the 1928 strike II 

182. The Union has not been able to organise schemes for g1nng: 
benefits to its members, such as onemployll).ent, sickne'ss 

Me!b::s~ts to' or old age benefits. The Union officials had to concen-
trate their energies and attention all these years on 

organisation and the workers' complaints and deal with the ·strikes as 
they took place ; an·d there was also the difficulty of finance.· However,' 
it has given special financial help to some of its members who were in 
distress and spent about Rs. 6,000 in distributing relief to its members 
and other workers during the 1928 strike. It had also collected specia~ 
lunda for the same purpose in the sec~iona.l strikes in a few mills. 
It may further be stated here that owing mostly to the influence of its· 
President, :Mr. N. M. Joshi, in the international labour movement, the 
Union could secure about Rs. 40,000 for distributing relief during , the· 
1928 strike. · · · · 

,. j. 

183. The Constitution and the three aimna.l -reports of this U~fon

History. enclosed to this Memorandum, will give the Commiasion. 
some idea about the history and the acti~itjes of thi11 : 

Union; and it is no~ necessarJ. to repeat them her_e. · · -



EMPLOYER.S' AlTITUDE. 

184. In spite of the fact that the relations of some of the officers or 

Hostility. this Union are more or less cordial with some of the mill
owners in Bombay, it mast be stated quite frankly that 

the general attitude of the employers as a class is one of hcstility towards 
the trade onions and the trade onion movement. It is only recently when 
an und~sirable element entered the trade union field that the ;employers 
have begun to talk in terms or sympathy towards the unions ; bat 
their talks have not yet been translated into action. If anything, 
their Association in its Memorantlam to this Commission has boldly advo
cated amendments to the Indian Trade Unions Act, most of which, if 
carried into efl'e£t, are calculated to make the independent trade onion 
movement impossible in this country and convert the trade unions into 
departments of Government. The Association may say that it was 
compelled to make these suggestions owing to the activies of the Girni 
Kamgar Union. But it fails to realise that for the action of one or 
two Unions like the Girni Kamgar Union, the Association wants to 
penalise all the trade unions which have been carrying on its activities 
in a legitimate and constitutional manner. It is also significant to 
remember that when the Girni Kamgar Union did not exist and when 
other Unions were functioning on trade unions lines, it never occured to 
the Millowners' Association to look at them with a sympathetic eye or 
grant them recognition. On the contrary the negotiations by this Union 
in one of the strikes ef its own members with the Association were 
characterised by it as "officious" in one of its Annual Reports. If this 
case is considered as rather old as it happened in 1926, the Union can 
cite another to prove the hostile mentality of the millowners. It took 
place only last September. The Union held a joint enquiry over the 
dismissal of one worker in a mill where it had very strong membership. 
The . enquiry· bsted for about three months but the parties could not 
come to any agreement.. The matter was taken up to the 1\lillowners' 
Association which appointed a sub-committee to negotiata with the 
parties. The . negotiations failed to reach a settlement and, as a last 
alternative, the sub-committee of the Association asked to partie~ to 
refer the dispute to arbitration and this suggestion was sent to the 
Association. It was accepted by the Union. but rejected by the mill. 
In its anxiety not to displease the powerful mill, the Association turned 
down. the suggestion m~de by its own sub-committee. This clearly 
proves that when the interests of a mill clash with those of the Union, 
the Association does not hesitate to throw overboard not only the Union 
bnt its own representatives who, not being directly involved in the 
dispute, can sometimes take a detached view. 
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185. The Union can also give another illustration ofthe miliowners•· 
dislike of the trade unions. The Chairman of the· Commission put it to 
the representatives of this Union in their oral evidence whether they 
would meet the millowners to discuss the problems of industry and they 
replied that they woulJ. The millowners have not done anything yet 
in the direction of calling the quarterly general meetings contemplated 
by the Chairman owiug perhaps to the present weak position of the· 
Union. The Union understands this position and does not complain. 
But it does complain about the way in which the 1\lillowners' Asso
ciation has shrted its work of coming in contact with the workers and 
de:\ling with their complaints. It has recommended to the management 
t.o keep complaints boxes in the mills and ask the workers to take the. 
complaints to the officers or put them in the boxes. In th~ case of col_lec
tive grievances, the Association says that the mill agents will. make 
enquiries and, ifnecesEary, take them to the Association. If such metho~s 
had solved the workers' grievances, the world would have heaved !' sigh 
of relief at the solution of one of the most difficult industrial problems. 
But the Union may not complain about the procedure laid down by the 
Association although it feels that it will not improve mattins. Whafit 
takes serious objection to is the complete disregard shown by the Associa
tion towards the trade unions. It knows that they do exist, tho"9gh in a 
feeble condition and it should have informed the workers that if they could 
not get redress by the procedure laid down by the mills, it would sym
pathetically consider their grievances if sent. through their Unions. I{ 
the Association had expressed itself in its instructions to the milia and 
the workers in these or similar terms so as to -convey to the operatives 
its willingness to deal with the Unions, it would have proved its bona. 
fides about its attitude towards the trade union organisatian. In times of 
difficulties and owing to public pressure, it shows some lip sympathies 
towards that Union which it considers to be less harmful. than the 
others. 

186. Another illustration of the attitude of the milJowners towards 
the trade unions can be given and it is· the organisation, 

Organisation of b · • t t ·11 • .B b f h t b CompanyUnions y an 1mpor an m1 group In om. ay, o w a can e 
called company unions organised through its jobbers and 

head jobbers. In para 1E2 of the Memorandum of the Bombay Govern
ment will be found the names of these Unions with a membership of 
29 only which were organised during the period of the last year's strike. 
This Union has reason to believe that all the three Unions were· started 
under the instigation of a mill group and. one of them is already 
registered. In spite of the fact that the Unions at the time of their 

6 
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registration had to give their official addresses to the Registrar, some 
of the letters addressed to the registered union in the list given in the 
Bombay Government's Memorandum on page 182, had come to the address 
of this Union as the postal authorities could not trace the existence of that 
Union I This showe clearly how company unions are functioning. An 
attempt was a'so made to encourage the formation of what is called the 
"Ama.lgamateJ Millowners' Self-help Union," one ofthe objects of which 
was to so inculcate the habit of thrirt among the workers as to enable 
them to purchase one or more mills and run them 0[! model linea. 
The promoters or this so-callt!d Union were to be tho represent&• 
tives of one Bombay Ownership Housing and Tenants' WelCare 
Institute (it is not traceable) and of the existinJ5 trade unions in the 
mill industry. It was to have mill committees, a "general administra
tive committee", and a "boarll of control" whose functions though 
defined could not be understood. One of' the promoters of this so-called 
union was a Government pensioner, another a municipal retired officer, 
and a ·third a landlord, besides one or two othen. This Union has 
not heard of the activities of that Union ; but the facts stated above 
are sufficiently indicative of the mentality or the millowners and their 
organisation. 

18'7. The attitude of the millowners and their Association towards 
labour legislation of ameliorative character introduced by 

. AUitude' to- the Government of India since 1921 has been mostly one 
wards Labour f •t• Th r 11 • · f th · · Legislation. o oppos1 10n. e 10 ow10g summary o eu v1ews, 

prepared from the annual reports of the Association is 
enough to substantiate the above statement :-

(1) Legislation for the registration and protection of trade 
unions was at that juncture (1921) premature. 

(2) The Association was opposed to the voluntary registration ; 
it demanded compulsory registration which implies, it may be stated 
parenthetically, the suppression by law of unregistered trade unions. 

(3) It deprecated the policy of " slavish adherance " to the 
provisions of the British trade union legislation. 

(4:) It was "opposed to the introduction in the Indian law of 
any provisions that might tend to countenance the practice of picket
ing in any shape or form". 

(5) The Association was not in favour of having legislation 
prohibiting the employme.nt of women before and after child birth. 
(1921 report) and opposed Mr. N. M. Joshis' Maternity Bill. 
(1923 report). 
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(6) The Association declined to express an opinion on the pro .. 
posal to repeal the Workmen's Breach of Contract Act, 1859. 

(7) It opposed Mr. Chaman Lall's Weekly Wages Bill., 

(8) It" lodged an emphatic protest" against the Governlllent 
of India's proposed legislation on prompt payment of wages. 

(9) It oppol!!ed Mr. N. M. Joshi's Bill to amend the lniliag f<mal 
Code eo as to give immunity from legal proceedings to unregistered 
trade unions. 

It may also be stated that the Association supported the Intimidation 
and Goonda Acts passed by the Bombay Go"ernmeut last year. On the 
top of all this, the Association has now suggested in its Memorandum to 
this Commisiion amendments in the Indian Trade Unions Act the effect 
of whicL, if carried out, is calculated, in the opinion of the Union, to 
paralyse the growth of independent trade union movement I 

TRADE UNIONS ACT. 

188. The Union is not in favour of amending the Trade Unions Act 
in such a way as to curtail the liberaties of the Unions or increase the 
re.itrictions and limitations already imposed on them. It therefore does 
not support the amendments of the Millowners' Association sug
gested in its Memorandum to this Commission ; nor can it support the 
proposals of the Bombay Government made in their "Note on .LI\bour 
Position in Bombay "-proposals which are intended to increase the 
power of the Registrar of Trade Unions in respect of supervision and 
intervention and vest him with more power of cancelling the registration 
of trade unions and ascertaining their membership. In the ophlion of 
the Union, these proposals will only impose additional restrictions on 
trade unions without achieving the object of putting them on sound lines, 
The Union is rather inclined to suggest that the Act should be so 
amended as to give the benefit of immunity from civil and criminal 
liability even to unregistered trade unionoi and t~at it should be brought 
in conformity with the British Trade Union law minus the 1927 Act. 

MISCELLANEOUS QUESTIONS. 

189. Hitherto there was uo conciliation machinery between the 
millowners and the trade unions for the purposes of 

N!!~!~a~~~Ds. of negotiations. During the discussions before the Fawcett 
Uommittee, the Mediation Rules were framed and ec .. 

cepted by the Millowners' Aseodation and the Joint Strike Committee. 
The Union gave a trial to these Rules in one of the disputes referred to 
~hove and it found that -during the ver_y first sta~e the joint 
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meeting had to be held no Jess than ten times over the dismissal of one 
worker. By mutual agreement the dispute was referred to a sub
committee of the Millowners Asso~iation and the Union committee, 
instead of going through the other two stages of the Rules. The result 
was that the worker was sacked on June 4, the joint meetings com
menced on July 1 and continued to the end of the month, further nego
tiations took a month and the strike was declared only on September 18. 
It can easily be realised what the fate of such a strike can possibly be. 
If the Mediation Rules are to be used for the purpose of marking time, 
creating divisions in the trade union rank and file and damping the 
resentment of the workers over unjust actions of the employers, then 
clearly the Union has no use for such mediation machinery; it prefers to go 
without it. In the light of the experience gained in the di8pute referred 
to above, the Union now insists upon a radical change in the Mediation 
Roles. It wants a deletion of the second part of the negotiation machinery 
in which the dispute has got to go before a joint meeting of the represen
tatives from the mediation panels on either side. This second stage is 
absolutely unnecessary and seems to have been devised simply to prolong 
the negotiations. It also insists that. a time limit should be laid down for 
the completion of the negotiations under the Mediation Rules. The 
Union suggests ·that a :·maximum period of a week should be fixed 
subject to it being increased with the consent of both the parties. 

. . 
190. The Mediation Rules are applicable only to the trade disputes; 

bot there is no joint machinery which deals with the workers' grievances 
all of which may not develop into serious tradEi disputes. Speaking 
before the Fawcett Committee, 1\Ir. Bakhale had suggeste~, on behalf 
otthe Joint strike Committee, that joint committees shouH be set up 
in each mill to deal with the day-to-day grievances so as to check the 
growth of discontent among the workers. The repre3entatives of the 
Millowners' Association vehemently opposed the propo8al. The Fawcett 
Committee refrained from expressing an opinion on it on the ground 
that it did not come within their terms of reference. 

191. So far as the Union is aware no attempts btlve been 
made to secure the cooperation of labour in the attempts 

Results of Non- to increase its efficiency. Schemes were prepared, the 
cooperation. 

jobbers were informed and the Schemes were brought into 
operation. Such is the method generally employed in Bombay mills. 
Irritation and discontent are the results of such non-cooperation. 

--



CHAPTER XIII-INDUSTRIAL DISPUTES 

192. The statistical information about the several strikes in the 
textile industry, their causes, methods of settlement and 

St~k:~.idable loss to the industry and workers maybe available to the 
Commission from the Memorandum of the Bombay 

Government and Labour Office. The Union desires to point out here 
that a good many strikes could have been· avoided if only the attitude 
of the millowners had been a little sympathetic and if they had taken the 
necessary precaution to deal with the workers' grievances before allow
ing them and the resulting discontent to accumulate. It is painful to 
record that no head is taken of the workers' difficulties and grievances 
and the blame for the strikes is generally laid at their door. The em
ployers' attitude is mostly responsible for the strike mentality of the 
operatives. They by their indifference and disregard for their workers 
create that mentality in the latter; and they mu~t therefore face the 
consequences. 

193. The Union is opposed to those sections in the Trade Disputes 
Act which have put additionalrestrictions'oti thb workers 

.A~~ade·Disputes working iu public utility services. Those sections should 
either be repealed or, in the alternative, if retained·, 

special privileges should be conferred on those on whom they are 
imposed. · 

194. The Government are themselves a. great employer of labour 
and their attitude towards it and . labour legislation 

.At~i~:'d~n m 8 n t cannot be sufficiently sympathetic. The .Union fully 
recognises that during the last few years they passed 

some labour 'legislation for which they .deserve credita But it 
feels that they should have done more. There are a. number of Geneva 
Conventions and Recommendations which the Government of India 
have either not carried out or postponed. There are certain departments 
of Government such as Postal department, which have shown greater 
sympathy towards labour unions than some other departments such as 
Railways. There are railway unione in In<iia which, though registered, 
have been declined recognition. The late Agent of the G. I. P. Ry. 
had, it is understood, refused to see Mr. N. M. Joshi in connection with 
a dispute. Enormous delay, which has driven men to desperation, in 
dealing with labour matters is indicative of the mentality of Govern
ment. Circumstances and pressure of public opinion may have com
pelled them to show greater sympathy towards labour; but the IQentality 
has not yet undergone a. full change. · _ . 
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195. During industial disputeR, the attitude of Government officers 
is many times hostile towards labour. The Union can cite a few 
instances in support of this statement. In 1928 :Mr. Joshi had gone 
to the :Madras Presidency to try to settle the S. I. Ry. strike. While 
he was going from place to place to see the situation for himself with a 
view to sound the strikers' opinions· and arrive at some settlement, a 
magistrate served him, Mr. Giri and one or two others with a 
notice restraining them from making speeches and ordering them to 
leave the district immediately I In the 1928 textile workers' etrike at 
Sholapur where this Union has a branch, the police unnecessarily 
interfered with peaceful picketing to which the strikers are entitled to 
resort, and made it almost impossible. Prosecutions were launched 
against some volunteers and a large number (If them were fined. It 
was also stated that in the conduct of these cases, the magistrate was 
reported to have remarked that he would like to see what resources 
the Union had for the payment of fines for cases already decided and 
for cases that might come up later on. It could be gathered from this 
remark that the m.a.gitracy and the police at Sholapur wanted not only 
to stop peaceful picketing but also to break the financial backbone of 
the Union itself I In a courteous letter to the Collector of Sholapur, 
Mr. Joshi brought this matter to his notice and requested him to stop 
tho illegitimate interference of the police and allow the strikers to 
picket in a peaceful manner. The Collector in a curt reply informed 
Mr. Joshi that "I regret! cannot discuss the Sholapur Mill strike with the 
Bombay Textile Labour Union, Bombay, or its President who have no title 
to be heard in Sholapur aff~Joirs". Mr. Joshi again sent another letter but 
no reply was received. The Labour Gazette, the official publication of 
the Bombay Government, gives periodically a list of the Trade Unions in 
the Presidency; and in th~tlist the Sholapnr Union was.fitst shown to be 
a branch ofthis Union. Subsequently when that strike took a more seri
ous tum, the Labour Office omittted to mention the Sholapnr Union as 
a branch of this Union; it was shown as if i~ was an independent Union. 
Why this was done can be easily inferred. After :rtlr. Joshi's protests, the 
Sholapur Union was again shown as a branch of this Union. Again, the 
Union declared a strike at the Kurla Swadeshi Mills in September last. 
The Union men, including the General and Assistant Secretaries of 
the Union, were picketing the mill gates in a perfectly peaceful manner. 
The mill officials whose number was larger than that of the Union, were 
also counter-picketing. The Sub-Inspector of Police and the constables 
were on the spot. If they had confined themselves to their duty of 
maintaing law and order, no objection could have been taken. But the 
S.qb-lnspector and a few constables warned the Union pickets not to st'n~ 
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on a public road (but they had allowed the mills officials to do the 
same} and to withdraw; they asked some workers to go inside the mills; 
the Sub-Inspector asked the Union pickets not to shout "Comrades, don't 
go to work". but he said not a word to the mill officials who were goading 
the men in; and a few constables warned some men insiJe the tea shops 
which were opposite the mills, not to wait there but to go to the mills. 
The police were clearly helping the mill authorities and putting every 
ob3tacle in the way of the Union. On the 22nd September the Union 
made a complaint to the District Superintendent of Police, Bandra, and 
copies of the letter were sent to the General and Home Departments 
of the Bombay Government. The General Department directed the 
Union to the Home Department which merely acknowledged the 
complaint and. did nothing more. The District Superintendent of Police 
never cared to send. a reply. Such instanc_es are enough to create a 
suspicion in the mind of the workers about the bona fides of Govern
ment and there should be no surprise ifthey feel that Government side 
more with employers than with labour. 

CHAPIER XIV -MASTER AND SERVANT 

196. The Union is of opinian that the Madras Planters Act which 
is more or less on the lines of the Workmen's Breach 

Repeal of Mad· 
ras Planters Act. of Contract Act should. be repealed. 

CHAPTER XV-ADMINISTRATION 
LEOI5LA TUR.ES, 

197. The attitude of the Central and Provincial legislatures, like 

Attitude. 
that of the Central and Provincial Governments, is not 
sufficiently sympathetic. A rnajority in these legis

latures consist of capitalists, pro-capitalists or of men with capitalist 
inclinations and it is not expected that they would show adequate 
sympathies with labour. A fairly large element of nominated officials 
in these bodies add to the difficulties of labour getting a square deal. 
The representation of labour on the legislatures, which is only by 
nomination, is so poor as to be almost ineffective. A Scheme of 

· Labour Representation on the Central and Provincial Legislatures. (copies 
of which are enclosed to this Memorandum), a part of which was 
adopted by the all-Indian Trade Unian Congress some four years ago, 
will show the comparative strength of labour and capital oa these 
holies. Such being their constitution labour legislation has not 
advanced as rapidly as it shoold and in some cases anti-labour legislation 
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baa been put on the statute book. Mr. Joshi's Maternity Benefit 
Bill was defeated; Mr. Chaman Lall had to withdraw his Weekly 
Payments Bill; the provisions in respect of the public utility services in 
the Trade Disputes Act were passed; the 1ntimidation and Goonda Bills 
were passed in the Bomb:~.y Counil; in the same legislature a Bill to 
lower the municipal· franchise from Rs. 10 to Rs. 5 or Rs. 3 was 
defeated; and some of the important Geneva Conventions were either 
not passed or shelved I This record is enough to indicate the attitude 
of the present legislatures to wads labour. 

RELATIONS BETWEEN CENTRAL & PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENTS. 

198. The Union is of the considered opinion that labour legisla
tion should be a central subject so that it would be common to the 
whole of India. If Provincial Governments are empowere.l to enact 
llt.bour legislation, it may have a serious effect on labonr conditions 
in India.. Uniformity of labour lagislation which is very essential in 
a country like India, will be disturbed an•l some provinces may be placed 
at a. disadvantage over others. In special conditions which may be 
peculiar to a particular province, a Provin.cial Government may be 
allowed to have· legislation of its own, subject always to the sanction 
of the Central Government. Bat in matters such as hours, workmen's 
compensation, wage fixing machinery, social insurance and the like, 
the Union is clear that there must be all-India legislation. 

BRITISH INDIA AND INDIAN STATES. 

199. As campared with British India, the Indian States are very 
· backward in labour legislation. Many States have not got the Factories Act 
and in some where it exists, its administration is reported to be slack. 
There is thus a natural tendency on the part of the capitalists to 
remove their factories to the Indian St~tes where there are fewer 
restrictions, if any, on hours, wages, employment of women and children, 
compensation for accidents and where Jabour is comparatively cheap. 
It is very essential that the Indian States should be brought in line with 
British India. in _respect of labour legislation so as to equalise, as far 
as possible, labour conditions and remove whatever exploitation exists 
in the Indian States. 

CHAPTER XVI-INTELLIGENCE 
200. The Jabonr statistics in India are very ina:iequate and, where 

they exist, are not always accurate. The Union is of 
Sta!~~tces~uate opinion that some machinery should be devised to 

compile adequate and reliable industrial statistics. 
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. . .. " . Dlallhine. 
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~ C077tparati'Oe Statement of Gains at J,osses to the Mill and the Worhers under the New System. 

Rnto FRAMEs. 

Percentage of 

Ne. of No. of Pay per Grain or Total Gain or Gain or Total Gain or Loss 
SysteJD. men re- Loss per Loss~to Loss to Gain or men. trenched. worker worker. wages. Mill. Workers. Loss. 

To Mill.Jw o;;ers. 

Old System. R!. a. p. Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. 

:Side boys (one 
man one frame). 216 ... 15 8 0 ... 3,348 0 0 ... ... . . .. ... . .. 

Tarwalas ••• 62 ... 15 8 0 ... 961 0 0 ... ... •.. ... .. . 
. 

.Doffer boys 108 11 8 0 ·t;~42 t) 0 . -·· . ... ... ... ... ... . .. ... ... 
. . . . 

386 5,551 0 0 
,. 

·. ' New System. -

:Side boys (one . -. 
man .2 frames) .. 108 108 22 0 0 +6 8 0 : 2,!J16 ;.o 0 +912 0 0 +702 0 0 ... ... ... 

Tarwalu ••. 42 20 17 0 0 +1 8 Q 714 0 0 '+247 0 0 . +63 0 0 - -.... . .. 
Doffer boys I 16' S!' ·a 1t o +'I ·:o ·o ,.,Mo ·o ·o ·+292 0 0 +76'0 0 ' " ... . .. ... ... ---- - -.226 160 

.. '-4~0{0 0 0 +1,511 0 0 +841 0 0 +2,35.2 0 0 +64 +36 ... ... 
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.' 'A Comparativl Stat~ment oJ Gain~ or Los~es tiJ the MiZZ"find tlte 1Wor.lers under the. Ne~ ,.CJJ)stem. 
'• I • ~ .. • ., • .._ • . ~ • ' • . 

Rovma. · ' i 
.. . ' 

' Percentage of ; I 
.. No. of Gain or Gain or Gain or ' Total ' Gain or Losa 

System. No. of Pay per Loss per Total Loss to Loss to Gain or .. . ---· men re- worker. Wagea. ! men. trenched. Worker. ' Mill. Worker.' Loss, 
To Mill.fwo'!":ers. 

.. ; .. -
·' 

I .. ' .. . 
. Rs. a. p. Rs . a. p. ~s. a. p! Ra. a. p. Rs. a. p; 

I 
Rs. a. p. 

.. 
. Old Syat,m • . 

. . 
I 

.. 
One man and one . 

machine 52 82 0 0 1,164 0 0 ·-- -... ... . .. ... ... ... ... .. . 
' 

.. '. . 
New Systtm, ' ' 

.. 
()ne man and two -

machines ... 26 26 47 8 0 +15 8 0 1,235 0 0 +429·0 0 +403 0 0 +832 0 () +51·6 +484 

'· 
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APPENDIX B 

( Vide para 26, page 21-22) 

RESOLUTIONS ON RATIONALISATION 

PASSED BY THE WORLD ECONOMIC CONFERENCE_ HELD 

AT G_ENEVA, MAY 1927. 

u The Conference considers that one of the principle means of increas• 
ing output, improving conditions of labour and reducing_ costs ?fp~o~uc
tion is to b~ found in· the rational organisation of production and 
distribution, 

" The Conference c~nsiders that such rationalisation ~ims slmultan~ .. . . . . . 
ouely: · •' . 

. E 1 ) At- securing the maximum. efficiency of labour .with the. mini.~om 
of effort;. .~.· · 

( 2) At facilitating by a reduction in the variety of patterns (where 
such· variety offers no obvious advantage), the design, manufacture, use 
and replacement of standardised parts; 

( 8) At avoi4ing ~aste of raw materials ~nd power; ·, · ... · . ··.~ 
(.4) At simplifying the distribution_ of g_oods; . . . ... 

" ·n . • • " ... . ) 

(5) At avoiding in distribution unnecessary transport~ _bu.rden~om~ .• 
financial charges and the useless interposition <lf mid!}lemen ~: . -

Its judici~us and constant application is calculated to secure: · . 

(1) To the community greater stability arid a higher standard-in the·· 
conditions oflifel · · .. , · ·· · · 

(2) to th~ consumer lower' prices and goods more caretully adaptd to:_ 
general req,uirements; . . . . . r •• ~ . :· . • :-. ·_ 

0 < 
• • • • \I, 

(3) To the various classes of producers higher and·steadier-remonera• 
. tion to b~ ·equitably distributed among them. . . . .. . .. _ '· _ .• ~. . . 

"It most be applied with the· care· which is necess,ary in order. while . 
at the same time continuing . the- process. of ratio~alisation, not t() ~njq,r~t.: 
the legitimate interests of the workers; and suitable measures should be 
provided for cases where during the first stage of its realisation it may 
result in loss of employment or more arduous work. 

un requires, further, so far as' reg-ards the organisation of labour in 
the strict sence of t.he term the co-operation of employees, and the assistance 
of trade and indnstial organisations and of scientific and technical experts. 
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"The Conference accordiogl1 recommends that GovermentcJ, public 
institutions, trade and industrial organisations or the public opinion as 
the case may be: 

( 1) Should, l~ad proJacers to dire~t their endenours along the lines 
indicated above, and in particular; 

(a) ''to· encoura&e and promote in every way the invesfigation and com· 
parison of the most adequate Diethorls and most pratical processes 
of rationalisation and or scientific management, and of the 

' economic and social results obtained thereby; 

(6). To apply these endeavours in industry, agriculture, trade and 
finance, not merely to large but also to medium and small under· 
takings, and even to in4ividna1 workers and handicraftsmen, 
bearing in mind the fa.vorable effects which they may have· in 
household organisation and amenities; . . 

(c)' ·To gi-ie speciat attention to measures of a kind calculate<! to 
ensure to the ind~vidoal the best, the healthiest and the most worthy 
employment, such as vocational selection, guidance and training, 
the- doe allotment or time between work and leistue, methods of 
remuneration giving the worker a fair share in the increase or 
outpnt, a~ generally, conditio!)& of work and lire favourable to 

' the development ~nd preservat~on or his per&onality; 

(2) _Should carry on systimatically on an international as well as 
national basis the standardisation or materials, parts and produelts or all 
types which are or international· importancE', in order to remove the 
obstacles to• production and trade .which might arise from a purely 
national policy or standardisation; 

_ (3) Should nndertake on an international basis investigations for 
ascertaining the best methods employed and the most conclusive results 
obtained: in every' country Tn the· application of the principles set· out 
above, utilising the investigations already made in certain countries and 
eneottraging the exchange of informatiob among those concerned; 

(4) Shonld spread in all quarters a clear realisation of the advantages 
and the 10bligations involved hi rationalisation and scientific management 
atf well aa the possibility of their gradual achievement!." 


